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Bath Boards
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4

Alton Bath Board Homecraft1

A perforated steel construction coated in tough white, easy to
clean plastic. Extra wide, high strength and quick draining design,
also ideal when showering. The adjustable metal brackets 
enable this bath board to fit a wide variety of bath styles. 
Bracket adjustment inside bath 380 to 605mm (15 to 233/4").
Length 680mm (263/4"). Width 298mm (113/4"). Weight 4.8kg.
AA1080

Moulded Bath Board with Handle2

Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

SPARES
Spares are available for this product, making it suitable for refurbishment.
For full spares listing, please see pages 1353 to 1360.

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are available in retail packaging.

30 STONE WEIGHT LIMIT

Etac® Fresh Bath Board with Handle3

For ease of transfer and added security, this moulded plastic
bath board is supplied complete with handle. Providing a
comfortable contoured seating area for sitting whilst bathing, 
it has well spaced holes for improved drainage. 
The width adjustable brackets have anti-slip rubber pads 
to give a stable platform and protect the bathtub surface. 
Width at narrowest point 275mm (11").

Length Weight
AA1018A Retail 690mm (271/4") 1.5kg £38.54
AA1018B Non-Retail 740mm (291/4") 1.6kg £38.54

Maximum
user weight

130
kg

201/4
st

B
at

hi
ng

1+ £38.54 10+ £32.76 25+ £26.98

Constructed from lightweight moulded plastic, this bath board is
both sturdy and durable. The board has holes to assist with water
drainage and a built in dish for storing soap. Supplied complete
with a handle to give the user support and assistance when getting
onto or off of the board. Length 711mm (28"). Width 318mm (121/2").
Internal width adjustment 406 to 660mm (16 to 26"). Weight 2.5kg.
587

Medeci Bath Board4

A white plastic slatted bath board that fits securely over the bath.
Plastic adjustable brackets, with rubber inserts, ensure a good
grip on the sides of the bath. Manufactured from high quality
white plastic, the seat is easy to wipe clean. The board is slatted
to allow drainage of water.

Length Weight
AA1090A 673mm (261/2") 2.0kg £41.87
AA1090B 699mm (271/2") 2.3kg £41.87
AA1090C 724mm (281/2") 2.6kg £41.87

Maximum
user weight

140
kg

22
st

1+ £26.25 10+ £22.31
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RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in Homecraft retail packaging.

SPARES
Spares are available for this product, making it suitable for refurbishment.
For full spares listing, please see pages 1353 to 1360.

1

2

3

4

Savanah™ Slatted Bath Board Homecraft1

Made with smooth, reinforced plastic slats, the Savanah bath
board provides a strong comfortable, quick draining design. 
The slats are fully sealed against the ingress of water and all
fittings are stainless steel, giving a corrosion resistant bath board.
The brackets include a serrated face and rubber buffers to help
secure the board in place. The bracket may also be angled to
position the board further back into the bath. 
Rubber pads under the slats help prevent the bath board
slipping on the rim of the bath. Width 232mm (91/4").

Length Weight
AA10914 610mm (24") 1.8kg
AA10915 635mm (25") 1.9kg
AA1091A 660mm (26") 2.0kg
AA1091D 686mm (27") 2.1kg
AA1091B 711mm (28") 2.2kg
AA1091C 762mm (30") 2.3kg

Savanah™ Slatted Shower Board Homecraft2

Savanah™ Slatted Bath Board Handle Homecraft3

For ease of transfer and added user security, an optional handle
is available for the Savanah slatted bath board or shower board.
To improve grip on the handle, the moulding is covered with a
comfortable, soft feel sleeve. Fitting the handle may remove the
need for a wall mounted grab rail in many circumstances. 
Weight 0.2kg.
AA1092

Available in three lengths, this bath board is made from
reinforced plastic slats that enable fast drainage of water. The
smooth finish allows easy transfer onto and off of the board.
Width 229mm (9").

Length Weight
579A 660mm (26") 1.7kg
579B 686mm (27") 1.8kg
579C 711mm (28") 1.9kg

Slatted Bath Board4

Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

30 STONE WEIGHT LIMIT

Similar in function and appearance to the Savanah slatted bath
board but supplied with two additional slats to provide extra
comfort and support. The extra width gives more confidence 
to users when transferring and gives a larger surface area, 
and therefore more comfort, for users who need to shower on
the board. Consisting of the same features as the bath board
and made from the same high quality, durable materials, it may
also be used with the Savanah bath board handle. 
Width 356mm (14").

Length Weight
AA1093A 660mm (26") 2.8kg
AA1093 686mm (27") 3.0kg
AA1093B 711mm (28") 3.2kg
AA1093C 762mm (30") 3.5kg

1+ £4.53 5+ £4.08

6+
£17.75
£17.75
£17.75
£17.75
£17.75

1+
£19.72
£19.72
£19.72
£19.72
£19.72

£17.75£19.72

5+
£28.75
£28.75
£28.75
£28.75

1+
£31.94
£31.94
£31.94
£31.94

6+
£17.75
£17.75
£17.75

1+
£19.72
£19.72
£19.72
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Plastic Covered Bath Board Homecraft1

Covered in tough, grey vinyl for easy cleaning.
Length Width Weight Brackets

AA1000 670mm (261/2") 215mm (81/2") 1.9kg Plastic £22.20
AA1003 730mm (283/4") 215mm (81/2") 2.0kg Plastic £22.95
AA1006 690mm (27") 305mm (12") 2.4kg Plastic £27.40
AA1001 670mm (261/4") 215mm (81/2") 1.9kg Metal £39.55
AA1004 730mm (283/4") 215mm (81/2") 2.0kg Metal £41.34
AA1007 690mm (27") 305mm (12") 2.4kg Metal £42.95

Padded Bath Board Homecraft2

Covered in grey PVC over thick foam giving excellent comfort.
Rounded corners add to the luxury finish, and welded seams
prevent ingress of water. Supplied with plastic brackets. 
Board width 235mm (91/4").

Length Weight
AA1050 673mm (261/2") 1.9kg £39.20
AA1053 730mm (283/4") 2.1kg £39.20

Etac® Rufus Plus Bath Board
A sturdy plastic board that is warm to the touch and has an
embedded pattern to disperse water when the skin comes into
contact with the seat. This board has four adjustment pillars
which have grooves for increased grip. 
Optional handle available. Width 300mm (113/4").

Length Weight
AA1064A 680mm (263/4") 2.0kg £52.34
AA1064B 730mm (283/4") 2.3kg £52.35
AA1064H Optional Handle £30.26

Derby Bath Bench
For safety when bathing, the Derby bath bench has a grab
handle that is securely fixed to the wall. The bath bench hooks
under the handle, hinges down across the bath and is kept
securely in place against the bath rim by two brackets. 
It is easily removed when not required. As the bench is secured
to the wall, it is able to extend outside the bath making side
transfer easier. Built-in anti-bacterial action. Length 840mm (33").
Width 400mm (153/4"). Weight 3.5kg.
AA1065 £98.99

SPARES
Spares are available for this product, making it suitable for refurbishment.
For full spares listing, please see pages 1353 to 1360.

Maximum
user weight

127
kg

20
st

Maximum
user weight

127
kg

20
st

Maximum
user weight

160
kg

25
st

Maximum
user weight

150
kg

231/2
st

3

4

RETAIL PACKAGED
This product is supplied in retail packaging.

B
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Bath Boards & Bath Seats

1

11

Medeci Adjustable Width Bath Board1

The Medeci Adjustable Width Bath Board has been developed to
satisfy the requirements of all bath board users. It is width
adjustable from 660 to 762mm (26 to 30") in 13mm (1/2")
increments, and has a maximum user weight of 286kg (45 stone).
A handle is available as an optional extra. The four securing
brackets can be independently adjusted to allow for fitment to a
wide range of baths and can even be fitted to the curve at the back
of the bath. The bath board is manufactured from recyclable plastic
with aluminium width-adjusting sections to provide extra strength.
All pieces can be removed for ease of cleaning. Board depth
293mm (111/2"). Width adjustable from 660 to 762mm (26 to 30") 
in 13mm (1/2") increments.
09 131 1612 Bath Board £25.99
09 131 1620 Optional Bath Board Handle £3.79

Maximum
user weight

286
kg

45
st

SPARES
Spares are available for this product, making it suitable for refurbishment.
For full spares listing, please see pages 1353 to 1360.

2

3

4

Farnham Bath Seat Homecraft2

This seat hangs from the rim of the bath and wedges firmly into
the sides as the bather sits on it. The strong white contoured
seat is mounted on a steel frame with hinged sides. The seat is
adjustable in width for different sizes of bath. 
The tips of the frame are covered in soft end caps to protect the
bath and improve grip. Width 445 to 595mm (171/2 to 231/2") in
13mm (1/2") increments. Seat height 140mm (51/2") below rim.
Seat size 400 x 225mm (153/4 x 83/4"). Weight 3.1kg.
AA1240 £36.13

Farnham Padded Bath Seat Homecraft3

This version of the Farnham has a padded seat for additional
comfort. The seat has rounded corners and the seams are
welded to prevent ingress of water. Specifications as for 
AA1240 above. Weight 3.6kg.
AA1254 £43.19

Maximum
user weight

95
kg

15
st

Maximum
user weight

95
kg

15
st

Lightweight Suspended Bath Seat4

Maximum
user weight

90
kg

14
st

Constructed from aluminium with a plastic seat, this bath seat is
both corrosion resistant and extremely lightweight. There is no
assembly or adjustment necessary, the bath seat is simply
positioned where required. Soft caps on the arms both protect
the edge of the bath and prevent the seat from moving. Seat size
410 x 230mm (16 x 9"). Overall width 730mm (283/4"). Fits baths
with an internal measurement of 585 to 670mm (23 to 263/8").
Weight 1.2kg.

09 117 0737 £23.98

www.homecraft-rolyan.com Tel: 08448 730 035 837
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Bath Seats

1

2

4

5

5

3

Rentwood Bath Seat Homecraft1

As the user sits on this seat, it wedges firmly between the sides
of the bath, giving an extremely stable platform. The strong white
contoured plastic seat is mounted on a coated steel frame, to
which are bolted two hinged side paddles. These are adjustable
in width using wing nuts. The paddles, which are tipped with 
soft protective end caps, are reversible giving two different 
height options. For plastic baths we recommend the use of
paddle caps (see AA1230 below). This seat as supplied is
suitable for metal or ceramic baths. Width 425 to 490mm 
(163/4 to 191/4") in 16mm (5/8") increments. Height 150mm (6") or
200mm (8"). Seat size 400 x 220mm (151/4 x 81/4"). Weight 2.8kg. 
AA1200 £41.33

Rentwood Padded Bath Seat Homecraft2

This version of the Rentwood bath seat is padded for
additional comfort. Seat size 400 x 220mm (153/4 x 83/4").
Other specifications as for AA1200 above. Weight 3.3kg. 
AA1214 £45.87

Rentwood Universal Paddle Cap Homecraft3

A tough moulding, which, when put on to the lower end of the
Rentwood paddle (instead of the standard end cap), enables 
the seat to be used in plastic baths. Supplied in a pack of 4. 
Weight 340g.
AA1230 £10.95

Slatted Bath Seat4

Available in three heights, this bath seat has reinforced plastic
slats that enable fast drainage of water. The four large sucker
feet spread the weight evenly and give a secure slip-resistant
fitting.  Width 457mm (18"). Depth 280mm (11").

Height Weight
591 152mm (6") 2.3kg
592 203mm (8") 2.5kg
871 305mm (12") 3kg

Maximum
user weight

95
kg

15
st

Maximum
user weight

95
kg

15
st

Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

Medeci Adjustable Height Bath Seat5

The Medeci Adjustable Height Bath Seat has been designed as
a one-product solution to most bath seat requirements. Height
adjusts to either 150 or 200mm (6 or 8") and an optional
extension kit is available allowing the seat height to be set at 255,
305 or 355mm (10, 12 and 14"). In addition to the range of height
adjustment, the Medeci Adjustable Bath Seat also has lateral
stabilisers, to ensure the seat is firmly secured inside the bath
before client transfer. The lateral stabilisers can accommodate an
internal bath dimension of up to 685mm (27"). Seat width 440mm
(17"). Seat depth 290mm (111/2").
09 131 1638 Bath Seat £26.69
09 131 1646 Bath Seat Extension Kit £9.20

Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

10+
£20.24
£20.24
£20.24

1+
£23.81
£23.81
£23.81
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Bath Seats

Static bath seats are used, often in conjunction with
bath boards, to enable the user to sit safely in the bath
without having to raise or lower themselves through
that last difficult distance at the bottom of the bath.
They can also be used with bath or wall rails for
additional support and bath mats to avoid the
possibility of slipping.

Derby Bath Seat3

A white stool type seat moulded in tough plastic. Leg positions
are adjustable to give optimum stability with different bath widths
and are fitted with large rubber suckers to give a firm grip.
Available in two heights. Seat size 400 x 202mm (153/4 x 8").

Height Weight
AA1130 Low 150mm (6") 1.6kg £37.90
AA1132 High 200mm (8") 1.8kg £40.99

Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are available in retail packaging.

Medeci Bath Seat4

Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

1

2

3

4

Savanah™ Slatted Bath Seat Homecraft1

The Savanah bath seat provides a strong, comfortable, quick
draining seat that is suitable for both bathing and showering. 
The slats are fully sealed against the ingress of water and fittings
are either stainless steel or plastic giving a corrosion resistant seat.
Four strong suckers hold the bath seat securely in position. 
Seat size 457 x 290mm (18 x 111/4").
Footprint 345 x 300mm (131/2 x 12").

Height Weight
AA1155A 152mm (6") 2.2kg
AA1155B 203mm (8") 2.5kg
AA1155C 305mm (12") 3.2kg

Savanah™ Moulded Bath Seat Homecraft2

A tough white moulded plastic stool type seat with advanced
sucker design for maximum security in water. The seat has holes
for drainage and a partial cutaway for easier personal cleaning.
The seat is contoured for comfort and is available in two heights,
using leg extensions. It can be purchased as a fixed height
assembled product, or in easy-to-assemble kit form to give 
either height. Seat size 400 x 240mm (153/4 x 91/2").

Height Weight
AA1110Y Low 150mm (6") 790g £28.73
AA1112 High 200mm (8") 865g £28.73
AA1114Y 150/200mm (6/8") Kit 900g £36.07

SPARES
Spares are available for this product, making it suitable for refurbishment.
For full spares listing, please see pages 1353 to 1360.

Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

A stool style bath seat that fits securely into the bath by means of
rubber feet and an adjustable width mechanism. Manufactured
from high quality white plastic with stainless steel fixings, the seat
is easy to wipe clean. Width 480 to 610mm (19 to 24").

Height Weight
AA1180A 150mm (6") 1.8kg £47.47
AA1180B 200mm (8") 2.0kg £51.80
AA1180C 306mm (12") 2.3kg £55.83

10+
£20.24
£20.24
£20.24

1+
£23.81
£23.81
£23.81
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Ascot Combined Board Homecraft
and Seat System

1

A luxury product combining a bath board with a bath seat,
ensuring correct alignment with no possibility of movement
between them. The frame is adjustable to allow for variations 
in bath depth. Both seat and board are padded for maximum
comfort. Available with either standard or front cut-away seat 
for easier personal cleansing. Seat height 153mm (6").
Seat size 360 x 305mm (14 x 12"). Board width 235mm (91/4").
Board length 670mm (261/2"). Weight 7.6kg.

Seat Style
AA1100 Standard £129.97
AA1104 Cut-away £137.17

Savanah™ Combined Bath Board Homecraft
and Seat System

2

Combining the Savanah slatted bath board with the bath seat,
this product ensures correct alignment and eliminates movement
between the seat and board. Gives additional confidence and
security for users that would normally use a separate bath board
and seat together. The frame is adjustable to allow for variations
in bath depth and has a backrest for additional comfort and
support whilst bathing. 
Seat height 203mm (8"). Seat size 457 x 290mm (18 x 111/4").
Board width 232mm (91/4"). Board length 686mm (27"). 
Weight 6.4kg.
AA1094 £92.25

SPARES
Spares are available for this product, making it suitable for refurbishment.
For full spares listing, please see pages 1353 to 1360.

Maximum
user weight

127
kg

20
st

Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st
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Transfer Benches & Swivelling Bath Seats

1

Aluminium Swivelling Bath Seat2

Lightweight and corrosion resistant, this aluminium swivelling
bath seat is available in four frame widths to suit a variety of bath
sizes. The rotating seat locks at each 90° interval and has side
arms to enable easy transfer and provide additional security to
the user. Holes in the seat aid water drainage. Seat width 
460mm (18"). Seat depth 390mm (151/4"). Weight 7.2kg.

Frame width
53625 635mm (25")
53626 665mm (26")
53627 685mm (27")
536 710mm (28")

Maximum
user weight

100
kg

153/4
st

B
athing

Comfy Transfer Bath Bench1

An extra wide bath seat that sits with two legs inside the bath
and two legs outside. The user sits securely on the seat and 
has plenty of room to manoeuvre during a side transfer.
The heavily padded seat is divided into two sections to allow for
water drainage. The padded backrest provides comfort and
support, while the handle can be used to assist with side transfer.
Made from aluminium, the frame is strong but lightweight. 
May be assembled for use on either side of the bath. The legs
are finished with ferrules, with the larger ones placed in the bath.
External seat height adjustable from 559 to 660mm (22 to 26").
Maximum clearance from floor 610mm (24"). 
Seat size 700 x 406mm (271/2 x 16"). Weight 5.8kg.
AA1594 £104.70

Maximum
user weight

120
kg

183/4
st

2

3

Stainless Steel Swivelling Bath Seat3

A sturdy white plastic seat that can rotate and lock into position
to allow a user to sit comfortably and facilitate movement over
the bath. The seat is fixed to a stainless steel frame that rests
securely on the rim of the bath. The two arms provide security 
for the user. The holes in the seat facilitate quick drainage.
Seat size 365 x 405mm (141/2 x 16"). Inner bath size 457 to 660mm
(18 to 26"). Weight 5.3kg.
AA1285 £151.30

Maximum
user weight

120
kg

183/4
st

5+
£61.50
£61.50
£61.50
£61.50

1+
£77.23
£77.23
£77.23
£77.23

ALUMINIUM FRAME

STAINLESS STEEL FRAME
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Swivelling Bath Seats

2

1

3

Swivel Bather™ Wall Bracket2

This wall bracket allows a Swivel Bather to be used on baths 
with a narrow bath ledge on the wall side. It supports any of the
Swivel Bather range when the lip on the wall side of the bath is
less than the recommended 30mm (11/4"). Also suitable for use
with other products requiring a ledge on the wall side, 
eg. Bath boards. Length 560mm (22"). Weight 1.5kg.
AA1283 £52.44

Maximum
user weight

127
kg

20
st

Maximum
user weight

127
kg

20
st

Swivel Bather™ Seat Riser3

Designed to increase the seat height of the Swivel Bather bath
seats to a more comfortable level, these risers are particularly
useful for baths with low sides, or for taller users who find the
seat too low. Also suitable for users with limited knee or hip
mobility as the raised seat allows easier transfer of legs over the
side of the bath. The Seat Riser bolts onto any Swivel Bather
base frame, but is not suitable for use with any other swivelling
bath seats.

Raise
100295 75mm (3") £57.73
100296 150mm (6") £64.23

Width Adjustable Swivelling Bath Seat1

This swivelling bath seat allows for easy transfer over the side of
the bath for washing or showering and is lockable in four positions.
It is width adjustable to fit most sizes of bath and is made from
aluminium and plastic, making it both lightweight and corrosion
resistant. The handle that is used to lock the position of the seat
can be fitted to the left or right hand side. The backrest provides
comfort and support and the front cut-out allows for ease of
personal cleansing. Adjustable to suit internal bath widths from
480 to 640mm (183/4 to 251/4"). Seat dimensions 410 x 399mm
(16 x 153/4"). Weight 7.2kg.
AA1286 £215.50

Maximum
user weight

100
kg

153/4
st
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1

2

3

B
athing

Swivel Bather™1

This seat consists of two parts, a fixed base, which is fitted to 
the bath, and a rotating seat that can be locked in four positions.
It allows the user to sit comfortably in the seat and gently swing
their legs around, so that they are sitting over the bath.
Gives improved security and confidence when compared to
bath boards. Perforations in the seat allow for fast drainage.
Available with a standard steel frame or as a heavy duty stainless
steel frame with a ten year guarantee against corrosion.
Seat size 445 x 405mm (171/2 x 16"). Backrest height 355mm (14").
Width between armrests 485mm (19"). Inner bath size 
535 to 635mm (21 to 25"). Weight 6.4kg.
AA1280 Swivel Bather £149.97

AA1284 Heavy Duty Swivel Bather £187.43

Maximum
user weight

102
kg

16
st

Maximum
user weight

127
kg

20
st

Adjustable Width Swivel Bather™2

The adjustable width Swivel Bather can be easily adjusted to 
fit a wide range of bathtubs. Each arm of the base frame can 
be independently adjusted by simply turning the grey handles. 
This adjustability also allows the seat to be set closer to the 
open side of the bath, making entry easier. 
Fits internal bath widths from 430 to 700mm (17 to 271/2"). 
Fits external bath widths from 635 to 785mm (25 to 31"). 
Seat size 445 x 405mm (171/2 x 16"). Backrest height 355mm (14").
Width between armrests 485mm (19"). Weight 7kg.
AA1282 £199.98

Maximum
user weight

102
kg

16
st

Swivel Bather™ for Corner Baths3

This stainless steel seat allows easy transfer into most corner baths.
The base frame has extendible tubes that can be adjusted
independently from 810 to 1200mm (32 to 47") in width. 
Backrest height 355mm (14"). Seat width 445mm (17"). 
Seat depth 405mm (16"). Width between arm rests 485mm (19").
Seat height above bath 90mm (31/2"). Weight 6.5kg.
AA1281 £295.83

Maximum
user weight

127
kg

20
st
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Bathmaster™ Sonaris™

Combining superb functionality and outstanding
performance with great design, the Bathmaster Sonaris
sets the standard for safe independent bathing. 
With an all plastic construction the Sonaris is easy to clean and
maintain, and is strong and robust ensuring complete stability.
Sufficiently lightweight to be easily manageable, it fits into the
bath with the minimum of effort. 
The Sonaris has been designed to provide a comfortable and
supportive bathing position which may be further enhanced with
the addition of the optional pads. The single button operation
allows the user to descend and keep the backrest upright or to
recline back to a more comfortable position, whilst retaining
ample leg room to relax in the bath.
The hand controller incorporates a superior battery delivering
market leading performance. It incorporates a host of useful
features, including audible and visual alarms to signify operation
and battery charge levels, and a handy sleep function to
preserve the battery life.
Key Features and Benefits
• Modular and portable, a two piece powered plastic reclining

bathlift that fits most shapes and sizes of baths 
• Sucker feet that may be angled in any direction to suit the

curvature of the bath to ensure stability and safety in use
• Contoured seat and backrest for support and comfort. May be

used with or without the covers
• Two lightweight components that simply click together facilitating

quick and simple assembly, installation and removal
• Designed with convenient holding points on each component

to ease carrying and transportation
• Large side flaps to allow easy transfer on to and off of the

Bathmaster Sonaris
• Easily operated by lightly pressing the large control pads,

which are textured to assist the visually impaired
• An audible bleep and warning light identify when the battery

requires charging, and when to stop using the bathlift. 
This helps users to ensure the battery is always charged 
and improves its reliability and performance

• A built in safety mechanism ensures the bathlift will not lower 
if there is insufficient charge in the battery to raise the user

• Smooth steady action plus a transition interval between reaching
the base of the bath and reclining allows the user to remain in
a controlled position increasing confidence and security.

• The preferred angle of recline can be selected by the user
enabling the most comfortable and suitable position to be chosen

• Includes fixing holes which accommodate an extensive range
of optional extras 

• Available with a range of accessories to enable the Bathmaster
Sonaris to be tailored to individual requirements 

• 5 year guarantee on frame
• 2 year guarantee on hand controller, recharger and motor

Technical Specifications
Seat Size Including Side Flaps 510 x 680mm (20 x 263/4")
Seat Size Excluding Side Flaps 510 x 380mm (20 x 15")
Backrest Size 615 x 355mm (241/4 x 14")
Height Range 75mm to 455mm (3 to 18")
Seat Weight 7.3kg (15.8lbs)
Backrest Weight 4.7kg (10.3lbs)
Maximum User Weight 140kg (22 stone)
Backrest Reclining Speed 3.93°/sec
Average number of lift cycles* 18 (*based on 100kg load)
Maximum angle of recline 40°

Bathmaster™ Sonaris™ Homecraft1

1
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SPARES
Spares are available for these products, making them suitable for refurbishment.
For full spares listing, please see pages 1353 to 1360.

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in Homecraft retail packaging.
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Bathmaster™ Sonaris™

Bathmaster Sonaris Ordering Details:
Complete - Bathlift, Hand Controller, Country Specific Recharger,
Side Flaps and 2 Side Flap Protectors
09 116 4375 UK
09 116 4391 European
09 116 4409 Australian
09 116 4383 US

Complete with Covers - Bathlift, Hand Controller, UK Recharger,
Side Flaps and 2 Side Flap Protectors
09 116 7774 With Blue Covers
09 116 8301 With White Covers

Complete with Cycle Counter - Bathlift, Hand Controller with Cycle
Counter, UK Recharger, Side Flaps and 2 Side Flap Protectors
09 116 8384 UK Complete with Cycle Counter £450.00

Accessories
09 116 4417 Blue Covers £27.50
09 116 8319 White Covers £27.50
09 116 5596 Headrest £24.50
09 116 8327 Blue Cover for Headrest £14.95
09 116 8335 White Cover for Headrest £14.95
09 116 5612 Swivel Transfer Seat £29.50
09 116 8343 Blue Cover for Swivel Transfer Seat £18.50
09 116 8350 White Cover for Swivel Transfer Seat £18.50
09 116 5604 Safety Belt £13.50
09 118 8911 Large side flap 420 x 255mm (161/2 x 10") £13.50
09 116 8376 Transport Bag £78.00

Spare Parts
09 116 4433 Hand Controller £92.50
AA1371 UK Recharger £30.80
AA1371E European Recharger £30.80
AA1371A Australian Recharger £30.80
AA1371U US Recharger £30.80
09 116 7105 Side Flap Protectors (Not Shown) £14.80

Maximum
user weight

142
kg

221/4
st

1

Bathmaster™ Sonaris™ Homecraft1

SWIVEL TRANSFER SEAT & COVERHEADREST & COVER

SAFETY BELTTRANSPORT BAG WITH WHEELSWHITE COVERS

1+ £375.00 5+ £318.75
1+ £375.00 5+ £318.75
1+ £375.00 5+ £318.75
1+ £375.00 5+ £318.75

1+ £395.00 5+ £335.75
1+ £395.00 5+ £335.75
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One of the lightest reclining
bath lifts available

The Bathmaster Deltis is easy to
assemble with no technical
knowledge required. With built in
convenient holding points and the
heaviest part weighing just 6.8kg
(15lb) transport and storage
become effortless. The all plastic
construction is modern, easy to
clean and free from corrosion.
Designed to be strong, stable &
durable, it gives confidence to the
user and ensures hassle free, long
term usage

Compact frame fits virtually
all bath tubs

Occupying the optimum amount of
space, the compact frame of the
Bathmaster Deltis is suitable for
nearly all bath tubs, yet maintains a
high level of stability when in use.
Large side flaps allow easy transfer
in and out of the bath, and optional
swivelling seats are available for
those requiring additional assistance.

Latest battery technology
ensures high performance

The small, lightweight hand controller
is simple to use and floats when not
in use, enabling easy recovery if
dropped into the water. The lithium
ion batteries have no memory effect
and very low self-discharging, giving
improved performance and battery
life. The latest software allows gentle
charging, further preserving
the batteries.

Bespoke, service free motor
gives long term durability

Fully waterproof with no built in
circuit board, the motor has been
specifically designed for long term
protection against failure or
damage. The hand controller plugs
directly into the top of the motor
ensuring there are no leads from
the motor that could be damaged
during transportation of the unit.

Difficulties getting into and out of the
bath are quickly and easily overcome
when using the Bathmaster Deltis.
Simple to take in and out of the bath,
it separates into two parts for easier
lifting and carrying. High quality
materials and construction offer the
utmost in safety and comfort with no
servicing required

NEW
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Bathmaster™ Deltis™

Bathmaster Deltis Ordering Details:
Complete - Bathlift, Hand Controller, 5 Hour Country Specific Recharger,
Side Flaps and 2 Side Flap Protectors
09 131 6736 UK
09 132 4078 European
09 132 4086 Australasian

Complete with Blue Covers - Bathlift, Blue Covers, Hand Controller,
3 Hour Country Specific Recharger, Side Flaps and 2 Side Flap Protectors
09 132 4144 UK
09 132 4151 European
09 132 4169 Australasian

Complete with White Covers - Bathlift, White Covers, Hand Controller,
3 Hour Country Specific Recharger, Side Flaps and 2 Side Flap Protectors
09 132 4185 UK
09 132 4193 European
09 132 4201 Australasian

The premium version of the Bathmaster Deltis is constructed with a special
moulded plastic that deflects water and dirt. Silver ions are also incorporated
to provide anti-microbial protection. Supplied with a fast 1 hour charger.

Premium Complete with Blue Anti-Microbial Covers - Bathlift with
Anti-Microbial Protection, Blue Anti-Microbial Covers, Hand Controller,
1 Hour Country Specific Recharger, Side Flaps and 2 Side Flap Protectors
09 132 4227 UK
09 132 4235 European
09 132 4243 Australasian

A heavy duty version is available with an increased maximum user weight
of 170kg (263/4st). Supplied with a fast 1 hour charger.
Heavy Duty Complete with Blue Covers - Heavy Duty Bathlift, Blue
Covers, Hand Controller, 1 Hour Country Specific Recharger, Side Flaps
and 2 Side Flap Protectors
09 132 4102 UK
09 132 4110 European
09 132 4128 Australasian

Accessories
09 132 4557 Optional Blue Covers £30.00
09 132 4565 Optional White Covers £30.00
09 132 4532 Swivel Seat £61.96
09 132 4540 Swivel Transfer Seat £69.96
09 143 3432 Pommel £183.30
09 143 3440 Height Risers-Set of 6 £25.30

Spare Parts
09 132 5018 Hand Controller £95.00
09 132 5034 UK Recharger £34.95
09 132 5026 Europe Recharger £34.95
09 132 5042 Australasia Recharger £34.95
09 143 3424 Side Flap Protectors £12.63

Technical Specifications
Seat size  . . . . . . . . . . . .500 x 375mm (193/4 x 143/4") excluding side flaps
 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .500 x 695mm (193/4 x 271/4") including side flaps

Backrest size  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .680 x 350 (263/4 x 133/4")
Seat height  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .69 to 455mm (23/4 to 18")
Footprint  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .560 x 295mm (22 x 111/2")
Seat weight  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .6.8kg (15lbs)
Backrest weight  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3.7kg (81/4lbs)
Maximum user weight  . . . . . . . . . . . . .140kg (22st)
Average number of lift cycles  . . . . . . .9 (based on 80kg load)
Guarantee  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3 years on all parts

1+ £350.00 5+ £297.50
1+ £350.00 5+ £297.50
1+ £350.00 5+ £297.50

1+ £375.00 5+ £318.75
1+ £375.00 5+ £318.75
1+ £375.00 5+ £318.75

1+ £375.00 5+ £318.75
1+ £375.00 5+ £318.75
1+ £375.00 5+ £318.75

1+ £425.00 5+ £361.25
1+ £425.00 5+ £361.25
1+ £425.00 5+ £361.25

1+ £475.00 5+ £403.75
1+ £475.00 5+ £403.75
1+ £475.00 5+ £403.75

Maximum
user weight

140
kg

22
st

Maximum
user weight

140
kg

22
st

Maximum
user weight

170
kg

263/4
st

Supportive, reclining backrest

offers ultimate relaxation

The gently contoured seat and
backrest give both comfort and
support when lowering and reclining.
The user selects their preferred
angle of recline between 10 and 40°
allowing optimum positioning for
their requirements.

Three year guarantee giving

peace of mind

With a three year guarantee against
defects in materials or workmanship,
the user can be reassured that the
bath lift will be in full working order
when they need to use it.

B
athing

SPARES
Spares are available for these products, making them suitable for refurbishment.
For full spares listing, please see pages 1353 to 1360.

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in Homecraft retail packaging.
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Bath Lifts

Weighing less than 10kg, the Aquila is a robust, yet lightweight,
bath lift featuring a reclining backrest. Suitable for a wide range of
users, the Aquila offers a great solution for independent bathing.
The streamlined backrest has additional height as standard,
giving additional support to the head, neck and shoulders,
whilst the compact design can be easily separated into two
lightweight sections for transport or storage. 
Designed with an open base frame and limited crevices, reducing
dirt and used water becoming trapped and enabling easy
cleaning. To further increase hygiene, the seat, backrest and
frame are impregnated with silver ions that provide antimicrobial
protection against harmful bacteria and bathroom mould.
Four large, pivoting suction feet give a stable fit on curved bath
surfaces and allow positioning far back in bath for increased
legroom. Fitted with a sucker-release handle to enable easy
removal of the frame from the bath. 
The slim hand control has large rocker switches and is easily
held in one hand, ensuring simple operation by users with limited
dexterity or visual impairment. A battery level indicator with
Stop DescentTM feature monitors when recharging is required
and will not lower the user without enough battery power to rise.
Seat height 75 to 440mm (3 to 173/4"). Seat width 360mm
(143/4"). Angle of backrest recline 35°. Total weight (excluding
battery) 9.6kg (21.1lbs). Base weight 6kg (13.2 lbs).
Backrest weight 3.6kg (7.9lbs). 
Guarantee: Frame 5 years; battery 1 year; all other components
2 years.
747 Aquila Bath Lift £496.00
AB224 Optional Set of Soft Covers (White) £39.83
AB225 Optional Set of Cushioned Covers (Pale Green) £70.47
AB247 Swivelling Transfer Seat £99.95

Aquila Reclining Bath Lift1

Maximum
user weight

140
kg

22
st

The Splash bath lift has all the basic elements needed to safely
bathe in comfort. It offers great value for money, whilst still being
comfortable and practical. The Splash weighs an incredibly low
6.5kg (14.3lbs) and is not only the lightest battery-powered bath
lift available in the UK, its robust design also comfortably lifts
users of up to 20 stone.
The bath lift is designed to enable fitting and removal of the bath
lift in one complete unit. Its ultra compact design makes it
extremely portable and easy to store. The attractive but
unimposing design ensures the bath lift blends discreetly into
any bathroom environment, offering a modern but non-medical
appearance in the home. The slim hand control has large rocker
switches and is easily held in one hand, ensuring simple
operation by users with limited dexterity or visual impairment.
A battery level indicator with Stop DescentTM feature monitors
when recharging is required and will not lower the user without
enough battery power to rise.
Seat height 70 to 460mm (23/4 to 18"). Guarantee 1 year. 
746 Splash Bath Lift £395.00
BB3103 Optional Set of Soft Covers £19.95

Splash Bath Lift2

1

2

Maximum
user weight

127
kg

20
st
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Bathing Cushion Bath Lift1

The Bathing Cushion bath lift is simple to use, lowering the user
gently to the bottom of the bath. Once there they can choose
whether to leave a small amount of air in the cushion to act as a
back support, or release all the air to lie right back and bathe as
normal. When bathing is finished, the Bathing Cushion can be
re-inflated using the Airflo compressor to lift the user steadily
back up, level with the top of the bath. The Bathing Cushion bath
lift is designed to offer increased stability and comfort. Weighing
only 2kg (4.4lbs) and featuring a carry handle, it is supremely
portable making it ideal for taking away on visits or on holiday.
It can also be set up or removed in seconds and requires no
fixtures or adaptations to an existing bathroom.
Note: This product is only suitable for users with good upper
body stability.
Seat dimensions: Inflated seat height 400m (153/4"); 
Deflated seat height 20mm (3/4"); Seat width 580mm (223/4");
Seat depth 44cm (171/4"); Weight 2kg.
Airflo compressor size: Length 305mm (12"); 
Width 270mm (101/2"); Height 155mm (6"); Weight 6kg.
09 117 0927 Bathing Cushion UK £395.00
09 117 0935 Bathing Cushion Europe £395.00
09 117 0943 Bathing Cushion Australia £395.00
09 117 0919 Spare Airflo Compressor £325.00

Maximum
user weight

153
kg

24
st

Maximum
user weight

127
kg

20
st

Bath Buddy Bath Lift2

The Bath Buddy Bath Lift enables the user to lie back and have
a long leisurely soak. Easy to operate with simple soft touch
buttons, the Bath Buddy lowers the user on a cushion of air
down to the very bottom of the bath. With a soft, contoured seat,
this bath lift ensures the ultimate in comfort, but has the durability
to resist bath additives and hot bath water. The lumbar support
and non-slip seat offer additional stability. The Bath Buddy
requires no installation and takes just a few minutes to set up.
When not in use it is easily packed away, ready for next time.
Seat width 570mm (221/2"). Seat depth 590mm (231/4"). Weight of
compressor 4kg. Weight of seat and hose 1.9kg.

Height Hose Side
100395 Standard 380mm (15") Left £695.00
100396 Standard 380mm (15") Right £695.00
09 131 2107 Tall 455mm (18") Left £725.00
100401 Tall 455mm (18") Right £725.00
100485 Optional Hard Carry Case £49.40
107182 Optional Soft Carry Case £28.70

1

2

2

2

2

2
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Bath Lifts

Molly Bather Bath Lift 1

The Molly Bather is an extremely versatile bath lift allowing you
to use all of the length, width and depth of your existing bath tub.
Getting into the bath is very easy with the Molly Bather as the
seat cushion slips along the belt, ensuring the user remains in
the correct position and preventing them from having to shuffle.
Designed with a stowaway seat band which enables the belt to be
unclipped from the grab rail for other members of the family to use
the bath. The stool has telescopic legs, ensuring the seat height
can be adjusted to suit the user. The Molly Bather is powered by a
rechargeable battery that packs neatly away under the stool and
gives approximately 20 lifts per charge. Crafted from aluminium
and stainless steel, it is designed to last for many trouble-free
years. Available with a choice of sturdy grab rails, providing a safe
support when getting in and out of the bath. 
Max seat height 500mm (20") to 620mm (24½"). Lift range 510mm
(20"). Bath tub height 460mm (18") to 580mm (23"). Seat width
200mm (8"). Fits bath tubs 650mm (25") to 850mm (33") wide.
Battery weight 1.5kg (3.3lb). Bath lift weight 12.5kg (27.5lb)
(excluding battery).

Wall construction Plug style
09 122 8238 Solid UK £775.00
09 131 1075 Stud UK £780.00
09 131 1083 Solid EU £775.00
09 131 1091 Stud EU £780.00
09 131 1109 Solid US £775.00
09 131 1117 Stud US £780.00
09 131 1125 Solid AU £775.00
09 131 1133 Stud AU £780.00

SPARES
Spares are available for this product, making it suitable for refurbishment.
For full spares listing, please see pages 1353 to 1360.

Bathwizard Hydraulic Bath Lift2

A comfortable plastic bath seat that uses a hydraulic piston to
gently and slowly lower the user down in the bath. It has four
strong springs to raise them up again with a little assistance on
the bath rim from hands or forearms. The seat is mounted on a
stainless steel frame with sucker feet at the front and roller
wheels at the back. It can be locked in any position with a simple
lever allowing the raise to be done in stages if required, but locks
automatically when it reaches the top. Order according to user
weight. Seat size 330 x 483mm (13 x 19"). Height range 75 to
325mm (3 to 123/4") from bottom of bath. Weight 4.2kg.

User Weight
AA1310A 19-39kg (3-6st) £450.00
AA1310B 39-63kg (6-10st) £450.00
AA1310C 63-102kg (10-16st) £450.00
09 120 6937 102-127kg (16-20st) £450.00
09 116 7576 Optional Backrest £95.00

Maximum
user weight

102
kg

16
st

BATHWIZARD SHOWN WITH OPTIONAL BACKREST

Maximum
user weight

140
kg

22
st

2

1

2

11

11

MOLLY BATHER SHOWING CORRECT POSTURE OTHER BELT BATHERS SHOWING POOR POSTURE
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ELECTRIC END FIT OXFORD MERMAID WITH RANGER SEAT

1

2

MANUAL SIDE FIT OXFORD MERMAID WITH STANDARD SEAT

OXFORD RANGER TRANSPORTER

Oxford Ranger Transporter System2

When used in conjunction with the Mermaid Bath Hoist, 
the Ranger Transporter enables a patient to be wheeled to the
bathroom and lifted and lowered into the bath, without the need
for a manual transfer, making life easier for the user and carer.
The Ranger Transporter can also be used as a toileting or
showering chair and is supplied with a commode seat, 
safety arms and an adjustable footrest.
Height to base of seat when used with the Mermaid Bath Hoist:
140 to 740mm (51/2 to 29"). Width of seat 360mm (14").
Depth of seat 410mm (16"). Width between arms 430mm (17").
Weight including transporter 13.3 kg
09 117 0455 Ranger Side Fit Kit £980.00
09 117 0463 Ranger End Fit Kit £1030.00

Maximum
user weight

125
kg

191/2
st

2
wks

Oxford Mermaid Bath Hoist1

The Mermaid Hoist is a fixed bath side hoist that enables
patients to safely transfer in and out of the bath. Available as
either an electric or mechanical version, it can be mounted onto
either a wooden or concrete floor with the fixings provided. 
A retro fit electric kit is also available to convert the manual hoist
to an electronically powered hoist. Height to base of seat 140 to
740mm (51/2 to 29"). An extension kit is available to raise the
column by an additional 75mm (3"). Maximum seat travel
485mm (19"). Seat size 450 x 410mm (173/4 x 16"). 
Width between arms 395mm (151/2"). Recommended clearance
from mast 1000mm (391/4"). Installation by a qualified tradesman
is required. To order, choose a column, a seat and a recharger
(for electric version only). Note: not suitable for corner baths.
AA1305A Electric Bath Hoist Column £1415.00
AA1305B Manual Bath Hoist Column £975.00
09 117 0976 Column Extension Kit £105.00
AA1306A Side Fit Standard Seat Kit £215.00
AA1306B End Fit Standard Seat Kit £255.00
09 117 0984 Side Fit Commode Seat Kit £385.00
09 117 0992 End Fit Commode Seat Kit £430.00
AA1307A UK Recharger £73.00
AA1307B European Recharger £73.00
09 117 1016 Electric Conversion Kit £575.00
09 119 1535 Optional Lap Strap £19.00

Maximum
user weight

125
kg

191/2
st

2
wks

DELIVERY
Delivery is approximately 2 weeks.
Please contact Customer Services for more information.

SPARES
Spares are available for these products, making them suitable for
refurbishment. For full spares listing, please see pages 1353 to 1360.
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Showering & Changing Tables

Changing/Shower Table1

Constructed of steel tubing and covered with woven polyester,
this table is both durable and hygienic. The covering resists
stains and is easily cleaned using common household cleaners.
The table can be attached to a wall and folded out of the way
when not in use. When in use, the legs lock securely in place.
Can also serve as a shower stretcher. 
Available in two lengths, 1900mm (743/4") and 1500mm (59").
700mm (271/2") wide, 900mm (351/2") high (both models).
4521 Large 1900mm £579.00
452101 Small 1500mm £579.00

Side Rail
Rail installs onto changing table by clamps included. 
No tools required. Length 1245mm (49") x Height 203mm (8").
924521 £244.50

Maximum
user weight

150
kg

231/2
st

Changing/Shower Stretcher2

A Changing/Shower Stretcher that is safe, sturdy and convenient.
It is fixed to the wall and has two fold-down legs that provide
extra support. The whole frame can be folded up against the wall
to save space. The tough PVC cover has holes to allow water to
drain away easily. Available with an integral back support option
that can be adjusted to 7 positions, allowing the user to sit up if
required (shown). 
Stretcher width 750mm (291/2"). Stretcher length 1900mm (75").
Leg length 900mm (351/2"). Projection from wall (unfolded)
875mm (341/2"). Projection from wall (folded) 110mm (41/2").
AA75111 Shower/Changing Stretcher £709.00
AA75112 Shower/Changing Stretcher (Adj. Back) £829.00

Pressalit Nursing/Shower Bench 1503

This height adjustable nursing bench helps with the safe 
moving and handling of children and adults when they are 
being changed or showered. The bench can be adjusted 
from wheelchair level, 500mm (193/4"), to a safe working 
height of 900mm (351/2"), depending on the fixing position. 
This movement is easily controlled by a simple, remote control 
hand unit. It folds upright when not in use to save space.
The bench has a nylon coated steel frame with a practical 
and durable PVC canvas support. A splash protection curtain 
is available as an accessory to protect the carer from water
splashes as it passes through the drainage holes on the bench.
A safety rail is also supplied as standard. Available in two
lengths. Width of  bench 600mm (231/2"). Total width (edge of
bench to wall when fitted) 735mm (30"). Width of lifting unit
750mm (291/2"). Depth of lifting unit 115mm (41/2").
09 132 8020 1400mm £2495.00
09 142 2575 1800mm £2550.00
09 142 4712 Optional Curtain 1400mm £132.50
09 142 4720 Optional Curtain 1800mm £145.00

Maximum
user weight

180
kg

28
st

1

2

MAXIMUM USER WEIGHT
The maximum user weight/load given for these products is dependent 
upon the correct choice of fixings for the mounting surface. For this reason, 
all rails should be installed by a person who has suitable qualifications 
and/or experience in installing this type of product, ensuring the fixtures 
are appropriate for the specific installation.

3
NEW

Maximum
user weight

150
kg

231/2
st

4
wks

4
wks

DELIVERY
Delivery is approximately 4 weeks. Please contact Customer Services 
for more information. 
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Shower Trolley1

This range of shower trolleys is designed to allow washing or
showering of patients in a supine position. Mobile and easy to
manoeuvre, it makes transferring a patient to the bathing area
simple, allowing the patient to be showered, dried and clothed
whilst minimising the risk of back injury to the carer.
Three locking castors prevent movement during patient transfer and
the fourth castor has directional locking to assist manoeuvrability.
The height adjustable models can be adjusted from either side,
setting the trolley at a convenient height and avoiding the need
for stretching or leaning. Drop down sides on both sides of the
trolley enable transfer of the patient, whilst the padded liner and
head support improve comfort.
Surface area 1930 x 750mm (76 x 291/2"). Depth of sides 200mm (8").
Height of fixed model 960mm (373/4"). Height of adjustable
models 580 to 960mm (23 to 373/4").
AA1760 Fixed Height £1350.00
AA1761 Hydraulic Height Adjustment £2295.00
AA1762 Electric Height Adjustment UK Plug £3950.00
09 117 1024 Electric Height Adjustment EU Plug £3950.00
09 117 1032 Electric Height Adjustment AUS Plug £3950.00

Maximum
user weight

200
kg

311/4
st

Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

4
wks

4
wks

Pressalit Nursing/Shower Bench 2002

This nursing bench is designed to help with the safe moving and
handling of children and adults during showering or changing.
The bench is slightly curved making it extremely comfortable and
safe. The height adjustable bench can be adjusted from 300mm
(113/4") to 1000mm (391/4") depending upon fixing position.
This movement is controlled by a simple, remote control hand
unit. An integrated gas cylinder enables the bench to be folded
easily against the wall when not in use to maximise floor space.
A water collection tray with an integrated water outlet preventing
water from splashing on carers or on the floor. The bench, end
caps and safety rail are all covered with polyurethane foam so
that there are no cold surfaces exposed. A manually adjustable
back support at either end gives increased comfort. Supplied
with a safety rail that can be easily folded up or down using only
one hand. Available in two adjustable height versions and two
fixed height versions.
09 117 4721 Adjustable Height Bench 1430mm £3450.00
09 117 4739 Adjustable Height Bench 1930mm £3525.00
09 117 4747 Fixed Height Bench 1430mm £1645.00
09 117 4754 Fixed Height Bench 1930mm £1725.00

1

2

2

SHOWN WITH SAFETY RAIL

MAXIMUM USER WEIGHT
The maximum user weight/load given for these products is dependent 
upon the correct choice of fixings for the mounting surface. For this reason, 
all rails should be installed by a person who has suitable qualifications 
and/or experience in installing this type of product, ensuring the fixtures 
are appropriate for the specific installation.

FOLDED AWAY

2

DELIVERY
Delivery is approximately 4 weeks. Please contact Customer Services 
for more information. 
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Wall Mounted Shower Seats

Tooting Padded Seat Homecraft1

This comfortable padded shower seat is fitted to the wall and
can be folded up when not in use. It has two height adjustable
legs at the front to provide extra support and stability. 
These legs are fitted with non-slip feet and are adjusted with pin
clips. The seat is mounted on a corrosion resistant aluminium,
stainless steel and plastic frame and requires fixing to the wall 
at a suitable height. Longer legged version also available.
Seat size 330 x 390mm (13 x 151/2"). Weight 4.9kg. 

Seat Height
AA1694 485-590mm (19-23")
AA1695 605-710mm (24-28")

Tooting Horseshoe Shower Seat Homecraft2

Similar to the Tooting padded seat above, but with a horseshoe
cut-out at the front to enable easier personal cleansing. 
Seat height adjustment 485 to 590mm (19 to 23"). 
Weight 4.8kg. Other specifications as for padded seat version.
AA1697

Tooting Slatted Seat Homecraft3

Similar to the padded seat above, but supplied with a slatted
plastic seat to aid drainage. Seat size 295 x 435mm (111/2 x 17").
Weight 4.3kg. Other specifications as for padded seat version.

Seat Height
AA1690 485-590mm (19-23")
AA1691 605-710mm (24-28")

Maximum
user weight

159
kg

25
st

Maximum
user weight

159
kg

25
st

Maximum
user weight

159
kg

25
st

SPARES
Spares are available for this product, making it suitable for refurbishment.
For full spares listing, please see pages 1353 to 1360.

1

2

33

MAXIMUM USER WEIGHT
The maximum user weight/load given for these products is dependent 
upon the correct choice of fixings for the mounting surface. For this reason, 
all rails should be installed by a person who has suitable qualifications 
and/or experience in installing this type of product, ensuring the fixtures 
are appropriate for the specific installation.

1+ £93.84 5+ £84.46

1+ £93.84 5+ £84.46

1+ £93.84 5+ £84.46

1+ £93.84 5+ £84.46
1+ £93.84 5+ £84.46
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SavanahTM Wall Mounted Homecraft
Shower Seats

1

The generous seat size of these SavanahTM Shower Seats ensure
comfort and security for the user. Wall mounted with a choice of
screw configuration, the shower stools fold neatly against the
wall when not required. Manufactured from aluminium and
plastic, they are durable and corrosion resistant. The height
adjustable legs provide additional support and stability.
The optional backrest has arms that foldaway independently for
side transfer and can be mounted at the desired height for the
user. Optional seat and backrest pads are also available. 
Seat dimensions
Seat width 430mm (17"). Seat depth 360mm (141/4"). Seat height
455 to 585mm (18 to 23"). Distance from wall 430mm (17").
Distance from wall when folded 130mm (5"). Weight 3.8kg
Backrest dimensions
Width between arms 500mm (193/4"). Armrest length 360mm
(141/4"). Armrest length from wall 390mm (151/4"). Backrest height
205mm (93/4"). Backrest width 500mm (193/4"). Backrest can be
mounted at desired height. Weight 1.7kg

09 117 1511 Savanah Shower Seat
09 117 1529 Savanah Backrest and Arms
09 131 1836 Optional Seat Cushion
09 131 1844 Optional Backrest Cushion

Maximum
user weight

159
kg

25
st

MAXIMUM USER WEIGHT
The maximum user weight/load given for these products is dependent 
upon the correct choice of fixings for the mounting surface. For this reason, 
all rails should be installed by a person who has suitable qualifications 
and/or experience in installing this type of product, ensuring the fixtures 
are appropriate for the specific installation.

11

11

11

5+
£84.46
£51.96

1+
£93.84
£57.73

£12.99
£9.09

£14.43
£10.10
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1 Etac® Rufus Wall-Mounted Shower Seat1

This wall mounted shower seat has a sturdy design that provides
good lateral stability for side transfers. The seat can be quickly
and easily folded up and out of the way when not in use. 
The lower ends of the legs have positioning screws to enable
exact adjustment on sloping floors. Seat width 430mm (17"). 
Seat depth 460mm (18"). Distance from wall when folded 
90mm (31/2"). Seat height 500mm (20"). Weight 4.5kg.
AA1687 £142.63

Maximum
user weight

130
kg

201/4
st

2

2

3 3

Drop Down Shower Seat3

Constructed from stainless steel with a moulded plastic seat, 
this shower seat is totally corrosion resistant. The seat is
moulded from anti-bacterial plastic, giving added protection
against germs. With four screw holes for secure fixing, the seat
can be mounted at the required height for the user. Seat width
425mm (16"). Seat depth 280mm (11"). Projection from wall 
when open 370mm (141/2").
AA1671 £99.30

Maximum
user weight

125
kg

191/2
st

Linido Shower Seats2

These simple, reinforced nylon shower seats look stylish in
virtually any setting. Available as a basic seat or as a seat with
backrest and armrests, both of which fold neatly against the wall
for other shower users. The armrests swivel back independently,
enabling easier side transfers and are also useful for standing or
lowering and to offer security during showering.
Seat width 450mm (173/4"). Seat depth 405mm (16").
09 117 5074 Shower Seat £153.44
09 117 9944 Shower Seat with Backrest and Armrests £284.40

Maximum
user weight

150
kg

231/2
st

MAXIMUM USER WEIGHT
The maximum user weight/load given for these products is dependent 
upon the correct choice of fixings for the mounting surface. For this reason, 
all rails should be installed by a person who has suitable qualifications 
and/or experience in installing this type of product, ensuring the fixtures 
are appropriate for the specific installation.
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4

3

4

4

2

4

NEW NEW

NEW NEW

NEW

Wall Mounted Shower Seat with Legs1

These wall mounted shower seats have fold down, height
adjustable legs to provide stability where the wall construction
does not allow an unsupported seat. The legs are finished with
non-marking, slip-resistant rubber tips for additional safety.
Constructed from easy-to-clean, blow-moulded plastic the seat
has built in handles to give extra security to the user. Available
with a choice of aluminium or steel frame, both of which fold
against the wall when not in use. Seat width 490mm (19¼"). Seat
depth 280mm (11"). Distance from wall 380mm (15"). Distance
from wall when folded 145mm (5¾"). 

Weight
538DL Aluminium 4.6kg
538D Steel 5kg

Wall Mounted Shower Seat2

This wall mounted shower seat folds against the wall when not in
use. Constructed from easy-to-clean, blow-moulded plastic the
seat has built in handles to give extra security to the user.
Seat width 490mm (19¼"). Seat depth 280mm (11"). Distance
from wall 380mm (15"). Distance from wall when folded 120mm
(4¾"). Weight 4.5kg.
538

Wall Mounted Shower Seat with Back and Arms3

This height adjustable shower chair has an aluminium frame,
ensuring it is both lightweight and corrosion resistant. The arms,
seat and legs fold easily away when not in use. Lift-up arms
enable easier side transfer and the backrest offers additional
support. Supplied complete with seat and backrest pads that
may be removed if required. Seat width 460mm (18"). Seat depth
380mm (15"). Distance from wall 545mm (21½"). Distance from
wall when folded 180mm (7"). Armrest height above unpadded
seat 213mm (8¼"). Seat height without pad 435 to 555mm (17¼
to 21¾"). Seat height with pad 460 to 580mm (18 to 22¾").
Weight 6.3kg.
538DAB

Folding Corner Shower Seat Days4

Great for saving space in the shower. This height adjustable
aluminium corner shower stool has a folding drop down leg,
enabling the seat to be folded away when not in use. The seat is
available with a left or right positioned leg to suit different shower
environments. Seat height adjustment 440 to 540mm (17½ to
21½"). Total width 440mm (17½"). Seat width 400mm (16").
Total depth 520mm (20¾"). Seat depth 400mm (16"). Weight 3.2kg.
BE10LW Left £54.57
BE10RW Right £54.57

MAXIMUM USER WEIGHT
The maximum user weight/load given for these products is dependent 
upon the correct choice of fixings for the mounting surface. For this reason, 
all rails should be installed by a person who has suitable qualifications 
and/or experience in installing this type of product, ensuring the fixtures 
are appropriate for the specific installation.

Maximum
user weight

160
kg

25
st

Maximum
user weight

114
kg

173/4
st

Maximum
user weight

160
kg

25
st

Maximum
user weight

130
kg

201/4
st

LEFT LEFT

RIGHT RIGHT

10+
£37.50
£34.69

1+
£50.00
£46.25

1+ £40.00 10+ £30.00

1+ £100.00 10+ £75.00
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Wall Mounted Extra Wide Shower Seats2

With a maximum user weight of 222kg (34¾st) and an extra wide
seat, these shower stools are suitable for a wide range of users.
Constructed from a combination of galvanised steel and
aluminium with a white powder coating to give a durable and
attractive finish, these seats fold against the wall when not in use.
Optional pads are available to provide additional comfort and
warmth. The height adjustable legs give a seat height between
440 and 560mm (17¼ and 22"). Seat width 615mm (24¼"). 
Seat depth 400mm (15¾"). Distance from wall 580mm (22¾").
Backrest height from wall bracket 455mm (17½").

Weight
09 117 1610 Shower Seat 8kg £176.20
09 117 1628 Padded Shower Seat 9kg £193.50
09 117 1537 Seat with Arms & Backrest 13.8kg £251.30
09 117 1602 Seat with Padded Arms & Backrest 15.3kg £306.90

MAXIMUM USER WEIGHT
The maximum user weight/load given for these products is dependent 
upon the correct choice of fixings for the mounting surface. For this reason, 
all rails should be installed by a person who has suitable qualifications 
and/or experience in installing this type of product, ensuring the fixtures 
are appropriate for the specific installation.

2

2

Maximum
user weight

222
kg

343/4
st

2

2

1 1 Wall Mounted Shower Seats1

These wall mounted shower seats have a painted aluminium
frame for durability. Both have a moulded plastic seat that clips
on to the frame and the padded version has a generous
moulded cellular cushion 300 x 400mm (113/4 x 153/4").
Seat width 460mm (18"). Seat depth 370mm (141/2"). Depth from
wall open 420mm (161/2"). Depth from wall closed 100mm (4"). 

Seat Height Weight
09 117 4978 Unpadded 480 to 560mm 3.5kg £89.90

(19 to 22")
09 117 5017 Padded 520 to 600mm 5kg £104.70

(201/2 to 231/2")

Maximum
user weight

160
kg

25
st

PADDED SEATUNPADDED SEAT
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1

22

33

Extra Wide Wall-Mounted Shower Seat1

Comfortable and hygienic, these shower seats have an extra
wide seat offering a greater surface area and improved comfort,
especially for the larger user. The folding frame enables the seat
to be easily stored away when not in use.
The height adjustable legs allow the seat to be set level,
or with a slight incline or recline, to suit the user. Seat depth
415mm (16"). Seat height 460 to 510mm (18 to 20").

Seat Width Weight
AA1698 600mm (231/2") 8kg £512.90
AA1699 860mm (333/4") 11kg £512.90

Wall-Mounted Shower Seat 
with Back and Arm Rests

2

This generously sized shower seat features a comfortable back
support that is angled ten degrees from the vertical for additional
support and comfort. The drop down arms are coated with
polyurethane foam and have moulded hand grips giving comfort
and security. For additional user comfort the angle of the arms
can be adjusted by five degrees either side of the horizontal.
Framework and legs are made from stainless steel making this
seat both durable and rust free. The seat can be folded away
when not in use and arms fold back to allow side transfer. 
Two pairs of legs are supplied allowing the height of the seat to
be adjusted anywhere between 390 and 640mm (151/4 and 25"). 
The padded version has removable seat and back pads made
from polyurethane foam which does not absorb water even 
when cut or damaged. Seat width 582mm (23"). 
Seat depth 576mm (221/2"). Width between arms 482mm (19"). 
Seat height at maximum leg extension 640mm (25"). 
Seat height at minimum leg extension 390mm (15"). 
Projection from wall when folded 247mm (91/2"). 

Weight
AA1685 Standard Seat 12.7kg £341.63
AA1686 Padded Seat and Back 13.6kg £412.44

Maximum
user weight

200
kg

311/4
st

Maximum
user weight

255
kg

40
st

Padded Wall-Mounted Seat with Back and Arms3

These robust, padded shower seats are manufactured from
epoxy coated aluminium, ensuring they are corrosion resistant.
The seat, backrest and armrests are generously padded with
cellular moulded foam. To allow side transfer, the arm rests may
be easily flipped up and back. Seat height is adjustable from 520
to 600mm (201/2 to 231/2"). Seat width 460mm (18"). Seat depth
370mm (141/2"). Width between arms 540mm (211/4"). External
width 590mm (231/4"). Projection from wall when open 540mm
(211/4"). Projection from wall closed 180mm (7"). Weight 6.3kg
AA1681 Standard Seat £161.40
AA1682 Horseshoe Seat £171.03

Maximum
user weight

160
kg

25
st

MAXIMUM USER WEIGHT
The maximum user weight/load given for these products is dependent 
upon the correct choice of fixings for the mounting surface. For this reason, 
all rails should be installed by a person who has suitable qualifications 
and/or experience in installing this type of product, ensuring the fixtures 
are appropriate for the specific installation.
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SPARES
Spares are available for this product, making it suitable for refurbishment.
For full spares listing, please see pages 1353 to 1360.

1

1

2 2

2 2

Sherwood Plus Homecraft
Bariatric Shower Stools

1

These extra wide shower stools are excellent for the larger user
and have generously padded vinyl covered foam seats for
additional comfort. The cross-braced construction and 25mm (1")
epoxy coated steel tubing provide an ultra strong seating
support. Choose from a range of two shower stools and three
perching stools. Each stool is height adjustable using pin clips
and the shower stool is available with a backrest that is
adjustable in depth. The perching stools have a frame that is
slightly lower at the front to give the seat a 51mm (2") incline.
Shower stool dimensions: Height adjustable between 508mm 
(20") and 686mm (27"). Seat width 610mm (24"). 
Seat depth 430mm (17"). Width between arms 670mm (261/2").
Perching stool dimensions: Height adjustable between 559mm
(22") and 737mm (29"). Seat width 521mm (201/2"). 
Seat depth 324mm (123/4"). Width between arms 610mm (24").
Footprint at highest setting 770 x 660mm (301/4 x 26").
09 115 6686 Shower Stool £140.18
09 115 6694 Shower Stool with Adjustable Padded Back £156.10
09 115 6652 Perching Stool £89.20
09 115 6660 Perching Stool with Arms and Back £111.50
09 115 6678 Perching Stool with Arms and £124.30

Padded Back

Maximum
user weight

255
kg

40
st

Sherwood PU Perching Stools Homecraft2

This new, stylish range of Sherwood Perching Stools feature
polyurethane (PU) seats, back rests and arm rests. As with the
original vinyl covered foam Sherwood Perching Stools, they are
sturdy and stable and the PU adds extra durability and comfort.
PU is a closed cell foam, which promotes hygiene and because
there are no welded edges, fragile skin will not catch. 
The contoured shapes of the pads increase comfort and the surface
is slightly textured to help reduce slipping. 
Seat size 374 x 285mm (143/4 x 111/4"). Width between arms
415mm (161/4"). Seat height 500 to 645mm (193/4 to 251/2").
Footprint 430 x 418mm (17 x 161/2") at lowest setting.
09 116 4581 Adjustable Height £61.35
09 116 4599 Adjustable with Arms £83.02
09 116 4607 Adjustable with Back and Arms £72.19
09 116 4615 Luxury with Back and Arms £90.24

Maximum
user weight

153
kg

24
st

PERCHING STOOLS

SHOWER STOOLS
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1

2Sherwood Perching Stools Homecraft1

These sturdy, stable stools have luxury padded seats for comfort
and support. The frames are lower at the front to allow the seat
to slope. The legs are widely spaced for stability, and have large
rubber feet to prevent slipping and spread the weight load in a
shower. Available as fixed or adjustable heights, with or without
back and arms. Seat size 355 x 295mm (14 x 111/2"). 
Width between arms 415mm (161/4").

FIXED HEIGHT
Base footprint 430 x 475mm (17 x 183/4"). Height 610mm (24").
Weight 3.6kg.
AA1502

ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT
Leg height is adjusted easily over 150mm (6") without tools.
Seat height 500 to 645mm (193/4 to 251/2") in 25mm (1")
increments. Base footprint: 430 x 418mm (17 x 161/2") at lowest;
508 x 470mm (20 x 181/2") at highest. Weight 4kg.
AA1522

ADJUSTABLE WITH ARMS
This height adjustable stool has padded arms, but no back rest.
It is particularly useful for discouraging users from leaning
backward. Weight 4.8kg.
AA1524

ADJUSTABLE WITH BACK AND ARMS
Adjustable height legs with back and side arm frame to provide
additional support. Weight 5.4kg.
AA1534

LUXURY WITH BACK AND ARMS
A luxury version, adjustable in height with padded back and 
arm rests. Weight 5.9kg.
AA1536

E

D

C

B

A

Blue Sherwood Perching Stools Homecraft2

Manufactured to the same specification as the Sherwood stool range, but with an
attractive dark grey paint finish and padded blue vinyl seats. Seat height 500 to 645mm
(193/4 to 251/2"). Seat size 355 x 295mm (14 x 111/2"). Width between arms 415mm (161/4").
Base footprint: 430 x 418mm (17 x 161/2") at lowest; 508 x 470mm (20 x 181/2") at highest.

AA1522B Adjustable Height
AA1524B Adjustable with Arms
AA1534B Adjustable with Back and Arms
AA1536B Luxury with Back and Arms

Maximum
user weight

153
kg

24
st

Maximum
user weight

153
kg

24
st

SPARES
Spares are available for this product, making it suitable for refurbishment.
For full spares listing, please see pages 1353 to 1360.

A B C D E

1+ £25.00 10+ £22.50

1+ £35.00 10+ £30.00

1+ £42.50 10+ £37.50

1+ £45.00 10+ £40.00

1+ £52.50 10+ £47.50

10+
£30.00
£37.50

1+
£35.00
£42.50

£40.00
£47.50

£45.00
£52.50
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• Attractive modern design
• Comfortable and hard wearing
• Versatile and functional
• Height adjustable
The Prima Modular Perching Stool has been designed to be
attractive and practical, having applications throughout the home.
The tilt design has a front that is 50mm (1") lower than the back,
reducing the effort required to sit and stand. As a result, household
tasks can be completed more easily and with more comfort. 
The modular design makes this stool versatile and minimises
storage space. The arms and backrest give it the flexibility to 
be a basic perching stool, a stool with arms or one with arms
and back. The cranked feet allow the ferrules to have full contact
with the floor and the plastic seat cleans with ease. 
Front height 500mm to 620mm (20 to 241/2"). Back height
550mm to 670mm (221/2 to 27"). Seat width 400mm (16"). 
Width between arms (when fitted) 450mm (18").
09 115 8377 With Arms and Back £52.90

Prima Aluminium Shower Stools2

Similar in design to the Prima Modular Perching Stools above,
these modern aluminium shower stools are a stylish addition to
any bathroom. Lightweight, yet hardwearing, they are available
as standard shower stools or as perching stools. The shower
stools have horizontal seats, whilst the perching stools have a
seat which is angled forward slightly to assist with rising. Seat
size 400 x 430mm (16 x 17").
Shower Stool
Seat height 420 to 570mm (161/2 to 23"). Footprint at highest
setting 450 x 480mm (18 x 19"). Weight 2kg.
09 116 7394 Shower Stool with Arms and Back £77.65
Perching Stool
Seat height at front 480 to 630mm (19 to 25"). Footprint at
highest setting 440 x 520mm (171/2 x 201/2"). Weight 2.7kg.
09 116 7378 Perching Stool with Arms and Back £77.65

Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

1

2

RETAIL PACKAGED
This product is supplied in retail packaging.

3

Lightweight Perching Stool3

This perching stool weighs just 1.7kg making it extremely
portable. The aluminium frame and moulded plastic seat ensure
corrosion resistance and durability. Seat height is adjustable from
510mm (20") to 640mm (25¼") in 10mm (½") increments.
Seat width 375mm (17¾"). Seat depth 280mm (11"). Width
between handles 490mm (19¼"). Footprint at lowest height 
450 x 350mm (17¾ x 13¾"). Weight 1.7kg
09 142 7368 £36.08

NEW

Maximum
user weight

160
kg

25
st
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Sherwood Folding Perching Stools Homecraft1

This attractive shower stool has a folding frame, enabling it to be
easily stored away when not in use. The height adjustable seat
ensures it can be set to the correct height for the user. Available
as standard versions that are constructed from steel and have
cushioned vinyl pads, or as deluxe versions constructed from
lightweight aluminium with PU pads. Both versions are available
with or without a back. Seat width 470mm (181/2").
Seat depth 330mm (13"). Backrest size 300 x 130mm (113/4").
Height adjustable from 535 to 624mm (21 to 241/2").

Weight
09 131 0846 Standard Stool 8.7kg £57.75
09 131 0853 Standard Stool with Back 10kg £63.18
09 131 0861 Deluxe Stool 6.8kg £83.02
09 131 0879 Deluxe Stool with Back 8kg £93.87

Extra Low Perching Stools3

This range of low height perching stools allow shorter users to 
sit at a comfortable height. Ideal for use around the home, in the
kitchen, bathroom or shower. The soft, padded seats are slightly
angled to enable the user to sit and rise with greater ease.
Available with moulded PU foam padding or with vinyl 
covered foam padding. 
Seat width 330mm (13"). Seat depth 280mm (11"). Seat height
400 to 550mm (15 to 21"). Width between arms 445mm (171/2").
Footprint at maximum height 565 x410mm (221/4 x 161/4").
AA1503 Moulded PU Padding £102.93
AA1504 Vinyl Padding £102.93

Maximum
user weight

150
kg

231/2
st

Chester Shower Stool with Cut-Out Homecraft2

These sturdy showering stools have a padded seat and front cut-
out to aid personal cleansing. The legs have large rubber feet to
prevent slipping and to spread the weight load. Seat size 335 x
295mm (13 x 111/2"). Base footprint 380mm (15") square. 

Seat Height Weight
AA1570 Fixed 510mm (20") 3.1kg £64.96
AA1580 Adjustable 470-620mm (181/2-241/2") 3.9kg £74.01

Maximum
user weight

150
kg

231/2
st

Maximum
user weight

140
kg

22
st

SPARES
Spares are available for this product, making it suitable for refurbishment.
For full spares listing, please see pages 1353 to 1360.

2

1

3

1

2

1

3

1
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1 1

2

1 1 Adjustable Height Perching Stools Days1

These height adjustable perching stools are available in a range
of styles, with or without armrests and backs. The robust frame is
manufactured from powder coated steel and the grey vinyl seat
and back upholstery is fully sealed. The frame is slightly lower at
the front to give the seat a slight incline and to enable the user to
raise and lower themselves from the stool easily. Non-marking
slip-resistant rubber tips are supplied as standard. Seat height
(at front) 540 to 700mm (21¼ to 27½"). Width between armrests
(at bottom) 460mm (18"). Width between armrests (at top)
500mm (20"). Seat depth 285mm (11¼"). External width 543mm
(21¼").

Weight
547A Stool 4.5kg
548 Stool with Arms 5.5kg
549 Stool with Arms and Back 6.9kg
549B Stool with Arms and 7kg

Padded Back

Maximum
user weight

280
kg

44
st

Extra Wide Perching Stools2

This heavy duty perching stool has a wide frame and generously
padded seat for additional comfort. The frame is manufactured
from robust powder coated steel and is height adjustable.
Supplied with non-marking slip-resistant rubber tips. Seat height
500 to 660mm (19¾ to 26"). Seat width 515mm (20¼"). Seat
depth 305mm (12"). Backrest size 340 x 140mm (13½ x 5½").
Footprint (lowest position) 710 x 460mm (28 x 18"). Footprint
(highest position) 740 x 500mm (29 x 19¾"). Weight 9.7kg 
549BHD £118.75

Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

10+
£30.00
£35.00
£40.00
£45.00

1+
£35.00
£40.00
£45.00
£50.00
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Mediatrics™ Adjustable Shower Stool & Chair1

Deluxe and modern, this seat is available as a shower chair or
shower stool. The perforated seat enables water to drain and not
settle on the seat. The padded backrest on the chair gives a soft,
comfortable feel for the user and can be easily removed to turn
the chair into a stool. Seat height 483 to 635mm (19 to 25"). Seat
width 508mm (20"). Seat depth 438mm (17¼"). Width between
armrests (at top of arms) 533mm (21½"). Backrest height above
seat 333mm (13"). Arm height above seat 222mm (8¾"). 
Footprint at maximum height 724 x 660mm (28½ x 26").

Weight
09 131 5209 Stool 7.3kg
09 131 6173 Chair 8.8kg

Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

Mediatrics™ Adjustable Perching Stool2

The Mediatrics Perching Stool offers four products in one. By
removing or adding the back or armrests, it can be transformed
into a stool with back and arms, a stool with back, a stool with
arms or a simple stool with no back and arms. The armrests can
be extended from 527 to 604mm (20¾ to 23¾") and the seat back
can be moved back by 102mm (4"), increasing the total seating
area. The upholstery on the seat and back is heat-sealed vinyl and
can be cleaned without the risk of water ingress. Seat incline from
front to back 38mm (1½"). Seat height 571 to 724mm (22½ to
28½"). Width of seat cushion 438mm (17¼"). Seat depth 330 to
432mm (13 to 17"). Width between armrests (at top of arms) 546
to 622mm (21½ to 24½"). Arm height above seat 190mm (7½").
Backrest height above seat 267mm (10½"). Footprint at maximum
height 814 x 660mm (32 x 26"). Weight 11.2kg.

09 131 5225

NEW

2
NEW

2 2 2

INFORMATION
For more products within the Mediatrics™ range, please see page 945.

The Mediatrics product range has been specifically
designed for those that require extra room for weight
distribution, whilst not requiring a bariatric product.

10+
£74.98

£105.70

5+
£84.36

£118.92

1+
£93.73

£132.13

10+
£103.74

5+
£116.70

1+
£129.67
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Adjustable Height Aluminium Shower Stools1

These neat shower stools have a moulded plastic seat with a 
sturdy but lightweight frame. The adjustable aluminium legs are
finished with rubber ferrules to prevent movement of the stools. 
Seat diameter 343mm (131/2").

Height Weight
AA1590 406 to 508mm (16 to 20") 1.5kg £34.50
AA1591 508 to 610mm (20 to 24") 1.7kg £39.40

Maximum
user weight

113
kg

173/4
st

Flat packed Adjustable Height 
Aluminium Shower Stool

2

This height adjustable aluminium shower stool has a neat round
seat for comfort and convenience. The aluminium frame ensures
corrosion resistance and its compact size enables it to be fitted
within virtually any shower cubicle. Supplied flat packed. Seat
height adjustable from 330 to 510mm (13 to 20"). Seat diameter
320mm (12½"). Weight 1.8kg.
10534KD £29.50

Maximum
user weight

100
kg

153/4
st

Flat Packed Adjustable Height Homecraft
Shower Stool

3

The legs of this useful, height adjustable shower stool are easily
removed with an Allen key making storage and transportation
simple. Excellent value for money, this sturdy shower stool
features a neat plastic seat and height adjustable legs. The
aluminium frame is corrosion resistant and the large rubber
ferrules prevent movement on the shower floor. Seat diameter
325mm (123/4"). Seat height from 440 to 550mm (171/4 to 213/4").
Footprint 310 x 310mm (121/4 x 121/4"). Weight 1.6kg.
09 118 9240 £28.02

Maximum
user weight

120
kg

183/4
st

Swivelling Shower Stool4

This attractive shower stool has a PU padded rotating seat that
enables easy repositioning of the user whilst minimising shearing
forces. The seat locks in any one of four 90° angles and releases
with a small lever. Constructed from aluminium and plastic it is
both lightweight and corrosion resistant. The frame breaks down
easily making it ideal for storage or transportation. Seat height
480 to 670mm (183/4 to 261/4"). Diameter of seat 325mm (123/4").
Footprint at maximum height 370 x 370mm (141/2 x 141/2").
Weight 3.5kg.
09 117 9258 £57.07

Maximum
user weight

120
kg

183/4
st
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This handy tripod seat fits neatly into the corner of the shower.
The quadrant shaped seat is covered with padded waterproof
vinyl for comfort. With a sturdy, height adjustable frame and non-
slip rubber feet, this stool is suitable for virtually any shower tray
and gives much more leg room than standard stools. Seat width
405mm (16"). Seat depth 380mm (15"). Height adjustable from
508 to 610mm (20 to 24"). Footprint 450mm (18"). Weight 4.5kg.
AA1568
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Corner Shower Stool Homecraft1

Maximum
user weight

120
kg

183/4
st

Aluminium Corner Shower Stool Days2

The aluminium frame and moulded plastic seat ensure this stool is
both lightweight and corrosion resistant. The tripod shaped frame
fits neatly into the corner of a shower cubicle, making optimum
use of the space available. Flat packed, it is easy to assemble
with the tools supplied. Seat height 440 to 540mm (17¼" to 21¼").
Seat width 525mm (20½"). Seat depth 380mm (15"). Footprint 620
x 520 x 520mm (24½ x 20½ x 20½"). Weight 3.2kg.
BE11W

Maximum
user weight

160
kg

25
st

Etac® Edge Corner Shower Stool3

The Edge is a comfortable, height adjustable triangular shower
stool that fits perfectly into a corner, taking up very little space. 
It features a stable and comfortable seat that can be set with a
slight forward angle to facilitate standing. It is possible to turn the
stool, offering a variety of positions, with the possibility of
alleviating hip pain by sitting in a saddle position. The Edge
stands firmly on all three legs thanks to its built-in flexibility and
the legs are slightly angled outward to increase the stability. 
The soft ferrules ensure a stable grip on the floor and prevent
slipping. It is lightweight, corrosion resistant and easy to clean.
The Edge comes flat-packed and is easy to assemble without
tools. It is available in a choice of two heights and two colours,
all of which are stackable. Footprint 520mm (20½"). Seat width
450mm (17¾"). Weight 2.6kg.

Seat Height Colour
09 116 3815 420 to 570mm (16½ to 22½") Grey £51.46
09 142 2096 345 to 420mm (13½ to16½") Grey £51.46
09 142 2112 420 to 570mm (16½ to 22½") Blue £51.46
09 142 2138 Optional Seat Pad Grey £32.48

Maximum
user weight

130
kg

201/4
st

NEW NEW

SPARES
Spares are available for these products, making them suitable for
refurbishment. For full spares listing, please see pages 1353 to 1360.

1+ £59.83 16+ £47.86

1+ £54.57 10+ £43.66
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PLASTIC SEAT

Belmont Adjustable Shower Stool1

An adjustable shower stool with a plastic coated steel frame 
and side handles to provide additional security for the user. 
The height adjustable legs have large non-marking rubber feet 
to provide stability and prevent slipping. Seat height adjustable
from 464 to 616mm (181/4 to 241/4"). Handle height adjustable
from 546 to 699mm (211/2 to 271/2"). Seat width 394 (151/2"). 
Seat depth 260mm (101/4"). Footprint at maximum height 546 x
406mm (211/2 x 16"). Width between armrests 445mm (171/2").
AA1528 Plastic Coated Metal Seat £44.88

Lightweight Shower Stool with Armrests3

This extremely lightweight shower stool is made from coated
aluminium, stainless steel and plastic making it resistant 
to corrosion. The large, ergonomic seat has a front cutaway 
for ease of personal cleansing. Some assembly required. 
Height adjustable with non-slip ferrules on the feet. 
Seat size 406 x 394mm (16 x 151/2"). Footprint 521 x 445mm 
(201/2 x 171/2"). External width 533mm (21"). Seat height adjustment
470 to 546mm (181/2 to 211/2"). Weight 2.5kg.
AA1652 £89.01

Shower Bench with Padded Seat2

This height adjustable shower bench has a vinyl padded seat for
additional comfort. The powder-coated steel frame is resistant to
corrosion and the rubber ferrules help to prevent slipping. 
Seat size 380 x 290mm (15 x 111/2"). Seat height adjustment 
510 to 653mm (20 to 253/4"). Handle height adjustment 584 to
725mm (33 to 281/2"). Weight 3kg
09 115 8427 £35.60

Maximum
user weight

100
kg

153/4
st

Adjustable Shower Stool with Cut-Out4

This shower stool has a cut-out at the front to enable easy
personal cleansing. The integral handles give the user an
increased sense of security. A clip on seat ensures the stool is easy
to keep clean. Height adjustable legs with easy-to-fit pin clips.  
Seat height adjustable from 490 to 641mm (191/4 to 251/4"). Seat
width 440mm (171/4"). Seat depth 370mm (141/2"). Arm height
above seat 150mm (6"). Width between armrests 562mm (22").
Footprint (front to back) 380mm (15"). Footprint (side to side)
560mm (22").
100418 £49.80

Maximum
user weight

115
kg

18
st

Maximum
user weight

100
kg

153/4
st

Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

09 117 5223 Plastic Seat £42.10

Maximum
user weight

125
kg

191/2
st
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Heavy Duty Shower Bench2

This heavy duty shower bench has a maximum user weight of
300kg (47st). The sturdy handles are higher than standard shower
stools and provide additional support and security to the user.
The moulded padded seat has slots to allow drainage and the
stainless steel frame is height adjustable. Available in two widths
with either two padded seats or three. Seat height adjustment
470 to 610mm (181/2 to 24"). Seat depth 406mm (16").

Seat Width
557512 622mm (241/2") £340.00
557513 927mm (361/2") £470.00

Maximum
user weight

300
kg

47
st

Adjustable Height Shower Stool1

This height adjustable shower stool has a lightweight aluminium
frame and a clip-on plastic seat that can be easily removed for
cleaning. The handles on the side of the seat provide additional
support when rising or lowering. Seat width 370mm (14½"). Seat
depth 270mm (10½"). Seat height 460 to 585mm (18 to 23").
Width between arms 500mm (19¾"). External width 550mm 
(21¾"). External depth 375mm (14¾"). Weight 2.8kg.
539L

Maximum
user weight

160
kg

25
st

Aluminium Shower Stools3

These stools have moulded plastic seats with built in handles to
give additional support to the user and holes to aid water drainage.
Aluminium frames ensure they are lightweight and corrosion
resistant. The height adjustable legs are finished with non-marking,
slip-resistant rubber tips. Seat height 380 to 480mm (15 to 19").
Seat width 485mm (19"). Seat depth 280mm (11"). 

Weight
537B Stool 2.5kg
537A Stool with Backrest 3.1kg

Maximum
user weight

100
kg

153/4
st

1+ £22.50 10+ £19.25

12+
£21.88
£24.07

4+
£26.56
£29.22

1+
£31.25
£34.38
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Shower Stool with Contour Seat1

This shower stool has a shaped seat that is designed to fit the
body more comfortably. The raised edges of the seat have
gripping handles to give the user extra confidence and stability.
For additional support the seat is available with a curved backrest.
With an aluminium frame and moulded plastic seat, this stool is
both lightweight and corrosion resistant. Perforated for drainage,
the seat height is adjustable between 406 and 508mm (16 and 20").
Seat dimensions 510 x 320mm (20 x 121/2").

Weight
AA1547 Without Backrest 2kg £43.55
AA1548 With Backrest 3kg £52.70

Shower Stool with Ergonomic Seat2

A seat designed to minimise any discomfort for the user due 
to its ergonomically shaped seat. The moulded plastic seat is
perforated for easy drainage and is mounted on an aluminium
frame, making it lightweight and corrosion resistant. The legs 
are height adjustable between 406 and 508mm (16 and 20").
Seat dimensions 406 x 330mm (16 x 13"). Available with or
without backrest.

Weight
AA1551 Without Backrest 2kg £43.73
AA1552 With Backrest 3kg £52.92

Shower Stool with Cut-Away Seat3

This sturdy but lightweight shower stool has a front cut-out for
personal cleansing. The moulded plastic seat is shaped for
comfort and is supplied with a backrest. The aluminium frame 
is supplied flat packed and is extremely easy to assemble. 
Seat height adjustable between 406 and 508mm (16 and 20").
Seat size 406 x 369mm (16 x 141/2"). Backrest 406 x 191mm 
(16 x 71/2"). Weight 3kg.
AA1546 £54.67

Heavy Duty Shower Stool4

With an extra wide seat for the larger user, this heavy duty stool
is both strong and sturdy. The aluminium frame and moulded
plastic seat mean this stool is lightweight and corrosion resistant.
For safety and support the stool has two armrests and also has
handles built into the seat itself. The stool is supplied flat packed
and is easy to assemble. The legs are height adjustable between
483 and 585mm (19 and 23") with the armrests situated 127mm
(5") higher than the seat. Width between arms 610mm (24"). 
Seat size 520 x 340mm (201/2 x 131/4"). Backrest 410 x 195mm
(16 x 73/4"). Weight 3.8kg.
AA1556 £81.40

Maximum
user weight

182
kg

281/2
st

Maximum
user weight

182
kg

281/2
st

Maximum
user weight

182
kg

281/2
st

Maximum
user weight

204
kg

32
st
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Deluxe Foldable Chair with Cut-Away Seat1

This deluxe shower chair is easily foldable for storage and
transportation using a patented folding mechanism. 
The blue padded backrest provides comfort and support and the
non-skid padded seat has a U-shaped cut out to facilitate
personal hygiene. Foam padded armrests offer further support.
The height adjustable legs have ferrules to prevent the chair from
moving whilst in use. The frame is made from aluminium making
the chair both lightweight and corrosion resistant. 
Seat size 406 x 406mm (16 x 16"). Height adjustable from 
483 to 584mm (19 to 23"). Weight 5kg.
AA1543 £106.20

Folding Ergonomic Shower Chair2

This lightweight shower chair has a patented quick folding
mechanism making it easy to transport and store. 
The ergonomic plastic seat, designed to minimise discomfort for
the user, is perforated to aid drainage. The lightweight aluminium
frame is corrosion resistant and has angled legs finished with
ferrules for stability. Seat height adjustable between 406 and
508mm (16 and 20"). Seat size 406 x 330mm (16 x 13"). 
Backrest dimensions 406 x 191mm (16 x 71/2"). Weight 3.2kg.
AA1553 £89.40

Folding Swivel Shower Chair3

This stylish, blue folding shower chair has a highly effective swivel
seat made of durable anti-bacterial foam, which is comfortable
and safe when turning the body. The armrests swing up and out
of the way, unlocking via a simple push button, to enable easy
side transfer. With an aluminium frame and a patented quick fold
mechanism, this chair is lightweight and easy to transport or
store. The height adjustable legs have angled non-slip ferrules,
giving additional safety and stability. 
Seat height is adjustable from 457 to 559mm (18 to 22"). 
Seat size 390 x 390mm (151/2 x 151/2"). Width between arms
415mm (161/4"). Swivel seat diameter 345mm (161/4"). 
Backrest size 360 x 250mm (14 x 10"). Weight 6kg. 
AA1574 £165.47

Three in One Shower Chair4

This deluxe shower chair has three uses. It can be used on top
of a standard toilet with the optional chute, as a commode with
the supplied pan and lid or as a shower chair without either. 
The seat and armrests are padded for comfort. The aluminium
frame folds almost flat for transport and storage. 
Seat height is adjustable from 510 to 590mm (20 to 231/4"). 
Seat size 410 x 410mm (16 x 16"). Width between arms 
450mm (173/4"). Aperture diameter 160mm (61/4"). 
Backrest width 345mm (131/2"). Weight 4.8kg.
AA1576 Chair £125.90
AA157601 Optional Chute £6.09

Maximum
user weight

113
kg

173/4
st

Maximum
user weight

113
kg

173/4
st

Maximum
user weight

113
kg

173/4
st

Maximum
user weight

113
kg

173/4
st
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Etac® Swift Shower Stool/Chair1

Maximum
user weight

130
kg

201/4  
st

1 1

1 1

1

1 1

NEW NEW

NEW

Swift is a prize winning range of shower stools and chairs that are
both functional and attractive. Supplied flat-packed they are easy to
assemble without tools and can be dismantled for cleaning,
transport or storage. Manufactured from a combination of plastic
and aluminium that is sturdy yet flexible enough to adapt to uneven
floors. The soft ferrules ensure a good grip on all surfaces and the
anti-slip pattern on the seat provides safety and stability. The oval
telescoping legs are simple to adjust by hand. A handle in the rear
of the backrest makes the lightweight Swift easy to carry and move.
Based on a modular concept, Swift can be adapted to meet
different needs. Available as a simple stool or a complete shower
chair, the stool can be quickly and easily converted to meet the
users changing needs by adding armrests or a backrest as
required. The seat has a cut out on one side and is solid on the
other and may be assembled in either direction to suit the user.
Optional extras include a soap and shampoo dish which is clipped
to the side of the seat and provides a convenient home for the
shower head. The soft seat and backrest pads are heat reflecting
and provide additional comfort. Swift is easy to clean in
temperatures up to 85°C and may even be cleaned in a dishwasher.
Backrest height 800 to 950mm (31½ to 37½"). Seat size 540 x
410mm (21¼ x 16¼"). Footprint at highest adjustment 540mm
(21¼") wide, 500mm (19½") deep. External width with armrests
560mm (22"). Width between armrests 450mm (17¾").
Now available in a choice of two heights and three colours.
Stool Seat Height Colour Weight
AA1581 420 to 570mm 

(16½ to 22½") Green 3.1kg
09 142 2203 420 to 570mm 

(16½ to 22½") Grey 3.1kg
09 142 2211 420 to 570mm 

(16½ to 22½") Blue 3.1kg
09 142 2237 345 to 420mm 

(13½ to 16½") Grey 2.9kg

Chair Seat Height Colour Weight
AA1582 420 to 570mm 

(16½ to 22½") Green 4.7kg
09 142 2229 420 to 570mm 

(16½ to 22½") Grey 4.7kg
09 117 5272 420 to 570mm 

(16½ to 22½") Blue 4.7kg
09 142 2245 345 to 420mm 

(13½ to 16½") Grey 4.5kg
Optional accessories
Accessory Green Grey Blue
Armrests AA158101 09 142 2252 09 142 2260 £27.26
Backrest AA158102 09 142 2161 09 142 2179 £32.13
Soap Dish AA1583 09 142 2146 09 142 2153 £15.10
Seat Cushion AA1584 09 142 2195 - £36.80
Backrest Cushion AA1585 09 142 2187 - £19.87

5+

£52.58

£52.58

£52.58

£52.58

1+

£58.42

£58.42

£58.42

£58.42

5+

£82.87

£82.87

£82.87

£82.87

1+

£92.08

£92.08

£92.08

£92.08
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White Line Shower Stool Days1

A height adjustable, aluminium shower stool with a cut out seat
to enable easier personal cleansing. Seat height adjustable from
470 to 570mm (18½ to 221/2"). Seat width 400mm (15¾").
Seat depth 400mm (15¾"). External width 470mm (181/2").
BE01W £54.57

The Days White Line Range has height adjustable
aluminium frames with moulded plastic seats and
backrests. The modern design is both lightweight and
corrosion resistant. Supplied flat packed for storage
and transport, they are easy to assemble with the tools
supplied.

Maximum
user weight

130
kg

20¼
st

White Line Shower Stool with Arms Days2

Similar to the shower stool, above, but with armrests for extra
support when raising and lowering.  The plastic seat has a horse-
shoe front cut-out for personal cleansing and small holes for
drainage. Supplied flat packed with tools. Limited assembly
required.  Seat height adjustable from 470 to 570mm (18¾ to
22¾"). Seat width 400mm (15¾"). Seat depth 400mm (15¾").
External width 470mm (181/2").
BE02W £59.50

Maximum
user weight

130
kg

20¼
st

White Line Shower Chair Days3

This shower chair has armrests on the side of the seat to provide
additional support when raising from or lowering to the stool. 
The plastic backrest offers additional support and comfort. 
Seat height adjustable from 470 to 570mm (181/2 to 221/2"). 
Seat width 400mm (15¾"). Seat depth 400mm (15¾").
External width 510mm (20"). External depth 410mm (16").
BE03W £64.50

Maximum
user weight

130
kg

20¼
st

White Line Folding Shower Chair Days4

Similar to the above shower chair with the added ability to fold
the chair for easy storage or transportation. Seat height
adjustment 470 to 570mm (181/2 to 221/2"). Seat width 400mm
(15¾"). Seat depth 400mm (15¾"). External width 440mm (17¼").
External depth 420mm (161/2").
BE04W £69.50

Maximum
user weight

130
kg

20¼
st

White Line Folding Corner Shower Seat Days5

This height adjustable aluminium corner shower stool has a
folding drop down leg, enabling the seat to be folded away when
not in use. The seat is available with a left or right positioned leg
to suit different shower environments (selection is dependent
upon which wall the seat is to be mounted when looking at the
shower area). Seat height adjustment 440 to 540mm (171/2 to
211/2"). Overall width 440mm (171/2"). Seat width 400mm (16").
Overall depth 520mm (20¾"). Seat depth 400mm (16").
BE10LW £54.57
BE10RW £54.57

Maximum
user weight

130
kg

20¼
st

White Line Corner Shower Stool Days6

The tripod shaped frame of this stool fits neatly into the corner of
a shower cubicle, making optimum use of the space available.
Seat height 440 to 540mm (17¼" to 21¼"). Seat width 525mm
(201/2"). Seat depth 380mm (15"). Footprint 620 x 520 x 520mm
(241/2 x 201/2 x 201/2").

BE11W

Maximum
user weight

160
kg

25
st

1+ £54.57 10+ £43.66
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Comfort Shower Chairs Homecraft1

These chairs have a padded backrest and seat for comfort. 
The seat has a front cut-out for easier personal hygiene. The frame
can be stacked for space saving or storage. Footprint for 
fixed height chair 570mm (221/2") wide, 510mm (20") deep.
Footprint for adjustable height chair 635mm (25") wide, 
510mm (20") deep. Seat size 356 x 305mm (14 x 12").

Seat Height Weight
AA1602 480mm (19") 5kg £88.47
AA1603 415-544mm (161/2-211/2") 5.5kg £131.83

Maximum
user weight

115
kg

18
st

Lightweight Shower Chair2

Manufactured from aluminium, with moulded plastic seat 
and back, this shower chair is extremely lightweight and
corrosion resistant. The seat has a cutaway at the front, 
enabling easier personal cleansing. Some assembly required.
Adjustable in height from 470 to 546mm (181/2 to 211/2"). 
Seat size 406 x 394mm (16 x 151/2"). Footprint 521 x 445mm
(201/2 x 171/2"). External width 533mm (21"). Weight 3.4kg.
AA1653 £87.94

Lightweight Padded Shower Chair3

This lightweight shower chair is height adjustable and has 
non-slip ferrules for safety. The frame is anodised aluminium 
with stainless steel fittings, making it corrosion resistant. 
Both the seat and the backrest are heavily padded for comfort.
The armrests provide additional security to the user and may be
flipped backwards to enable side transfer. 
Seat size 405 x 405mm (16 x 16"). Footprint 559 x 610mm 
(22 x 24"). External width 585mm (23"). Seat height adjustment
445 to 545mm (171/2 to 211/2"). Weight 4.6kg.
AA1605 £82.99

Lightweight Shower Chair with Cut-Out4

Similar to the Padded Chair above, but with an aperture in the
seat to allow personal cleansing and to aid drainage. Supplied
with a pan to enable use as a commode. Specifications as for
AA1605 above.
AA1606 £82.99

Maximum
user weight

100
kg

153/4
st

Maximum
user weight

136
kg

211/4
st

Maximum
user weight

136
kg

211/4
st

Heavy Duty Adjustable Shower Chair5

This strong, extra wide, adjustable shower stool has handles on
both sides of the seat, giving support to the user when raising
and lowering. Supplied with a padded backrest giving comfort
and additional support for the larger user. Powder coated steel
frame with height adjustable legs. The clip-on plastic seat can be
easily removed for cleaning. Seat height 480 to 630mm (19 to
25"). Seat width 610mm (24"). Seat depth 430mm (17"). Width
between arms 670mm (26½"). Seat to top of arms 230mm (9").
Footprint at maximum height 640 x 760mm (25¼ x 30"). Footprint
at minimum height 570 x 730mm (22½ to 28¾").
539PBHD £175.00

Maximum
user weight

250
kg

391/4
st

SPARES
Spares are available for these products, making them suitable for refurbishment.
For full spares listing, please see pages 1353 to 1360.
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SPARES
Spares are available for these products, making them suitable for refurbishment.
For full spares listing, please see pages 1353 to 1360.

Uni-Frame Folding Shower Chair Homecraft2

This frame is height adjustable using pin clips and folds for
storage when the seat is unclipped. The seat is perforated for
easy drainage and has a cut-out for personal cleansing. Base
footprint 530mm wide x 438mm deep (203/4 x 17"). Seat height
415 to 544mm (161/2 to 211/2"). Seat size 452mm wide x 403mm
deep (173/4 x 16"). Backrest pad size 127 x 295mm (5 x 111/2").
Folded width 90mm (31/2"). Weight 8.1kg. 
AA1614 Shower Chair £142.64
AA2082 Screw Down Feet x 4 £32.61

Maximum
user weight

120
kg

183/4
st

Folding Lightweight Shower Chair3

This handy shower chair has an A-shape frame making it very
stable, but allowing it to easily fold away when not in use. 
Made from aluminium, it is also extremely lightweight and
corrosion resistant. Both the seat and backrest are generously
padded for comfort and support. The legs are finished with large
ferrules to help prevent slipping. Seat height is adjustable
between 380 and 483mm (15 and 19"). Seat size 405 x 405mm
(16 x 16"). Weight 4kg.
AA1670 £62.27

Maximum
user weight

114
kg

173/4
st

Swivel Shower Chair4

This shower seat helps to provide user mobility in a confined space.
The easy-to-clean plastic seat has holes to improve drainage.
The seat rotates through 360° and locks into four positions. Seat
height is adjustable from 460 to 535mm (18 to 21"). Footprint at
the highest setting is 550 x 550mm (211/2 x 211/2"). Weight 7kg.
AA1616 £191.20

Maximum
user weight

102
kg

16
st

Bariatric Shower Bench and Bedside Commode1

The Bariatric Shower Bench and Bedside Commode have been
designed with a number of features that help provide a
comfortable seat for bariatric users. The backrest can be
adjusted in depth +/- 60mm (21/4") and has curved tubing to
ensure comfort for any body shape. Having the right height for
the user ensures success in getting in and out of the chair and
these chairs are adjustable from 420 to 550mm (161/2 to 211/2").
‘Butterfly’ armrests ensure the body doesn’t get squeezed
getting in to and out of the chair whilst providing a good grip for
sitting and getting up. The high-tech, lightweight tubing provides
the highest strength at the lowest weight and the removable seat
pad ensures these items are easy to clean. The Bedside
Commode can also be used as a shower chair with a cut-out
seat and includes a pan as standard. Seating depth 400 to
520mm (153/4 to 201/2"). Available in two seat widths, 610mm
(24") and 710mm (28").
Shower
Bench Seat Width Overall Width Weight
09 120 2720 610mm (24") 730mm (283/4") 7kg £284.37
09 120 2738 710mm (28") 830mm (321/2") 7.7kg £322.83
Bedside
Commode Seat Width Overall Width Weight
09 120 2670 610mm (24") 730mm (283/4") 7kg £284.37
09 120 2688 710mm (28") 830mm (321/2") 7.7kg £322.83

Maximum
user weight

325
kg

51
st

1

SUITABLE AS A SHOWER BENCH

B
athing
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1 Harrogate Shower Chairs Homecraft1

A quality range of sturdy shower chairs. The plastic seat is curved
to give comfort and has drainage holes for excess water. 
The static versions are fitted with ferrules to reduce slipping and
the wheeled chairs have four braked castors, 75mm (3") in diameter.
Seat width 432mm (17"). Footprint 508 x 572mm (20 x 221/2").
Width between arms 560mm (22").

Seat Height Weight
Fixed Height
AA1620 508mm (20") 6.8kg

Adjustable Height
AA1630 483-660mm (19-26") 7.8kg

Wheeled
AA1640 508mm (20") 8.8kg

Wheeled Adjustable
AA1645 483-660mm (19-26") 9kg

Maximum
user weight

166
kg

26
st

SPARES
Spares are available for this product, making it suitable for refurbishment.
For full spares listing, please see pages 1353 to 1360.

10+
£35.00

1+
£45.00

10+
£40.00

1+
£50.00

10+
£65.00

1+
£75.00

10+
£75.00

1+
£85.00
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43

Stationary Shower Chair Days1

This comfortable shower chair features a supportive backrest
and fixed armrests for additional safety when showering.
Available as a height adjustable option that enables the user to
adjust the seat to the preferred position. Holes in the seat enable
speedy water drainage. The plastic coated steel frame is finished
with slip resistant rubber ferrules. Seat width 460mm (18"). 
Seat depth 390mm (15¼"). External width 530mm (20¾").
External depth 560mm (22"). 

Seat Height
597 410mm (16¼")
597A 460 to 610mm (18 to 24")

Maximum
user weight

160
kg

25
st

Mobile Shower Chair Days2

An attractive, plastic-coated, steel-framed shower chair with four
swiveling, braked castors for safety and a pushing handle for
convenience. Easy to manoeuvre, this shower chair can be used
for transferring the user from one place to another before and
after showering. Seat width 460mm (18"). Seat depth 390mm
(15¼"). External width 540mm (21¼"). External depth 600mm
(23½"). Diameter of castors 100mm (4").

Seat Height
546B 485mm (19")
546BADJ4BC 485 to 600mm (19 to 23½")

Maximum
user weight

160
kg

25
st

Extra Wide Shower Chair Days3

Similar to the Stationary Shower Chair above but with a wider
frame for the larger user. Seat height 470mm (18½"). Seat width
460mm (18"). Seat depth 390mm (15¼"). Width between arms
520mm (20½"). External height 865mm (34"). External width
580mm (22¾"). External depth 570mm (22½"). 

545HD

Maximum
user weight

160
kg

25
st

Mobile Shower Chair with Detachable Arms Days4

This mobile shower chair has detachable armrests, making it
easier for the user to side transfer. A pushing handle enables the
chair to be manoeuvred into place after the user is seated. All
four castors have brakes for additional safety and security. Seat
height 485 mm (19"). Seat width 460mm (18"). Seat depth
390mm (15¼"). External height 885mm (34¾"). External width
540mm (21¼"). External depth 600mm (23½"). Diameter of
castors 100mm (4").

546BD4BC

Maximum
user weight

160
kg

25
st

10+
£35.00
£40.00

1+
£45.00
£50.00

10+
£65.00
£75.00

1+
£75.00
£85.00

10+
£73.13

1+
£81.25

10+
£85.00

1+
£97.50
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Etac® Clean Wheeled Shower Commode Chairs
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1 Etac® Clean Self-Propelled 
Shower Commode Chair

1

The Clean shower commode chair is comfortable, secure and
easy to use. Every detail has been designed to make things
easier in the shower and toilet for both users and carers.
Designed for durability, Clean has no welding seams or holes,
thus reducing the risk of corrosion. The seat is fully open to the
rear instead of the front, facilitating intimate hygiene by the carer
or user. The armrests can be removed or swung away and the
footrest slides quickly and easily underneath the seat when not in
use, making transfers easier and safer. Supplied with large rear
wheels for users who can propel themselves. The rear wheels are
mounted well back and the brake handles move under the seat
edge when applied, leaving plenty of space for safe and easy
side transfers. The self-propelled Clean is a well balanced
shower chair that is easy to manoeuvre.
A full range of accessories are available, allowing the seat to be
tailored to the users requirements (see item 2 below). Seat width
480mm (18¾"). Width between armrests 435mm (17"). Length of
armrests 360mm (14¼"). Height between seat and armrests
220mm (8 3/4"). External width 690mm (27¼"). External depth
(excluding footrest) 730mm (28¾"). Rear wheels 610mm (24")
diameter. Weight 20kg.
AA1622 £581.20

Maximum
user weight

130
kg

201/4
st

B
at
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ng

A B22

C D22

E F22

G H22

Etac® Clean Accessories2

The following accessories fit all five Clean models.

AA1626 Green Heat Reflecting Soft Back Pad £25.94

AA1625A Green Heat Reflecting Soft Seat Pad £51.44

09 142 3201 Grey Heat Reflecting Soft Back Pad £25.94

09 142 3193 Grey Heat Reflecting Soft Seat Pad £51.44

09 116 3831 Grey Full Seat Cushion £111.90
09 142 3219 Grey Comfort Pad (reduces aperture) £119.12

AA1625C Pressure Relieving Inflated Cushion £531.02

AA1623A Green Commode Pan and Lid £28.90
09 142 3078 Grey Commode Pan and Lid £28.90
AA1623B Green Pan Holder (for Clean Pan) £15.36
09 142 3110 Grey Pan Holder (for Clean Pan) £15.36
09 142 3144 Green Bucket Holder £18.74
09 142 3151 Grey Bucket Holder £18.74
09 142 3177 Green Low Mounting Pan Accessory £9.34
09 142 3185 Grey Low Mounting Pan Accessory £9.34

AA1624B Safety Cross Bar £64.97
AA1624A Safety Belt £30.34
The following accessories fit AA1621A, AA1621B 
and 09 142 2385
AA1627 Height Raisers to increase seat height 

and clearance by 50mm (2") x 4 £52.57
AA1628 Small Castors 80mm (3¼") to reduce 

the seat height by 50mm (2") x 2 £60.13
The following accessories fit AA1621B
AA1629 Rear Wheel Adaptor Kit to turn 

AA1621B into a self-propelled chair £410.80

F

E

D

C

B

A

G

H
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Etac® Clean Wheeled Shower Commode Chair
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Etac® Clean Wheeled Shower Commode Chair1

Clean is a prize winning, international best selling shower
commode chair that is comfortable, secure and easy to use.
Every detail has been designed to make things easier in the
shower and toilet for both users and carers. Designed for
durability, Clean has no welding seams or holes, thus reducing
the risk of corrosion. The seat is fully open to the rear instead of
the front, facilitating intimate hygiene by the carer or user. The
armrests can be removed or swung away and the footrest slides
quickly and easily underneath the seat when not in use, making
transfers easier and safer. Clean is suitable for use over both
floor and wall mounted toilets. Supplied with four lockable
castors for flexibility in all situations. Choose from two frames,
dependent on either the height of user or the under seat
clearance required for the toilet, or a height adjustable version. 
A full range of accessories are available, allowing the seat to be
tailored to the users requirements (see page opposite).
Seat width 480mm (18¾"). Width between armrests 435mm (17").
Length of armrests 360mm (14¼"). Distance between seat and
armrests 220mm (8¾"). External width 520mm (20½"). Castors
125mm diameter. Weight 14kg.

Seat Handle
Height Height Clearance

Clean 49 - Green
AA1621A 490mm 1020mm 435mm £327.07

(19¼") (40") (17")
Clean 49 - Grey NEW
09 142 2385 490mm 1020mm 435mm £327.07

(19¼") (40") (17")
Clean 55 - Green
AA1621B 550mm 1070mm 495mm £327.07

(21¾") (42") (19½")
Height Adjustable Clean - Green
09 116 3856 475 to 1000 to 420 to £510.37

600mm 1150mm 545mm
(18¾ to 23½") (39¼ to 45¼") (16½ to 21½")

Maximum
user weight

130
kg

20¼
st

1

11

B
athing

NEW
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Self-Propelled TransAqua Shower Chair2

This durable stainless steel chair offers resistance to corrosion
and ensures a durable, long lasting finish for extended life. 
The horseshoe seat is suitable for washing and toileting and is
well padded. Features anti-tip bars and easy to apply brakes.
TransAqua can be dismantled without tools. Handle height
970mm (38"). External width 765mm (30"). Depth 985mm (39").
Width between arms 510mm (20"). Wheel diameter 559mm (22").
Seat size 530 x 435mm (21 x 17"). Seat height 523mm (201/2").
Under seat clearance 426mm (163/4"). Weight 21kg.
AA1675 £789.50

Attendant TransAqua Shower Chair3

An attendant propelled version of the TransAqua Chair above
with an in-line steering option and braked castors for additional
safety when transferring. Specifications as for AA1675 above,
except: Width 570mm (221/2"). Depth 865mm (34"). Weight 16kg.
AA1676 £729.50

This attractive shower commode chair is generously padded on
the seat, arms and backrest with moulded PU foam for comfort
and durability. The horseshoe seat has a removable plug to
enable personal hygiene or for use as a commode or toilet frame.
The armrests lift up and back to enable easier side transfer.
Supplied flat packed, this shower commode chair is quick 
and easy to assemble without the use of tools. Seat height
540mm (21"). Seat width 480mm (19"). Seat depth 450mm (173/4").
Seat to armrest height 200mm (73/4"). Width between armrests
500mm (191/2"). Seat to backrest height 330mm (13"). Rear wheels
610mm (24"). Front castors 152mm (6"). External width 700mm
(271/2"). External depth (without footrests) 790mm (31"). Height to
top of handle 920mm (361/4"). Under seat clearance 425mm (163/4");
455mm (18") with pan holder removed (note, tools required).
Weight 15.7kg.
09 117 9225 £385.00

Maximum
user weight

200
kg

311/4
st

Maximum
user weight

200
kg

311/4
st

Self-Propelled Aluminium Shower Commode4

Maximum
user weight

136
kg

211/4
st

Fax: 08448 730 100 www.homecraft-rolyan.com880

Wheeled Shower Commode Chairs
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ng Aluminium Shower Commode Chair1

A lightweight, mobile shower commode chair that can also be
used over the toilet. The chair is rust proof due to the anodised
aluminium frame, making it ideal for use in a wet environment.
It incorporates a pushing handle and swivel castors to enable
carers to push the patient around with ease and in comfort.
The blow moulded seat can be easily removed for cleaning.
All four castors have brakes for added safety. Supplied with a
commode pan as standard. Optional footrests are available.
Seat height 570mm (22½"). Seat width 430mm (17"). Seat depth
460mm (18"). External height 1050mm (41¼"). External width
560mm (22"). External depth 585mm (23"). External depth with
footrests 830mm (32½"). Diameter of castors 125mm (5").

544BBOWL4BC Shower Commode Chair
RP58 Optional footrests

Maximum
user weight

100
kg

15¾
st

5+
£135.00
£56.25

1+
£156.25
£62.50
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1Deluxe Shower Commode Chairs1

This deluxe shower commode chair features a lightweight, 
silver painted aluminium frame, which provides a rust free, 
high strength product. It is available as an attendant-propelled
version or a self-propelling version that offers the user
independence. The front castors have brakes for security, 
the swing away detachable footrests offer comfort while being
transported and the armrests can be flipped back to facilitate
side transfer. The chair can be used in a shower cubicle or wet
room, used as a commode or used over a standard toilet bowl.
The front of the seat is cut-away to facilitate personal hygiene,
however, a seat insert is provided for comfort during transport. 
A square bowl is fitted as standard. The detachable back means
the shower commode chair is more compact for storage. 
Height 990mm (40"). Depth without footrests: Self-propelled
840mm (33"); Attendant-propelled 550mm (213/4"). Depth with
footrests: Self-propelled 1110mm (433/4"); Attendant-propelled
810mm (313/4"). Overall depth: Self-propelled 690mm (27");
Attendant-propelled 555mm (22"). Overall width: Self-propelled
690mm (27"); Attendant-propelled 555mm (213/4"). Seat height
540mm (211/4"). Seat width 457mm (18"). Seat depth 425mm
(163/4"). Front wheel diameter 130mm (5"). Rear self-propelling
wheels 600mm (24"). Under seat clearance 465mm (181/2")
842 Attendant-Propelled
841 Self-Propelled

1

2

Gull Wing Attendant Commode and 
Shower Chair

2

This multi-purpose, heavy duty shower commode chair is made
from durable, plastic coated steel tubing with flip-back gull wing
style armrests and a comfortable moulded seat. It features an
attendant pushing handle and is designed to be wheeled over a
standard toilet. Supplied with four swivel brake castors, a fold-
away footrest and commode pan. Seat height 580mm (22¾").
Seat width 445mm (17½"). Seat depth 430mm (17"). External
height 1020mm (40"). External width 515mm (20¼"). External
depth 650mm (25½"). Castors 100mm (4") in diameter.
577RB £205.00

Maximum
user weight

125
kg

191/2
st

Maximum
user weight

140
kg

22
st

1+ £205.00 5+ £175.00
1+ £225.00 5+ £195.00
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1

1

Atlantic Shower Commode Chair Days1
The Atlantic Shower Commode Chairs are stylish, easily
manoeuvrable and very easy to clean. Available in three seat widths:
455mm (18"), 505mm (20") and 560mm (22") to accommodate a
wider variety of users. The weight capacity of 18" model is 160kg
(25st) and 225kg (35¼st) for the 20 and 22" models. The chairs are
manufactured from durable plastic coated steel and are ideal where
infection control is an issue. All upholstery and braked castors are
colour co-ordinated in blue. The multi function armrests are: swing
back; drop down; detachable and come complete with an easy to
operate hygienic arm catch. The hygienic white clip-on aperture
seat, backrest and arms can easily be removed for cleaning or
stored away. A toilet roll holder is supplied with all models.
Supplied with a square bowl as standard, however, an optional
perfection pan rack can be fitted enabling the chairs to be used with 
a re-usable bed pan and a disposable bed pan. Models 599DPR
and 599FDPR are supplied with a disposable pan rack as standard,
enabling the use of a disposable pan only. For full specification,
please see the reference table on the adjacent page.

599 455mm (18") 
Without footrests

599F 455mm (18") 
With footrests

599DPR 455mm (18") 
Without footrests, 
with disposable 
panrack

599FDPR 455mm (18") 
With footrests & 
disposable panrack

Accessories and Spares
SA459B White Aperture Seat for 599 & 599F £25.00
SA459A White Aperture Seat for 599DPR & 599FDPR £25.00
SA562A White Aperture Seat for 598, 598X, 598F & 598XF £25.00
ACC2 Perfection Pan Rack £22.50
AA2643W Perfection Bed Pan £21.34
PL512 Standard Square Bowl £5.31
09 128 2904 Disposable Bed Pan £0.50

Maximum
user weight

160
kg

25
st

1+ £215.00 5+ £194.00
10+ £172.00 25+ £150.00

1+ £235.00 5+ £212.00
10+ £189.00 25+ £165.00

1+ £235.00 5+ £212.00
10+ £189.00 25+ £165.00

1+ £255.00 5+ £230.00
10+ £205.00 25+ £178.00

White Aperture Seat Perfection Pan Rack Disposable Pan Rack

Standard Square Bowl Perfection Bed Pan Disposable Bed Pan
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Atlantic Bariatric Shower Commode Days
Chair

1

The bariatric versions have the added feature of a front cut-out
on the white aperture seat to enable easier personal cleansing. 
598 505mm (20") 

Without footrests

598F 505mm (20") 
With footrests

598X 560mm (22") 
Without footrests

598XF 560mm (22") 
With footrests 

Maximum
user weight

225
kg

351/4
st

1

1+ £240.00 5+ £216.00
10+ £193.00 25+ £169.00

1+ £260.00 5+ £234.00
10+ £209.00 25+ £183.00

1+ £250.00 5+ £225.00
10+ £200.00 25+ £175.00

1+ £270.00 5+ £243.00
10+ £215.00 25+ £190.50

599 Series 598 Series 598X Series

Overall Height 995mm (39¼") 995mm (39¼") 995mm (39¼")

Overall Width 600mm (23½") 620mm (24½") 670mm (26½)

Overall Depth 780mm (31") 780mm (31") 780mm (31")

Seat Height - Padded 545mm (21½") 535mm (20¾") 535mm (20¾")

Seat Height - Aperture 535mm (20¾") 505mm (19¾") 505mm (19¾")   

Clearance *See below 440mm (17½") 440mm (17½")

Seat Width 430mm (17") 510mm (20") 560mm (22")

Seat Depth 460mm (17¾") 430mm (17") 430mm (17")

Castors 130mm (5") 130mm (5") 130mm (5")

Maximum User Weight 160kg / 25st 225kg / 35¼st 225kg / 35¼st

Specifications

*Clearance 599 Series (Square Bowl) - 480mm (18¾"), (Disposable Pan Rack) - 470mm (18½")

www.homecraft-rolyan.com Tel: 08448 730 035 883
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Bariatric Wheeled Shower Commode Chair
with Swingaway Arms

2

This full support seat provides more support than conventional
shower chairs. Reinforcement throughout the entire frame
enables it to accommodate up to 272kg (423/4st). Open front
design with horseshoe seat for access. Optional footrests are
available. Six 110mm (5") castors, four of which are locking, 
two non-locking. External width 760mm (30"). External depth
710mm (28"). Height to handle 1130mm (441/2"). Internal width
660mm (26"). Seat height 570mm (221/2").
09 116 8939 Shower Commode Chair £471.40
09 115 8369 Optional Footrests £162.50

Dura-Tilt Shower Commode Chair3

Made of easy-to-clean and durable PVC plastic, this tiltable
shower chair can also be used as a commode chair when the
pan is attached. Simple push-button operation allows the carer
to tilt the chair to three positions to safely and comfortably
position those who tend to lean or slide forward or have trunk
control problems. Easy to push and pivot with extra-large swivel
locking castors, the chair cradles clients in a reclined position
providing security and safety when showering or toileting. When
tilted, the open-front, padded toilet seat and reclined position
provides a sense of comfort and privacy. Includes safety belt and
commode pan. External width 580mm (23"). Total length when
reclined 1610mm (631/2"). Backrest height 900mm (351/2"). 
Width between arms 460mm (18"). Seat depth 430mm (17").
Backrest cradle 420mm (161/2"), with 90° fixed angle seat to back.
Four recline positions 100°, 115°, 130° and 145°.
6525 Dura-Tilt Shower/Commode Chair £825.00
652502 Head Support £56.00

Maximum
user weight

272
kg

423/4
st

Maximum
user weight

91
kg

141/4
st

2

3

Extra Wide Wheeled Shower Commode Chairs1

This heavy duty shower commode chair features armrests 
and footrests that swing away for easy side transfer. It has a
padded back and contoured seat, providing both support and
comfort. A horseshoe cut out at the front of the seat enables
easier personal hygiene. Supplied complete with commode 
pan. Note: not suitable for use over a toilet. The 127mm (5")
castors are braked at the rear. Seat height 535mm (21"). 
Seat depth 470mm (181/2"). 

09 117 9134 Chicago Shower Commode Chair £779.00
Seat width 575mm (221/2"). External width 700mm (271/2").
External depth (excluding footrests) 640mm (251/4"). Weight 19kg.

09 117 9142 Dallas Shower Commode Chair £849.00
Seat width 620mm (241/2"); External width 760mm (30"); 
External depth (excluding footrests) 655mm (253/4"); 
Weight 20kg.
AA1669 Spare Pan £9.76

Maximum
user weight

200
kg

311/4
st

1
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Ocean Wheeled Shower Commode Chair1

This attendant propelled shower and commode chair features 
a comfortable contoured horseshoe seat for washing and
toileting use. The backrest and armrests are padded for comfort
and support. Manufactured from corrosion resistant materials,
it is durable and easy to clean. The aluminium frame can be
easily dismantled, ensuring it is compact and lightweight for
transport and storage. Supplied with a commode pan and four
braked castors. Seat size 410 x 410mm (16 x 16"). Seat height
520mm (21"). Width between arms 450mm (18"). 
Aperture diameter 160mm (61/4"). Size when dismantled 
950 x 600 x 240mm (371/2 x 231/2 x 91/2"). Weight 10kg.
AA1679 £309.30

Maximum
user weight

150
kg

231/2
st

1

Attendant Shower Commode Chair2

This attractive, three-in-one, aluminium shower chair can be used
as a commode chair or over a toilet pedestal. The armrests swing
away to enable side transfer and the moulded plastic footrest
also slides out of the way underneath the seat. The plastic seat
has an aperture and a commode pan is supplied as standard.
Being constructed of aluminium, plastic and stainless steel, 
this chair is easy to clean and is corrosion resistant. Four braked
castors are 125mm (5") in diameter. It is ideally suited to users
who require assistance getting to the shower. 
Seat width 693mm (191/2"). Seat height 500mm (193/4"). 
External width 579mm (223/4"). Handle height 967mm (38").
Weight 16kg. Note: some assembly required.
AA1665 £395.00

Maximum
user weight

136
kg

211/4
st

2 2

FOLD AWAY FOOTREST

Bariatric Wheeled Shower Commode Chair3

This stainless steel commode can be used as a shower chair, 
a commode or over the toilet. The chair is extra wide, strongly
built and the design takes into account the physical dimensions
and levels of comfort required by larger individuals. Available in
two widths, 610mm (24") and 710mm (28") with the added option
of ‘Butterfly’ armrests that add an extra 100mm (4") to the seating
width, which means the body doesn’t get squeezed getting in to
and out of the chair. A solid one-piece handle bar ensures that
the carer can maintain a good grip and the chair is equipped
with industrial vinyl castors for easy manoeuvrability. The extra
long, angled armrests are removable to allow easy access for
washing or transferring. The chair has a comfortable padded,
split seat that is both waterproof and anti-bacterial. 
The space between the padded backrest and the seat is 320mm
(121/2"), this provides the carer with room to manoeuvre the
patient into the correct position. The PU foam footrests are width
adjustable, spreading up to a total of 1100mm (431/4"), enabling
those with fat tissue on their inner thigh to sit comfortably. Seat
depth 560mm (22"). Seat height 550mm (213/4"). Floor to handle
bar 990mm (39"). Seat to footrest 400 to 480mm (153/4 to 19").
Footrest width adjustment 580 to 1100mm (223/4 to 431/4").
Standard Armrests Seat width Overall width
09 118 0314 610mm (24") 670mm (261/4") £1606.00
09 120 2704 710mm (28") 770mm (301/4") £1695.00

Butterfly Armrests Seat width Overall width
09 120 2696 610mm (24") 670mm (261/4") £1606.00
09 120 2712 710mm (28") 770mm (301/4") £1695.00

3

Maximum
user weight

325
kg

51
st

SPARES
Spares are available for these products, making them suitable for
refurbishment. For full spares listing, please see pages 1353 to 1360.
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Wheeled Shower Commode Chairs

2

1

1

Bariatric Mobile Commode2

Modern and attractive, this commode is robust and wide enough
to suit a bariatric user with comfort and ease. The design
enables the chair to be used as a commode, shower chair or
either over the toilet. The shape of the reinforced back frame
enables the chair to fit flush over the toilet cistern. The height
adjustable pram handles ensure that the carer is pushing the
patient at the correct position. With a 775mm (31") external width,
the chair can easily fit through a standard. Armrests can be
swung away or removed for side transfers. Height adjustable
footplates clip-on and swing away. The oval pan with handle can
be inserted to the front or rear of the frame. All four 125mm (5")
swivel castors are lockable. Seat height 495mm (19½"). Back
height 360mm (14¼"). Handle height 820mm to 970mm (32¼ to
38¼"). Seat width 635mm (25"). Width between armrests 635mm
(25"). Seat depth 460mm (18"). Seat to top of back 310mm (12").
Back width 180mm (7"). Back width 540mm (21¼"). Under seat
clearance 465mm (18¼"). Weight 31kg.
09 130 9996 £486.00

Oyster Wheeled Shower Commode Chair1

This unique shower commode chair has the ability to be
dismantled with ease and carried around in the supplied bag. 
The chair is available in two seat widths 455mm (18") and 505mm
(20") and can be supplied with either attendant or self-propelled
wheels. The PU padded armrests can be swung away, enabling
easy transfer from a wheelchair, bed or hoist. Supplied with height
adjustable, padded footrests that are suitable for use with or
without footwear. The attendant model has four braked castors for
manoeuvrability. The self-propelled model has two front braked
castors and two puncture proof, 550mm (22") wheels.

Seat Width
09 142 3342 450mm (18") Attendant
09 142 3359 500mm (20") Attendant
09 142 3367 450mm (18") Self-Propelled
09 142 3375 500mm (20") Self-Propelled

SPARES
Spares are available for these products, making them suitable for
refurbishment. For full spares listing, please see pages 1353 to 1360.

B
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Maximum
user weight

200
kg

311/2
st

NEW

09 142 3342 09 142 3359 09 142 3367 09 142 3375

Seat width 455mm (18") 505mm (20") 455mm (18") 505mm (20")

Overall width 530mm (20¾") 580mm (22¾") 645mm (25¼") 695mm (27¼")

Overall length 960mm (37¾") 960mm (37¾") 1090mm (43") 1090mm (43")

Height to backrest handle 1020mm (40") 1020mm (40") 1020mm (40") 1020mm (40")

Folded length 550mm (21½") 550mm (21½") 775mm (30½") 775mm (30½")

Folded height 535mm (21") 535mm (21") 560mm (22") 560mm (22")

Folded width 115mm (4½") 115mm (4½") 300mm (12") 300mm (12")

Weight 13.5kg 13.5kg 17.4kg 17.4kg

£395.00 £395.00 £395.00 £395.00

Oyster Wheeled Shower Commode Chair

Maximum
user weight

254
kg

40
st

11
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Tilt In Space Wheeled Shower Commode Chairs

Hera Tilt in Space Shower Commode Chair1

The Hera is a modular tilt-in-space showering and toileting chair
that offers bespoke solutions for the user’s needs. The well-
balanced, stainless steel chassis can be easily tilted forwards
to 5° to enable the user to exit the chair more easily, or it can be
reclined backwards to 30° giving increased user comfort and
enabling hair washing. The chassis is height adjustable without
tools and has four braked castors.
For a complete chair, a chassis, seat, back and footrests 
are required. Optional extras can then be included to 
meet requirements. 
Seat height 515 to 625mm (201/4 to 241/2"). Seat width 430mm
(17"). Seat depth 420mm (161/2"). Distance between armrests
470mm (181/2"). External width 555mm (213/4"). Height to
handle 1020 to 1075mm (401/4 to 421/4"). External depth when
reclined to 30° 1310mm (51"). Footprint excluding footrests, 
with all wheels turned in, 560 x 620mm (22 x 241/2").
09 117 9027 Shower Commode Chassis £995.00
09 117 9050 Aperture Seat £122.20
09 117 9068 Optional Aperture Seat Plug £42.29
09 117 9076 Gap Front Seat £122.20
09 117 9084 Optional Gap Front Seat Plug £46.05
09 117 9035 Padded PU Back £119.30
09 117 9043 Mesh Back £90.97
09 116 8962 Standard Footrests £101.20
09 117 9092 Angled Footrests £251.12
09 116 8947 Optional Potty With Handle £80.78
09 116 8954 Optional Calf Strap £55.13
09 116 8970 Optional Adjustable Neck Rest £93.62

Maximum
user weight

140
kg

22
st

APERTURE SEAT GAP FRONT SEAT PADDED PU BACK

MESH BACK STANDARD FOOTRESTS ANGLED FOOTRESTS

POTTY CALF STRAP ADJUSTABLE NECK REST

HERA CHAIR WITH ACCESSORIES 

HERA CHASSIS WITH PADDED PU BACK

DELIVERY
Oversize items will be subject to additional carriage charges.
Contact Customer Services for more information.

1
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Etac® Swift Mobile Wheeled Shower Commode Chairs

Etac® Swift Mobile1

Swift Mobile is a height-adjustable shower commode chair with a
soft backrest that moulds to fit the user’s back and can be
adjusted using hook and loop straps. The footrests are gently
arched to provide stable and comfortable support for the feet whilst
offering protection from the castors. The armrests are 45mm (13/4")
wide, providing comfortable support for the arms and are
positioned inside the line of the wheels to reduce the risk of injury
to the user’s hands and arms. Seat height is adjusted without the
use of tools and when the chair is set to a higher position, the
centre of gravity moves forward, which further improves safety.
Both the armrests and footrests are moveable to ensure easy
transfer to and from the chair. Detachable seat and backrest for
ease of cleaning. Seat height adjustable from 450 to 600mm 
(173/4 to 231/2"). Under seat clearance 340 to 465mm (131/4 to
181/4"). Width between armrests: Swift Mobile 135 480mm (19");
Swift Mobile 160 540mm (211/4"). Armrest height above seat
220mm (81/2"). Handle height above seat 490mm (191/4"). External
width 580mm (223/4"). External length 940mm (37"). Weight 16.6 kg.

09 131 1349 Swift Mobile 135 £470.00

09 142 8176 Swift Mobile 160 £475.00

Maximum
user weight

135
kg

211/4
st

Maximum
user weight

160
kg

25
st

Etac® Swift Mobile 24"2

The Swift Mobile 24" is a comfortable shower chair for the active
user who can self propel. The adjustable water-repellent back rest
can be adjusted using hook and loop straps giving maximum
comfort. It is also easily removed for cleaning. The generous
armrests provide comfortable support for the arms and are
positioned inside the line of the wheels to reduce the risk of injury.
The footrests are gently arched, giving stable and comfortable
support for the feet and the built-up outer edges help protect the
feet from the castors. Seat height can be easily adjusted without
the use of tools. A comprehensive range of accessories are
available for the Swift Mobile and can be found on the facing page.
External width 740mm (29¼"). External length 1060mm (41¾").
Seat height adjustable from 450 to 600 mm (17¾ to 23½"). Width
between armrests 480mm (19"). Armrest height above seat 220mm
(8¾"). Backrest height above seat 490mm (19¼"). Weight 24.4 kg.
09 142 8184 £855.00

Maximum
user weight

135
kg

211/4
st

1

2
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INFORMATION
Accessories for the Swift Mobile range can be found on page 889.
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Etac® Swift Mobile Wheeled Shower Commode Chairs

Etac® Swift Mobile Tilt3

The Swift Mobile Tilt has a comfortable seat that is both angle
and height adjustable. The seat has the same features as the
Swift Mobile and includes heel straps as standard to prevent the
feet from slipping backwards. The tilt function is easily controlled
by a metal bar that runs the full width of the chair, enabling the
carer to stand to the side of the chair when adjusting the seat
angle. This enables the carer and the user to maintain eye
contact for better communication. Supplied with adjustable
headrest.The seat unit can be angled from +5 to -30 degrees
and with a simple adjustment, this can be altered to 0 to -35
degrees. Seat height adjustable from 500 to 650mm (193/4 to
251/2"). Under seat clearance 340 to 465mm (131/4 to 181/4").
Width between armrests: Swift Mobile Tilt 135 480mm (19"). 
Swift Mobile Tilt 160 540mm (213/4"). Armrest height above seat
220mm (81/2"). Handle height above seat 490mm (191/4").
External width 580mm (223/4"). External length 940mm (37").
Weight 19.7 kg.
09 131 1356 Swift Mobile Tilt 135 £860.00

09 131 1364 Full Seat Cover £84.68

09 131 1372 Comfort Seat with Smaller Aperture £79.52

09 117 1701 Soft Back Support £74.48

09 131 1380 Safety Strap £24.98

09 131 1398 Chest Harness Belt £24.97

09 131 1414 Cross Bar - Standard £54.32
09 142 8143 Cross Bar - Long £68.57

09 131 1497 Adjustable Headrest £126.03
(supplied with the Swift Mobile Tilt)

09 131 1422 Armrest Widening Kit £154.85

09 131 1430 Hemiplegia Armrest £92.00
09 131 1455 Heel Straps £18.72

(supplied with the Swift Mobile Tilt)

09 131 1463 Leg and Calf Support £207.61

09 131 1448 Splash Guard £44.27

09 131 1471 Anti Tip Bars - exclusive attachment £63.71
09 131 1489 Anti Tip Bars- inclusive attachment £84.54

09 131 1505 Rear Wheel Adaptor Kit £360.24
(not suitable for the Swift Mobile Tilt)

09 131 1513 Commode Pan £20.83
09 131 1547 Commode Pan with Lid and Handle £33.50
09 131 1539 Commode Pan Lid with Handle £15.64
09 131 1554 Attachments for Pan or Bucket Holder £9.68
09 131 1562 Pan Holder (for Thin Edged Pans) £12.48
09 131 1588 Bucket holder £12.47

(for Buckets and Thick Edged Pans)
09 131 1570 Attachment for Low Mounting £6.22

of Pan or Bucket

K

J

G

C

L

I

H

F

E

D

B

A

Maximum
user weight

135
kg

211/4
st

Etac® Swift Mobile Accessories4

2

3

3

4

NEW
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09 142 8135 Swift Mobile Tilt 160 £995.00

Maximum
user weight

160
kg

25
st
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Shower Screens

1

2

Portascreen Shower Guard1

The Portascreen shower guard makes containing shower 
spray simple. Portable and easy to handle, the Portascreen folds
flat for storage. The hinged doors are easily moved and
positioned to provide maximum protection for the carer when
assisting with a shower. Height 815mm (32"). Total length
1474mm (4' 10"). Size when folded 530 x 815mm (21 x 32").
Weight 8.5kg.
AA1770 £237.50

Portable Shower Screens2

Manufactured from opaque polycarbonate encased in stylish and
sturdy aluminium frames, these portable shower screens have
integral handles for moving and carrying. Finished in soft white 
to blend into most shower areas, the frames have a rounded
edge profile for safety and style. The hinges rotate through 90°,
enabling the screen to be positioned or moved as required.
Available as a two panel screen, each panel measuring 900mm
(351/2"), or as a three panel screen with one 900mm (351/2") panel
and two 450mm (173/4"). Also available in two heights.

Height Weight
09 142 8283 Two Panel 750mm (291/2") 11kg £237.50
09 117 6106 Two Panel 900mm (351/2") 13kg £237.50
09 142 8309 Three Panel 750mm (291/2") 13kg £249.00
09 117 6114 Three Panel 900mm (351/2") 15kg £249.00

2

TWO PANEL THREE PANEL
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Shower & Bathing Accessories

Roth Mobeli® Suction Splash Guard 2

This mobile splash guard can be positioned onto any non-
porous, smooth surface as and when required with no drilling, 
no screws, just the simple tilt of a lever. Depending on the
position of the two suction pads, it can be folded away either
upwards or to the side, when no longer needed and the
integrated brake holds the arm out of position. The curtain pole
is made of elastic PVC, to prevent any leverage being applied to
light partition walls, and to ensure that it flexes should the carer
lean on it whilst assisting showering. Supplied in three parts, 
the curtain pole can be assemble to give a variety of lengths
between 520mm (201/2") and 1200mm (471/4"). It is easy to
disassemble for storage or transport, making it ideal to take on
holiday. Weight 2kg.
09 117 9159 £199.70

Carerscreen1

The Carerscreen is an easily portable alternative to a fixed
shower enclosure. Compact and lightweight, it helps to keep the
carer dry during assisted bathing, whilst the folding design allows
for easy storage when not in use. Fitted with robust handles to
assist with positioning and lifting, the Carerscreen is easy to
handle and use when a temporary shower enclosure is required.
By incorporating more panels within the screen, it enables
adjustment for the carer to be closer to the user. The low screen
height, 750mm (291/2"), also allows easier reaching for the carer.
Two year guarantee. Panels measure 750 x 450mm 
(291/2" x 173/4") and 750 x 225mm (291/2" x 81/2"). Weight 9kg.
09 142 8341 £249.00

1

22

FOLDED AGAINST WALL FOLDED UPWARDS

Inflatable Bath3

Allows the user to enjoy a safe, convenient bath in bed. Made from
heavy duty vinyl, specially formulated to protect against bacteria
growth. Supplied complete with an inflatable pillow, a reinforced
drain hose with on/off valve, a showerhead with hose, and a
large foot pump for easy inflation. 
Inflated dimensions: Length 203cm (80") Width 81cm (32"); 
Depth 25.5cm (10"). Hose Length 7.6m (25ft). Weight 9.5kg.
AA1877 £380.00

3

3 3

INFORMATION
For further products within the Roth range, please see page 1153.

NEW

2
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Bathing Accessories

2

Economy Shampoo Basin2

Simple, sturdy PVC shampoo basin that easily inflates by mouth
or pump. Ideal for bed use, it is easily and conveniently drained
with a one-way hose. Length 660mm (26").
Width 610mm (24"). Depth 150mm (6"). Weight 725g.
AA1873 £15.90

1 Inflatable Shampoo Basin1

Designed for comfortable and convenient in-bed shampooing,
this inflatable basin provides secure, form-fitting support that
cushions the head and shoulders and includes a built-in
inflatable headrest. Made from heavy duty vinyl. The 1m (40")
flexible drainage hose has a stopper at the end for control 
when emptying. Designed to be lightweight, portable and
compact for convenient storage. Width 610mm (24"). 
Length 510mm (20"). Depth 200mm (8"). Weight 680g.
AA1874 £31.52

3 4

Hair Washing Tray for Bed3

A shaped plastic tray that enables hair to be washed in bed by a
helper with no spillage or discomfort. The waste water runs from
the spout to a suitable receptacle placed on the floor. Colour of
tray may vary. Width 395mm (151/2"). Length 755mm (293/4").
Weight 700g.
AA1872 £19.97

EZ Shower4

A practical bedside shower that can be hung on either a bed
post or IV pole via a strong nylon cord. The bag holds 11.3 litres
(21/2 gallons) of water, which is directed through a 60cm (24")
hose to a compact shower rose. The hose has an on/off switch
so that the user has full control of the water flow. Ideal for use
with the inflatable bath or shampoo basin. Weight 930kg.
AA1876 £26.04
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3

55

6 7

21Hair Washing Tray for Sink Homecraft1

A plastic tray, shaped to fit behind the neck and attached 
with a hook and loop strap. Enables hair to be washed by 
a helper over a sink or bath with no spillage. 
Width 214mm (81/2"). Depth 50mm (2"). Weight 175g.
AA1871 £23.53

Hair Washing Tray2

Easy to use tray rests comfortably on the shoulders for easy
upright shampooing. Features a unique flexible rubber edging
that surrounds the tray and neck opening to provide superior
comfort and prevent slipping. Compact and lightweight,
it prevents awkward bending for those with limited motion and
reduces back strain for the carer. A raised edge prevents the
water from spilling over and contoured sides support the neck. 
A 889mm (35") strap wraps around the user’s forearm to 
stabilise the tray. Size 330 x 445mm (13 x 171/2"). Weight 550g.
AA1878 £26.44

4
Comfort Cape Hair Washing Tray3

This soft, lightweight flexible hair washing tray conforms around
any chair or basin, allowing the user to remain upright during
shampooing and reducing the risk of back strain for the carer.
The buckle fastening allows adjustment to multiple neck sizes.
Hook & loop straps are provided for a snug fit. Width 585mm (23").
Length 635mm (25"). Depth 75mm (3").
09 117 0471 £61.86

Economy Hair Washing Tray 4

This plastic hair washing tray is designed to fit around the neck
and attaches with a hook and loop strap. The tray sits in the sink
and allows the hair to be washed by a carer, over the sink without
spillage, while the individual sits down. With a neck cut out, it is
comfortable to wear and is a quick and easy way to wash
someone’s hair. Length 440mm (171/4"). Width 325mm (123/4").
Weight 200g.
106100 £7.05

No Rinse Shampoo Caps5

Shampoo your hair without water or rinsing! No Rinse Shampoo
cap is the most convenient and effective way to clean and revive
your hair without any fuss. No Rinse Shampoo Cap can be
warmed in a microwave prior to use for the nicest feeling of
warmth during a cleansing head and hair massage. Simply place
the cap on your head and massage until the hair feels saturated.
Remove the cap and discard in an appropriate receptical. No
additional conditioner is required. Towel dry the hair, comb and
style as normal. No Rinse Shampoo cap is perfect on camping
holidays or when ill or convalescing.
09 131 0978 Sold as single units £4.22

No Rinse Shampoo6

Completely clean hair without water or rinsing. Ideal for camping,
travelling and the elderly or infirm. No Rinse Shampoo is an
alcohol free and hospital-approved hair cleanser that leaves
hair fresh, clean and odour free without water or rinsing.
Simply apply, massage to a lather and towel dry. Note this is
not a dry shampoo.
09 131 1729 59ml bottle (2 fl oz) £1.60
09 131 1034 236ml bottle (8 fl oz) £3.79

No Rinse Conditioner7

A wonderful instant finish to any hair washing experience. No
Rinse Hair Conditioner is a ready to use solution that instantly
eliminates entangled strands of hair, leaving it soft, silky and easy
to manage. No Rinse Hair Conditioner does not require water or
rinsing and leaves no residue or greasiness. The absence of
alcohol ensures that hair does not lose its body, shine or
moisture.
09 131 1737 59ml bottle (2 fl oz) £1.60
09 131 1042 236ml bottle (8 fl oz) £3.23

RETAIL PACKAGED
This product is supplied in Homecraft retail packaging.
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RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in Homecraft retail packaging.

Bathing Accessories

1 Bath Safety Strips1

These bath safety strips are perfect for all bath shapes and sizes.
They are made from soft textured rubber and are adhesive
backed for easy installation. Supplied as a pack of 20 strips.
Length 216mm (81/2").
A830600 £4.52

54

6

Bath Shortener4

Designed to enable shorter people to bathe in safety and comfort.
Rubber suckers are fitted to attach the Bath Shortener to the foot
of the bath to prevent it slipping. Does not interfere with water
filling or draining. Shortens the bath by approx 255mm (10").
Height 330mm (13"). Width 356mm (14"). Weight 1.8kg.
AA1898 £39.68

Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

Bath Pillow 6

A soft, waterproof bathing pillow that can be fixed in place using
the multiple suckers on the reverse. The soft inner cradles your
head whilst the foam outer provides a warm comfortable surface.
Size 290 x 180 x 50mm (111/2  x 7 x 2").
09 142 1072 £5.73

3

2

Bath Pillow5

Inflatable pillow that improves the bathing experience. The PVC
pillow is easily inflated to the desired firmness and is covered in
a white terry cloth for comfort. Four suction feet on the back of
the pillow ensure it remains in the correct position on the bath.
Width 533mm (21"). Length 400mm (153/4"). Weight 200g.
AA1823 £5.73

Everyday Corner Shower Mat Homecraft2

A unique design that fits corner showers to reduce the risk of
slipping. The ‘basket-weave’ pattern is an effective non-slip
surface and the mat is held in place with numerous, large
suckers. Made from high quality natural rubber, the corners have
been sculpted to fit a variety of drain-hole positions. Size 700 x
700mm (271/2 x 271/2").
09 142 1098 £8.20

Non Skid Shower Slippers3

Designed for people at increased risk of falls in the shower or
around the bathroom. The latex-free rubber soles provide a 
non-skid surface in wet bathrooms. The loose knit nylon upper
lets water in to help keep feet clean. Supplied in pairs.

UK Size EU Size
09 131 0895 Medium 5 to 61/2 371/2 to 39 £13.37
09 131 0903 Large 7 to 81/2 40 to 43 £13.37
09 131 0911 X-Large 9 to 111/2 44 to 46 £13.37

NEW
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Bath Mats

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in Homecraft retail packaging.

WHITE BLUE PINK

1

2

2

Sure Tread Bath and Shower Mats Homecraft1

Sure Tread non-slip bath and shower mats give you an extra
sense of security and total peace of mind. With their raised
ridges and unique design, the mats allow you to stand or sit,
without slipping, on a wet surface. The mats grip securely and
safely due to their high-grade medical rubber content and
additional suction cups. Enjoy the ultimate secure experience of
bathing with Sure Tread. Machine washable at 40˚.

Dimensions
09 120 4544 Bath Mat 780 x 350mm £8.99

(303/4 x 133/4")
AA1794 Shower Mat 555 x 555mm £8.99

(213/4 x 213/4")

Everyday Bath and Shower Mats Homecraft2

The Everyday mat is a practical solution to bathing security. 
The ‘basket weave’ surface reduces the risk of slipping whilst
standing or sitting. The mat has excellent grip due to the 
large number of suckers and the high-grade rubber material.
Multiple drainage holes allow water to drain off the surface quickly.
Four different sizes allow you to select the correct size of mat for
your bath or shower to ensure adequate surface coverage.
Bath Mats Size Colour Dimensions
AA1802AY Regular White 570 x 350mm £6.86

(221/2 x 133/4")
AA1804A Large White 760 x 350mm £7.72

(30 x 133/4")
AA1804B Large Blue 760 x 350mm £7.72

(30 x 133/4")
AA1804D Large Pink 760 x 350mm £7.72

(30 x 133/4")
AA1805 Extra Large White 945 x 350mm £8.44

(37 x 133/4")
AA1805B Extra Large Blue 945 x 350mm £8.44

(37 x 133/4")
AA1805D Extra Large Pink 945 x 350mm £8.44

(37 x 133/4")
Shower Mat Colour Dimensions
AA1803 Regular White 540 x 540mm £6.86

(211/4 x 211/4")

Soft-Feel Bath and Shower Mats Homecraft3

The soft-feel non-slip bath mats are especially designed for extra
comfort. The waterproof foam material gives you the combination
of safety and comfort you’ve been looking for. The non-latex
material also allows additional choice for allergy sufferers.
Available in three different sizes. 

Dimensions
AA1800 Regular Bath Mat 700 x 405mm £9.57

(271/2 x 16")
09 120 4551 Shower Mat 555 x 555mm £9.57

(22 x 22")
AA1811 Long Bath Mat 1250 x 360mm £12.81

with Neckrest (491/4 x 14")

ANTI-
ALLERGY

33
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Bath Cushions

1

2

3 3

Pressure Relieving Bath Cushion1

A gel filled cushion that conforms to the user’s shape and
provides even pressure distribution across the full sitting
area. It can also be used in showers or during hydrotherapy.
Recommended for prevention of pressure sores and to give
relief to sufferers of back pain. Available in three sizes, all of
which are 38mm (11/2") thick.

Size Weight
AA1810 330 x 330mm (13 x 13") 3.8kg £285.00
09 142 8358 380 x 380mm (15 x 15") 5.0kg NEW £285.00
09 142 8366 430 x 430mm (17 x 17") 7.2kg NEW £285.00

Inflatable Bath Cushion2

This inflatable cushion gives additional comfort and support
when bathing. Four sucker feet on the underside secure it to 
the bath to prevent movement. Size when inflated 432 x 432mm
(17 x 17"). Weight 210g.
AA1814 £5.73

Gel Bath Cushion3

These bath cushions are filled with high viscosity gel. The outer
cushion is made from soft polyurethane, which is gentle on the
skin. The two-ply viscous gel design prevents sheer between the
user and the cushion and provides additional comfort when
bathing. Two versions available, one with suction cups for use in
the bath and the other without for use on a bath stool or chair.
Depth 20mm (4/5"). Weight 1.9kg.

Size
557448 300 x 300mm (12 x 12") £130.71

with suction cups
09 116 3781 410 x 410mm (16 x 16") £139.37

4 5

Bath Cushion4

A soft, non-slip cushion designed to make bathing a safe and
comfortable experience. The foam inner is fully sealed in the
waterproof outer, making it easy to clean and disinfect with
normal cleaning agents. The cushion has suckers on the
underside and the rear to keep it securely in place. 
Seat size 355 x 320mm (14 x 121/2"). Backrest 320 x 320mm
(121/2 x 121/2"). Thickness 35mm (11/2"). Weight 700g.
AA1815 £28.10

Pressure Relieving Bath Mattress5

An enlarged version of the popular Pressure Relieving Bath
Cushion above, the Bath Mattress has been designed for people
suffering from excessive weight loss or from conditions requiring
pressure relief whilst being bathed lying down. It offers a stable,
comfortable pressure relieving surface to lie on, supporting both
shoulders and buttocks. Suction cups are used on each corner
and on both outer edges to ensure it remains in position. 
Size 990 x 365 x 35mm (39 x 141/2 x 11/2").
09 131 1067 £650.00
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1Cast and Dressing Protectors1

These comfortable waterproof protectors are easy to use and
have a self-sealing band allowing them to be submerged.
Simply slip over a cast or dressing on either the leg or arm to
protect them whilst showering or bathing. The neoprene band
has a wide area of contact and therefore does not pinch the 
skin or feel constrictive. The main body is made from a pliable
waterproof PVC/nylon mesh, which is roomy and slip resistant. 
It also contains an antimicrobial treatment providing protection
against bacterial and fungal attack. The protectors are re-usable
and will last, on average, eight weeks with normal use. Not
suitable for use with open or undressed wounds. Latex free.

Limb 
Circumference

AA1864 Arm (above elbow) 250-290mm £19.99
09 115 8294 Full Arm Standard 300-400mm £19.99
AA1865 Leg (above knee) 390-540mm £19.99
AA1866 Full Leg 520-650mm £24.36
09 115 8302 Mitt (below elbow) 220-250mm £17.52
09 115 8310 Elbow Standard 300-400mm £19.99
09 115 8328 Knee (above knee) 390-540mm £24.36

1

11

22

ProtectaCast2

Made from natural rubber, the ProtectaCast is soft, flexible and
comfortable to wear. Creating a watertight seal, it is designed to
protect a cast or bandage whilst showering, bathing or swimming.
Easy to apply and re-usable. Available in a choice of lengths for
arm or leg.
AA1795A Arm - Above Elbow £12.60
AA1795B Arm - To Shoulder £13.53
AA1796A Leg - To Knee £14.62
AA1796B Leg - To Top of Thigh £16.36
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RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in retail packaging.

4

4

3

Floating Bath Thermometer3

A useful digital thermometer that displays the water temperature
in either °C or °F and also has a clock function. The large LCD
display enables the user or carer to quickly and easily view the
water temperature. A maximum temperature can be set and a
warning will flash if the water exceeds the pre-set temperature.
Size 85mm (31/4") diameter. Weight 84g.
AA1899 £13.71

Magiplug2

A unique device that reduces the risk of scalding and flooding.
Magiplug’s ingenious pressure release mechanism allows a bath
or sink to be filled to a specific level and then, if left unattended,
releases excess water to prevent overflow. Prevents the damage
and expense caused by flooding your bathroom. The heat
sensitive pad on the plug changes colour when the water
temperature reaches 36 (degrees) celcius to alert the user 
that the water may be too hot, reducing the risk of scalding.
Magiplug is a useful addition to any home and is especially
useful for anyone who is liable to forget to turn off the taps.
Attaches easily to the existing plug chain.

Diameter of Plug Hole
09 132 1751 Bath Plug 44mm to 50mm £6.87
09 132 1769 Sink Plug 44mm to 50mm £6.87
09 132 1777 Basin Plug 38mm to 44mm £6.87

Easy Out Tube Squeezer4

Designed for one handed use, this product easily squeezes 
the contents of tubes from the bottom upwards. A unique feature
allows the last drop to be squeezed from the nozzle of the tube.
Suitable for toothpaste, lotions, salves and other household
products. Supplied as a pack of 2. Fits tubes up to 50mm (2")
across. 
AA1812 £10.82

Dry ProTM Cast and Dressing Protectors1

Dry Pro provides complete watertight protection for casts,
bandages or prosthesis. It offers the only leg and arm cast
protection in the world with a patented vacuum seal. It is so
completely and totally waterproof that it can even be used when
diving off a diving board or surfing. Dry Pro has a snug, yet
comfortable fit that offers protection during a shower, a bath, and
even an active swim. Durable and rugged, the waterproof fabric
is made from high quality surgical latex and the special Non-Skid
Grid™ protects the sole and helps prevent slipping. The supplied
pump not only creates the vacuum seal, but also works as a
gauge showing that the vacuum is intact and cannot leak. 
Not suitable for those with vascular problems or latex allergies.

Limb Length
Circumference

011640 Half Arm Small 197-254mm 445mm £17.01
010524 Half Arm Large 255mm & above 508mm £18.01
007743 Arm X-Small 152-171mm 406mm £17.01
010151 Arm Small 172-222mm 584mm £18.01
010152 Arm Medium 223-254mm 711mm £18.23
007746 Arm Large 255mm & above 800mm £18.57
007747 Half Leg Small 254-330mm 533mm £17.70
014421 Half Leg Large 331mm & above 597mm £18.40
007749 Full Leg Small 356-419mm 737mm £18.01
010153 Full Leg Medium 420-533mm 838mm £18.23
010154 Full Leg Large 534mm & above 940mm £19.40

1

2
NEW
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Long Handled Bathing Accessories

SPARES
Spares are available for this product, making it suitable for refurbishment.
For full spares listing, please see pages 1353 to 1360.

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are available in Homecraft retail packaging.

1Long Handled Sponges Homecraft1

These long handled sponges and pads are mounted on plastic
coated wire to allow the legs, feet and back to be reached.
The wire is flexible enough to bend to any shape to make
reaching easier. A range of pastel coloured sponges on
long coated wires with pastel grey plastic built up handles.
Available in two lengths.

Full Length Weight
AA1831B Retail Packed 380mm (15") 75g £8.65
AA1831CY Retail Packed 610mm (24") 100g £9.03
AA1831CW Non Retail 610mm (24") 100g £8.30

Long Handled Sheepskin Pad Homecraft4

A luxury double thickness sheepskin pad with a plastic built up
handgrip that can be bent to any angle required. Suitable for
washing or powdering. Pad size 95 x 125mm (33/4 x 5"). 
Length 610mm (24"). Weight 135g.
AA1841C £11.74

2 2

3 3

4

Long Handled Toe Washer Homecraft2

A long stem with plastic built up handle and a flat wire frame
covered in a white towelling pad for washing between the toes.
Two pads included. Length 710mm (28"). Weight 120g.
AA1847 £10.08

Foot Brush and Sponge3

For hygiene of lower extremities while standing or sitting.
Useful for people with limited access to feet. It has a plastic
contoured handle with a nylon brush for comfortable cleaning 
of feet. Supplied with one large sponge and two small.
Length is 610mm (24"), with 95mm (33/4") brush, 35mm (11/3")
wedge-tip sponge. Weight 120g.
AA1848 £11.74
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1

Etac® Beauty Bathing Range1

The Etac Beauty body care range is ergonomically designed and
carefully balanced to provide maximum power with minimal effort
and strain. Each product has a unique shape that makes it easier
to reach further. The hair washer is shaped to ensure it reaches
all over the head and massages the entire scalp, substituting the
fingers when shampooing. Both the body and the back washers
have removable cloths that wash effectively without absorbing
water, ensuring they stay light and balanced even when wet. 
For more products within this range see the grooming
accessories section within the catalogue.

Length Weight
AA1837 Backwasher 770mm 203g £22.34
AA1838 Bodywasher 370mm 112g £18.04
AA1839 Hairwasher 300mm 80g £18.04
AA183701 Spare Backwash Cloth £10.80
AA183801 Spare Bodywash Cloth £10.27

SPARES
Spares are available for this product, making it suitable for refurbishment.
For full spares listing, please see pages 1353 to 1360.

A

B

C

3

Economy Long Sammons
Handled Sponges Preston

3

These sponges are mounted on white, plastic handles which can
be customised with a heat gun and bent to the desired angle.
The sponges are treated with an anti-bacterial agent that prolongs
their life. Loofah style sponge features a rough surface on one
side for added scrubbing action and a standard sponge on the
other side. Total length 572mm (221/2"). Weight 60g.

629801 Loofah £4.53

6298 Round £4.53

6299 Contoured £4.53C

B

A

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in retail packaging.

2

Bendable Long Sammons
Handled Sponges Preston

2

The special handle on these sponges allows users to manually
bend and straighten them multiple times to aid in cleaning hard to
reach areas. Unlike most sponge handles, these do not require a
heat gun to change position. Users are able to use this one
sponge to clean difficult to reach areas, such as the back and
distal areas like the feet. Total length 560mm (22"). Weight 60g.
920566 Contoured £4.53
920567 Round £4.53
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RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in retail packaging.

3

1Long Handled Net Sponge1

This long handled net body washer is a luxurious alternative to a
brush or sponge. The scrunched-up net encourages the soap to
lather, providing a more enjoyable wash. The curved handle
allows difficult areas to be washed, especially for those with
restricted reach. The handle has a loop to enable it to be hung
up in the bath or shower. Length 380mm (15"). Weight 80g. 
AA1842 £6.15

Body Brush3

This massaging brush has smooth bristles on either side that
adapt to the body’s contours. The long handle enables the user
to reach difficult body parts such as their back or shoulders.
Can be used either wet or dry. Length 430mm (17"). Weight 214g.
AA1843 £21.30

Pumice Brush4

A neat and handy multi-purpose brush that helps keep feet in
good condition. The soft bristles ensure that feet can be cleaned
effectively. Excess dead skin can be removed using either the
pumice stone or the metal foot file. There is also a sanding pad
for use on other areas of hardened skin. Where necessary,
consult a qualified chiropodist on foot care techniques and
correct methods of use. Length 170mm (7"). Weight 60g.
09 142 1106 £2.84

Long Handled Bath Brush2

A light, evenly balanced brush, designed to reach back and legs
more effectively. The soft bristles ensure that skin is cleaned
without scratching. The handle is shaped to enable it to be
gripped gently without extra pressure being required. A hanging
loop is included so that the brush can be hung up to dry. 
Length 380mm (15"). Weight 150g.
09 142 1080 £5.73

1 2

2

4

44

NEW

NEW

NEW
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1

1

3

3

Lotion Applicator2

Specially designed to help apply moisturising lotions, suntan oils,
sport creams and medications on hard to reach places.
The built up, ribbed handle has a thumb rest and is angled in
two places for maximum manoeuvrability. The sponge can be
removed when worn and replaced with a new one. Handle is
305mm (12") long. Weight 50g.
AA1862 Lotion Applicator £8.99
AA186201 Replacement Sponges x 2 £4.32

Dual Function Lotion and Cream Applicator1

Apply cream and massage skin at the same time with this 
long-handled applicator. Simply remove the top of the applicator
and fill with the desired cream or lotion. The rotating balls ensure
even distribution and a pleasant massage. Alternatively, the
interchangeable foam head can be used to apply thicker creams
directly onto the skin. The foam head should be cleaned in hot,
soapy water. All other parts are dishwasher safe. Handle length
350mm (133/4"). Weight 150g.
AA1818 £7.18

Large Lotion Applicator3

This long handled lotion applicator has a generous soft pad to
assist with the application of creams or lotions. The shaped
handle enables easy application for difficult-to-reach body parts.
The pads have a hook and loop attachment and can be easily
cleaned or replaced in order to achieve optimal hygiene. 
Colours may vary. Length 380mm (15"). Weight 130g.
09 142 9232 Lotion Applicator £19.87
09 142 9240 Replacement Sponges x 2 £16.96

SPARES
Spares are available for this product, making it suitable for refurbishment.
For full spares listing, please see pages 1353 to 1360.

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in retail packaging.

NEW

NEW

NEW
IMPROVED
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Flannel Strap and Wash Mit1

A cotton flannel strap designed to help reach awkward places.
The cotton terry surface can be used for washing and the coarse
foam on the reverse can be used for scouring and toning your
skin. The D-shape handles allow an easy, secure grip. Supplied
with a matching hand mitt for washing the remainder of your
body. Hand wash at 40ºC. Length of strap 800mm (311/2"). 
Width 100mm (4"). Total length 940mm (37"). Weight 107g.
AA1856 £9.76

Microfibre Back Towel2

This towel is designed to assist with drying those areas that are
more difficult to reach. Made from microfibre, it massages the
skin, wicking away excess moisture whilst giving a gentle, yet
effective, exfoliation. It is lightweight, weighing only 94g and dries
quickly after use. Length 640mm (251/4"). Width 150mm (6").
2024 £4.75

NEW
IMPROVED
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ShowerSandal™1

The ShowerSandal requires no bending or stretching to use.
Simply affix the suction cups to the floor of the shower or bath,
wet it, apply some liquid soap and rub your foot back and forth
for a thorough, refreshing foot wash. The ShowerSandal is
designed to clean your entire foot, including in-between toes,
the arch, heel, sides and top of the foot. It is especially useful
for people who have difficulty bending or those who have a
condition requiring special foot care. The ShowerSandal gives a
gentle massage while providing comfort and safety by alleviating
the need to bend. May be cleaned in either the dishwasher or
washing machine.
09 117 8870 Blue £22.74
09 131 0887 White £22.74

Soapy Soles™2

This gentle massage pad has hundreds of soft little fingers to
clean your feet with no bending or reaching. It attaches to the
bathtub or shower floor by powerful suction cups on its
underside. Simply wet it, apply a quantity of your favourite liquid
soap and rub your foot back and fourth for a thorough, soothing
foot wash. A great solution for people with limited lower extremity
movement, back pain or those with balance problems. 
Size 290 x 140 x 30mm (111/2 x 51/2 x 11/4"). Weight 300g.
920318 £15.55

Suction Brush for Nails or Dentures4

This small brush is mounted onto two rubber suckers for
attaching to smooth, non-porous surfaces, eg sinks, tiles. 
It allows one handed cleaning of nails, dentures, vegetables, etc.
Length 104mm (4"). Width 42mm (13/4"). Weight 50g.
AA1881 £5.61

Foot Cleaner3

An all in-in-one foot cleaner and pumice stone which gently
cleans, exfoliates and massages your feet. Suction pads on the
underside secure it to the surface of the bath or shower, enabling
feet to be cleaned whilst standing and preventing the need to
bend for washing or exfoliating. Great for improving cracked
heels, dry skin or calluses.
2029 £5.25

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in retail packaging.

4
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Savanah™ Modular Bath Step Homecraft1

This attractive, modular bath step has been specifically designed
to make daily activities, especially getting into and out of the
bath, easier. The large surface area gives the user confidence
and the textured surface provides additional safety. A single step
has a 100mm (4") raise and the modularity of the Savanah Bath
Step allows it to be stacked on top of each other or clipped
together to give a larger area or create a small stair. Each
additional step adds an extra 50mm (2") to the height of the
step, up to a maximum of six steps (giving a 355mm (14") raise).
Both sides of the step have a curved cut out near the floor,
allowing it to be picked up and moved around easily. A foam pad
is supplied that fits neatly onto the surface of the step, making
it both warm and soft underfoot. Surface area 356 x 457mm
(14 x 18"). Footprint 381 x 483 (15 x 19"). Weight 1.3kg.
AA1824Y Single Riser Retail Packed £26.97
AA1824W Single Riser Non Retail £25.20
09 116 2379 Bulk Pack of 12 Steps £276.97

Adjustable Height Bath Step2

This step will assist when getting into or out of the bath. The step
comprises four layers which join together allowing the height to
be adjusted to suit the individual user. Height of step 100mm (4"),
in 25mm (1") increments. Step size 457 x 356mm (18 x 14").
Weight 3.4kg. Set of 4.
AA1826 £45.16

Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

1

2

3

Step-Two3

This strong, lightweight step has a large textured area and central
lifting hole. The step rests on non-slip pads for safety and is
reversible to provide either a 4" or 6" step. Length 530mm (203/4").
Width 350mm (133/4"). Weight 1.6kg.
AA1825 £46.40

Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

SPARES
Spares are available for these products, making them suitable for
refurbishment. For full spares listing, please see pages 1353 to 1360.

4

Prima Bath Step4

With a large flat surface area and built in non-slip pads, this bath
step is safe and secure in use. Supplied as a set, comprising a
50mm (2") step, plus two 25mm (1") risers, four non-slip feet and
a link to allow two steps to be fixed together side by side. 
Step height 50mm (2") to 100mm (4") using the risers provided,
or may be assembled up to 355mm (14") high by purchasing
additional 25mm (1") risers. Surface area 445 x 350mm 
(171/2 x 133/4"). 
AA1883 Retail Packed Step £47.60
AA1883A Bath Step Riser £10.24
09 116 3666 Bulk pack of 10 Risers £93.54

Maximum
user weight

240
kg

373/4
st

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are available in retail packaging.
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4

Corner Shelf with Integrated Support Rail1

Sleek curves and clever practicality never go out of style. 
The Corian® shelf provides a generous surface that can be
removed for easy cleaning. This reliable support rail is always
within reach.
09 132 9325 £219.00

Soap Dish with Integrated Support Rail2

Make a bold statement with this luxurious centrepiece.
Removable soap dish is easy to clean and features the seamless
elegance of Corian®, a shatterproof surface that resists the
growth of mould and bacteria.
09 132 9333 £219.00

Wall Toilet Roll Holder with 
Integrated Support Rail

3

Soft lines and graceful curves blend effortlessly with practicality
and function. Corian® shelves provide ample space for toilet roll
storage or other items while the discrete hand rail offers
trustworthy support.
09 132 9341 £219.00

Towel Bar with Integrated Support Rail4

Add a little flair to any bathing area. The 405mm (16") or 610mm
(24") towel bar provides ample space to display any towel set
while the graceful arc of the integrated support rail creates a
functional design element.
09 132 9358 405mm (16") £219.00
09 132 9366 610mm (24") £219.00

Introducing the Invisia™ Collection

A series of luxurious bathroom accessories that
happen to be grab bars hidden in plain sight.

The Invisia™ Collection is based on a simple concept;
Grab bars should not look like grab bars.

A seamless look and feel
Common design elements throughout the entire collection 
allow for a variety of combinations to create a consistent look 
in any bathroom.

Integrated support rails with a 159kg weight capacity
Professional grade construction combined with superior quality
fittings, ensure years of reliable service and rock-solid support.

DuPont™ Corian® surfaces
Beautiful shatterproof surfaces that are non-porous and 
resist the growth of mould, mildew and bacteria.

Discreet wall stems with concealed screws
Meticulously designed wall interface stems render screws 
and mounting areas virtually invisible and allow the Invisia™
Collection to naturally blend within its environment.

Multi-contact wall support
While two-point contact with the wall structure is standard for
most grab bars and bathroom accessories, much of the Invisia™
Collection overachieves with up to four points of contact for
maximum structural support.

NEW

NEWNEW

NEW

Maximum
user weight

159
kg

25
st
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Polished Stainless Steel Grab Rails Homecraft1

This stylish range of grab rails has been designed to offer
additional support in the bathroom area or around the home,
whilst blending into a modern decor. The rails are both durable
and rust resistant due to the stainless steel construction, whilst
the polished mirror finish provides a high quality, modern look to
compliment any bathroom environment. The oval shaped fixing
plates have an attractive cover to hide unsightly screw heads.
Diameter of rails 32mm (11/4"). Distance from wall 50mm (2"). 
The rails are available in either an elegantly simple straight rail
design or a sleek curved rail design to add a touch of style to
any bathroom. Both designs are available in three sizes.
Straight Length
09 132 9101 305mm (12") £22.00
09 132 9119 450mm (18") £25.00
09 132 9127 610mm (24") £27.50
Curved
09 132 9143 305mm (12") £24.50
09 132 9150 450mm (18") £28.50
09 132 9168 610mm (24") £32.00

Chrome Rail2

These chrome plated steel rails are both durable and practical.
They have a patterned, indented grip to help prevent hands
slipping on them. The tubing is a comfortable 25mm (1") in
diameter and they stand off from the wall by 38mm (11/2").
Available in five sizes.
AA6049 305mm (12") £7.25
AA60491 406mm (16") £6.95
AA6050 450mm (18") £8.10
AA6051 610mm (24") £9.00
AA60511 812mm (32") £9.15

Roth Mobeli® Chrome Look Grab Rails3

The Chrome look range is an attractive alternative to the classic
white grab rail with safety indicator. The Mobeli chrome look
integrates the grab handle into the overall appearance of a
bathroom with chrome fixtures and fittings. 

Handle Length Total Length
09 142 2773 350mm (133/4") 580mm (223/4") £129.00
09 142 2781 650mm (251/2") 860mm (333/4") £145.00

1

2

3

NEW
1

NEW

NEW

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are available in retail packaging.
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Grab Rails

NO EARTH BONDING REQUIRED

1 Moulded Fluted Grab Rails Homecraft1

2

3

Prima Grab Rails2

An innovation in safety grab rail design. The Prima grab rails
feature special soft grip mouldings around the bar to reduce the
risk of slipping, even with wet soapy hands. The bars are strong,
one-piece moulded plastic with the super reinforced strength of
an internal non-rust aluminium tube. The ergonomical grip is
comfortable and never cold to touch. The straight bars can be
mounted horizontally, vertically or diagonally. Available in a range
of four different lengths to suit most locations.
Length Mint Rail White Rail
300mm (12") AA6096A 09 115 8732 £6.50
400mm (16") AA6096B 09 115 8740 £7.50
450mm (18") AA6096C 09 115 8757 £8.50
600mm (24") AA6096D 09 115 8765 £12.00

Maximum
user weight

160
kg

25
st
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The Mobeli® system grab rails can be quickly and easily attached
to tiled walls or glass shower panels without the need for drilling.
The two suction plates are pressed onto any smooth, pore-tight
surface and then secured by pressing the vacuum lever down.

Handle Total Adhesive 
Length Length Strength

09 115 8666 100mm 325mm 700N (70kg) £79.50
09 115 8682 340mm 580mm 600N (60kg) £96.20
09 117 0174 640mm 860mm 600N (60kg) £99.00

Mobeli® Telescopic Grab Rail
The Mobeli® Telescopic Grab Rails uses the same suction plate
system as the standard Mobeli® Suction Grab Rails.The telescopic
rails can be substantially extended to obtain the desired length. 

Handle Total Adhesive
Length Length Strength

09 115 8690 210-335mm 435-560mm 600N (60kg) £102.69
09 115 8708 330-455mm 555-660mm 600N (60kg) £108.10
09 115 8716 430-555mm 655-780mm 600N (60kg) £113.51

Roth Mobeli® Suction Grab Rails4

4

The EasyBar suction grab rail offers a sturdy and safe support to
the user without having to screw the product to the wall. It
benefits from safety lock indicators that display green when
secure and red when the rail is not secured. It is designed for
use only on smooth and non-porous surfaces such tiles, glass,
porcelain or fibreglass. Ideal for assisting the user when standing
and suitable for temporary or permanent use. No fixings required,
making it very convenient when away or travelling.
21534 350mm (133/4") £17.00
21535 500mm (191/2") £18.31

EasyBar Suction Grab Rail3

A

BB
A

NEW
IMPROVED

This cost effective range of plastic grab rails is made from white
PVC tubes with moulded end fittings. They have circular fixing
plates which have a covering disc supplied that clips into place,
hiding the screw heads. The tubes are fluted along their length to
provide better grip for wet hands. Diameter of tubes 38mm (11/2").
Distance from wall 50mm (21/3"). Disc diameter 91mm (33/5").
No electrical earthing required. The covering disc is available
as a spare, making this product suitable for refurbishment.

Length Weight
AA6061F 305mm (12") 295g
AA6062F 381mm (15") 370g
AA6063F 410mm (16") 395g
AA6064F 457mm (18") 440g
AA6065F 610mm (24") 595g
AA6066F 914mm (36") 885g
AA6061F01 Spare Covering Disc

1+ £4.85 30+ £3.50
1+ £5.57 30+ £3.80
1+ £6.11 30+ £4.25
1+ £6.25 20+ £4.75
1+ £7.85 15+ £5.50
1+ £11.64 10+ £7.95
1+ £1.51
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Advantage Rail™3

The Advantage Rail is a solid, floor mounted, pivoting support rail
that promotes safe and independent standing and transfers.
Suitable for mounting in any number of situations; when toileting,
getting into or out of the bath, next to the bed, etc. The locking
mechanism on the horizontal bar provides excellent stability while
pulling laterally. It can be unlocked by lifting it gently and locked
again by lowering it into one of eight positions. Available as a
permanently fixed pole, or as a portable model that can be
stored away or used in another location using an additional floor
plate. Height to handle 762 to 965mm (30 to 38"). Handle length
550mm (213/4").

Weight
AA8836A Static Advantage Rail 10kg £273.32
AA8836B Portable Advantage Rail 13.6kg £315.17
AA8836C Additional Floor Plate 3.6kg £52.28

Advantage Pole™4

The Advantage Pole is a solid, durable floor mounted pole 
used to promote safe and independent standing and transfers. 
It can be used in the home to assist with transferring to and from
the toilet, bath, bed or chair, in hospitals and care homes to
reduce manual handling tasks and in situations where high ceilings
may not permit a floor to ceiling pole. The steel construction 
and baked on enamel finish will provide years of service and 
the foam handgrip and capped top facilitate gripping and
provide comfort. Available as a permanently fixed pole, or as a
portable model that can be stored away or used in another
location using an additional floor plate. Height 1370mm (54").
09 116 7444 Static Advantage Pole £350.00
09 116 7451 Portable Advantage Pole £375.00
AA8836C Additional Floor Plate £52.28

Maximum
user weight

136
kg

211/4
st

Maximum
user weight

204
kg

32
st

1

2

GripSure™ Grab Rails Homecraft1

The GripSure grab rails have soft, ribbed mouldings to provide
additional grip in wet areas. They are warm to the touch and the
subtle, stylish design makes the rails suitable for use in a variety
of areas around the home. The ergonomic elliptical rail is easy 
to grip and can be mounted horizontally, vertically or diagonally. 
The oval shaped fixing plates have an attractive covering that
clips easily into place. Diameter of rails 37mm. Distance from
wall 37mm. No electrical earthing required. Rail length
measurements are from the centre of the fixing plate.

Non Retail Packed
09 118 7822 300mm (12") £5.95
09 118 7830 400mm (16") £6.95
09 118 8077 450mm (18") £7.95
09 118 8093 600mm (24") £10.95

Floor Mounted Swedish Bath Rail2

This stylish, floor mounted Swedish bath rail has a height
adjustable handle for tailored support when getting into and out
of the bath. Floor fixing plates provide additional security and the
rubber pads prevent the rail from slipping. Width 285mm (11¼").
Handle height adjustment 560 to 760mm (22 to 30").

562

INFORMATION
For more products within the Superpole range, please see page 1309. 
For our full grab rail range, see the household section within the catalogue.

MAXIMUM USER WEIGHT
The maximum user weight/load given for these products is dependent upon
the correct choice of fixings for the mounting surface. For this reason, all rails
should be installed by a person who has suitable qualifications and/or
experience in installing this type of product, ensuring the fixtures are
appropriate for the specific installation.

B
athing

1+ £24.69 10+ £20.99

Maximum
user weight

125
kg

191/2
st

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in retail packaging.  
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Swedish Bath Side Rail Homecraft1

This popular rail provides a firm handle just above the side of
the bath, to assist with getting in and out. The handle is angled
inwards to be directly over the bath rim. Available in chromed
steel or epoxy coated and adjustable in height using a pin 
clip system. The clamping arms can be adjusted in height 
and opening width. The bath rim is protected on both sides by 
non-slip rubber pads. The base plate of the rail must be screwed
to the floor. Height of handle 547 to 747mm (211/2 to 291/2").
Height to rim 350 to 590mm (133/4 to 231/4"). Length of handle
175mm (7"). Base plate 25 x 265mm (2 x 101/2"). Weight 2.6kg.

AA1910 Chromed

AA1911 Epoxy

Bath rails are used to provide support both for getting
in and out of the bath, and for sitting down or standing
up in the bath. 

Maximum
user weight

150
kg

231/2
st

Merton Bath Side Rail Homecraft2

A chromed or epoxy coated rail similar to the Swedish Rail above
but with a different shaped handle that also assists with standing
up or sitting down in the bath. Length of parallel handle 175mm
(7"). Length of right angled handle 250mm (10"). Height of handle
550 to 750mm (211/2 to 291/2"). Height to rim 300 to 600mm
(113/4 to 231/2"). Other specifications as for AA1910 and AA1911.
Weight 3.2kg.
AA1914 Chromed £69.28
AA1915 Epoxy £60.17

Maximum
user weight

150
kg

231/2
st

SPARES
Spares are available for these products, making them suitable for refurbishment.
For full spares listing, please see pages 1353 to 1360.

MAXIMUM USER WEIGHT
The maximum user weight/load given for these products is dependent upon
the correct choice of fixings for the mounting surface. For this reason, all rails
should be installed by a person who has suitable qualifications and/or
experience in installing this type of product, ensuring the fixtures are
appropriate for the specific installation.

1+ £67.08 10+ £57.02

1+ £63.60 10+ £54.06
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Bathtub Grab Bar1

Providing a firm handle at the bath side, this rail helps give
confidence and stability when getting in and out of the bath.
The coated steel rail is fixed to the side of the bath by a stainless
steel clamp, cushioned on the inside by rubber pads.
Length 457mm (18"). Height above bath side 349mm (133/4").
Clamp width adjustment 83 to140mm (31/4 to 51/2"). Weight 2.4kg.
AA1920 £30.03

Deluxe Bathtub Grab Bar2

Similar to the grab bar above, but with a simple adjustment
method on the side of the rail and a stylish design.
Length 495mm (191/2"). Height above bath side 375mm (143/4").
Clamp width adjustment 76 to 178mm (3 to 7"). Weight 2.5kg.
AA1921 £37.99

Padded Grab Bars3

These grab bars provide additional support when getting in and
out of the bath or shower. Easy to fit and remove from the bath,
the padding gives extra grip and comfort to sensitive hands.
The angled version positions the bar over the bath, making it
easier to use when lowering into or raising out of the bath.
Height above bath side 267mm (101/2"). Clamp width adjustment
57 to 140mm (21/2 to 51/2"). Weight 2.6kg.
AA1922 Straight £41.40
AA1923 Angled £41.40
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Contoured Hampshire Tap Rail Homecraft2

This luxury tap rail has contoured white plastic mouldings to
enhance grip on the rail when raising and lowering. May be
folded up when not in use. Max diameter of taps 80mm (31/8").
Distance of bar from taps 325mm (123/4"). Width of handle bar
675mm (261/2"). Weight 1.7kg.
AA1950 £34.46

Moulded Grab Bar1

This plastic moulded bath grab bar provides an ergonomic
shape that is warm to the touch compared to metal grab bars.
It provides a sturdy handle at the side of the bath, which
promotes confidence and stability when getting into and out of
the bath. The clamp is cushioned to protect the bath sides.
Height above the bath side 406mm (16"). Clamp width
adjustment 63 to 140mm (21/2 to 51/2"). Weight 2.2kg
09 118 2427 £28.99

Maximum
user weight

102
kg

16
st

Hampshire Wall Rail Homecraft3

A hinged support rail that is fixed to the end wall over the bath.
Useful when the taps are not suitable or strong enough for a tap
mounted rail. The rail must be securely fitted to a sound solid wall.
Distance from taps 475mm (183/4"). Internal width 33mm (13").
Width of handle bar 675mm (261/2"). Weight 2.1kg.
AA1940 £35.93

Maximum
user weight

102
kg

16
st

The maximum user weight/load given for these products is dependent upon
the correct choice of fixings for the mounting surface. For this reason, all rails
should be installed by a person who has suitable qualifications and/or
experience in installing this type of product, ensuring the fixtures are
appropriate for the specific installation.

SPARES
Spares are available for these products, making them suitable for refurbishment.
For full spares listing, please see pages 1353 to 1360.
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Aquaflex® Weighted vaginal cones 1

The simple and effective way to strengthen pelvic floor muscles
to help improve general pelvic health, restore bladder control 
and also improve sexual response and satisfaction.
How does Aquaflex work?
It is very important to exercise pelvic floor muscles correctly. The
Aquaflex cone is inserted the same way as a tampon and cause
the pelvic floor muscles to automatically contract around it in order
to hold it in place. It is this reflex action that tones the muscles.
As the muscles become stronger more weights can be added
and the length of time that the cones are in place can be
increased, up to 20 minutes per day.
• Exercise system consists of two cones and a set of four

weights (5g, 10g and 2 x 20g)

• Once inserted correctly, Aquaflex cones automatically 
isolate and contract the pelvic floor muscles

• Gradually add more weights as pelvic floor muscle 
strength increases

• Used daily for twenty minutes, improvements can be 
expected in just twelve weeks

• Clinically proven - 70% of cases of stress incontinence can 
be cured or improved by using weighted vaginal cones

• Safe natural solution allowing women to take control

• Single patient use

013089 £17.89

1

2

Educator® Pelvic Floor Exercise Indicator2

Developed from the award winning Periform® probe, the
Educator® provides an extremely simple and effective solution 
to help improve pelvic floor muscle strength and eliminate
incontinence problems.
How does Educator work?
Its unique form allows it to follow the movement of the internal
walls of the vagina which indicates how the pelvic floor muscles
are being contracted. The external part of the Educator® amplifies
this movement to show whether these muscles are being
contracted correctly or not.
There is growing awareness of the significant contribution that the
pelvic floor muscles (PFM) make to lumbo-pelvic stability. As such 
it is important that MSK therapists are confident that their patients
are able to correctly contract the Pelvic floor muscles (PFM) so 
that they may be incorporated safely into core stability training. 
Give your female patients an Educator®, a simple and easy 
to use device that shows if the pelvic floor muscles are being
contracted correctly. 
Strengthening these muscles can also help to reduce symptoms
of stress incontinence.
• Simple to use
• Visual aid to teach correct pelvic floor exercises
• Strengthens pelvic floor muscles
• Demonstrates benefit of bracing before cough etc.
• Allows improvement to be monitored
• Single patient use

Why is the Educator® important?
It is recognised by Continence Care Specialists that teaching
pelvic floor contractions is extremely difficult. Studies have 
shown that even with first class one to one tuition, half of those
instructed will not contract the correct muscles.
In fact half of those contracting incorrectly will get it so wrong
that they are in danger of damaging their pelvic floor. Educator®

is perfect for patients to use at home to ensure they are doing
pelvic floor exercises correctly.
017510

To
ile

tin
g

1+ £9.53 25+ £5.62
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Lilfit Suprem All-in-One Briefs1

Designed to meet the needs of moderate to heavy urinary and/or
faecal incontinence. These breathable pads have the highest
absorbency of all of the disposable pads shown. Features
include a stay dry barrier, re-sealable tapes for ideal fit and
repositioning after toileting. The anti-leak protection ensures that
clothes, chairs etc are protected and remain dry. Suitable for
both men and women. Latex free.

Lilpants Suprem Pull-up Pants2

Ultra convenient, these breathable pull up pants help retain
independence and dignity for users. An ideal solution for
moderate incontinence among active and independent people.
With high absorbency levels, these disposable pants are highly
elasticised and offer supreme comfort. Suitable for men or
women. Latex free.

Level of absorption Absorbency Size Size Pack Size Price

AA2751M Regular + 2430ml Medium 80-130cms 26

AA2751L Regular + 2500ml Large 105-150cms 26 £23.22
09 119 7060 Extra + 1880ml Small 60-110cms 20

09 132 1793 Extra + 2650ml Medium 80-130cms 24 £18.58
09 128 3597 Extra + 2840ml Large 105-150cms 24

09 119 7243 Extra + 3200ml Extra Large 110-160cms 20 £21.86
09 119 7151 Super + 2980ml Medium 80-130cms 22

09 119 7201 Super + 3100ml Large 105-150cms 22 £21.20
09 119 7102 Maxi 2190ml Small 60-110cms 20

09 119 7128 Maxi 3370ml Medium 80-130cms 20 £19.43
09 119 7227 Maxi 3580ml Large 105-150cms 20

09 119 7250 Maxi 4060ml Extra Large 110-160cms 20 £23.63

Lilfit Suprem All-in-One Briefs

Level of absorption Absorbency Size Size Pack Size Price

AA2788A Extra 1300ml Medium 80-110cms 14

AA2788B Extra 1300ml Large 100-135cms 14 £19.66
AA2788C Extra 1300ml Extra Large 120-160cms 14

09 132 1819 Super 1700ml Large 100-135cms 14 £20.11
09 132 1827 Super 1700ml Extra Large 120-160cms 14

09 132 1835 Maxi 1900ml Small 60-90cms 14 £18.91
09 132 1843 Maxi 1900ml Medium 80-110cms 14

09 132 1850 Maxi 1900ml Large 100-135cms 14 £21.55
09 132 1868 Maxi 1900ml Extra Large 120-160cms 14

Lilpants Suprem Pull-up Pants

BEST
SELLER

33Lilcare Dry Wipes3

The Lilcare dry wipes are designed to facilitate cleansing when
changing the pad providing better skin care and hygiene.
Supplied as a pack of 40. Size 300 x 400mm (113/4 x 153/4"). 
Weight 75g.
09 121 3602 £5.00

NEW NEW

1

2
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Lilfit Classic All-in-One Briefs1

For moderate to heavy urinary and and/or faecal incontinence.
These comfortable all in-one briefs have a polyethylene back
sheet to protect the furniture from any leaks and retain the fluid.
Come complete with a re-sealable tape for the ideal fit. Can be
applied when laying down or standing up. Suitable for both men
and women. Latex free. Hypoallergenic, odour control.

Hip Size Pack Absorbency
Size

09 120 3421 Medium Regular 28 2000mls £15.26
80-130cm (32-52")

09 119 7029 Medium Super 28 2400mls £18.67
80-130cm (32-52")

09 120 3439 Large Regular 28 2350mls £17.66
105-150cm (42-60")

09 119 7037 Large Super 28 2500mls £20.20
105-150cm (42-60")

09 120 3454 X-Large Regular 21 2650mls £16.97
110-160cm (44-64")

Lilform Classic Small Shaped Pads3

Large absorbent shaped pads for those that suffer with moderate
to heavy faecal and urinary incontinence. Features a high level of
absorbency and protection with a gentle comfortable feel. For a
more secure fit, the Lilform shaped pads can be used with the
stretch pants. Suitable for both men and women. Latex free.
Hypoallergenic, odour control.

Pack Absorbency
Size

09 120 3462 Regular 28 1300mls £6.93
09 120 3470 Extra 28 1750mls £9.61
09 119 6708 Super 28 2150mls £11.39

Prevail All-in-One Bariatric Briefs2

Ideal for the larger user, these briefs are breathable with
elasticised side panels that can fit those with a waist size of up to
240cm (94"). The dual easy lock refastening strips provide a
secure fitting when under pressure. Includes an odour control
system that helps prevent odours from forming.

Size Pack Absorbency
Size

09 132 1884 Up to 240cm (94") 10 2238mls £29.11

Lilpad Classic Insert Pads4

For light to moderate incontinence. These pads are enclosed in a
stay dry cover for comfort and have a plastic shield which helps
prevent leakage. An adhesive strip helps the pad remain secure.
These can be worn with stretch pants and stretch boxer shorts.
Can also be used with all-in-ones and pull-up pants to reinforce
the level of absorption and cover longer periods of time. Latex
free. Odour control.

Size Pack Absorbency
Size

Insert Pad without PE backing
09 128 2953 Mini 28 490mls £2.86
09 128 2946 Extra 30 600mls £4.13
09 128 2961 Maxi 30 1050mls £7.46
Insert Pad with PE backing
09 119 6609 Mini 28 400mls £3.94
AA27811 Normal 28 525mls £5.74
AA27821 Extra 28 722mls £7.49
AA27831 Maxi 30 1250mls £10.50

1

2

3

4

To
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Lilform Suprem Shaped Pads1

These breathable large shaped pads are suitable for moderate to
severe incontinence. The ‘top dry’ layer ensures the pad always
feels dry. Designed for use with stretch pants. Suitable for both
men and women. Latex free.

Size Pack Absorbency
Size

AA27910 Regular Plus 25 1570mls £9.50
09 119 7003 Extra Plus 25 2220mls £11.85
AA27913 Super Plus 20 2740mls £14.48
09 118 1387 Maxi 20 2920mls £16.47

21

Lillight Suprem Small Shaped Pads2

High quality, small, shaped pads specifically designed for active
and independent people suffering light to moderate
incontinence. Anatomically shaped for comfort, they have self-
adhesive strips to allow them to be worn with the users own
close fitting pants. Suitable for both men and women. Latex free.

Size Pack Absorbency
Size

09 119 6625 Mini 28 200mls £3.79
09 121 3545 Regular 28 340mls £4.19
09 119 6633 Extra 28 600mls £5.84
09 132 1967 Extra+ 16 720mls £3.79
AA27725 Super 28 830mls £7.94
09 119 6641 Maxi 28 1030mls £8.87

Lilformen Suprem Small Shaped Pads3

The Lil for Men pad is specifically shaped to provide maximum
protection in the front area of the pad. If the pad is turned around
it can also be used for protection with faecal smearing. The
shape of the pads adapts to the male anatomy, providing a more
comfortable and secure fit. Discrete with an anti-leakage security.
Ideal for the light to moderate incontinence. Latex free.

Size Pack Absorbency
Size

09 121 3560 Extra 28 600mls £6.54
09 132 1645 Super 28 800mls £7.35

Rectangular Pads for Pouch Pants4

These pads easily absorb about 250ml of fluid. Designed for use
with pouch pants, they have no waterproof backing or stick-on
strip. The cellulose fluff absorbs wetness quickly and reliably. 
The breathable non-woven top layer is especially skin friendly.
Supplied in a pack of 56.
AA2771 £18.38

Easiseal™ Twist and Seal Disposal System5

Disposal of personal care products, such as incontinence pads
or stoma care products can often be a problem. The Twist and
Seal unit is a unique product designed to hygienically wrap, seal
and conceal used personal care products simply and effectively,
without odour or fuss. It is discreet and easy to use and fits
neatly into the bathroom or bedroom. Replacement cassettes
contain film with anti-bacterial barrier and a fresh citrus
fragrance. The disposal unit can hold up to approximately 30
small pads, 18 medium pads and 11 super pads. Each cassette
will wrap approximately 98 small pads, 85 medium pads and 75
super pads.
AA2621 Disposal Unit £22.00
AA2623 Light Odour Cassette £3.75
09 142 2948 Extra Odour Cassette £4.50

BEST
SELLER

3

55

4

NEW

NEW
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Ladies Cotton Comfy Briefs1

These attractive briefs are made from a cotton lycra fabric with
built in pads. Absorbency 100ml.

Hips Hips
AA2753A 90-97cm (36-38") AA2753D 121-127cm (48-50")
AA2753B 100-107cm (40-42") AA2753E 132-137cm (52-54")
AA2753C 110-117cm (44-46") AA2753F 142-147cm (56-58")
All above sizes £18.60 All above sizes £21.47

8

Ladies Full Brief with Built in Pad2

Cost effective pants with a built in pad. Absorbency 200ml.
Hips Hips

AA2746A 80-86cm (32-34") AA2746D 110-117cm (44-46")
AA2746B 90-97cm (36-38") AA2746E 121-127cm (48-50")
AA2746C 100-107cm (40-42") AA2746F 132-137cm (52-54")

All sizes £17.27

Ladies Drop Down Briefs3

This unique design of briefs has a front drop down laced panel
with hook and loop fastenings to give the user an opened gusset
area for easier access. These briefs are made from 100% cotton.
Machine washable.

Waist
09 132 2023 76-81cm (30-32") 09 132 2049 96-102cm (38-40")
09 132 2031 86-91cm (34-36") 09 132 2056 107-112cm (42-44")

All above sizes £13.23

Gents Traditional Brief with Built in Pad4

Anatomically designed for men and styled with a traditional fly
opening and built in pad. Absorbency 200ml.

Waist Waist
AA2747A 76-80cm (30-32") AA2747C 97-100cm (38-40")
AA2747B 86-90cm (34-36") AA2747D 107-112cm (42-44")

All sizes £23.02

Male Super Briefs5

Effective briefs with a breathable, waterproof area and one-way
high loss pad. Guaranteed for 200 washes. Absorbency 350ml.

Waist Waist
AA2780A 76-89cm (30-35") AA2780D 121-135cm (48-53")
AA2780B 91-104cm (36-41") AA2780E 137-150cm (54-59")
AA2780C 106-119cm (42-47") All sizes £16.74

Elasticated Stretch Pants6

The high degree of elasticity and open structure of these pants
keep the wearer comfortable and ventilated. They ensure
maximum pad security and are close fitting for improved
performance. Supplied in packs of 50.

Waist Waist
AA2787A 40-80cm (16-31") AA2787C 80-120cm (31-47")
AA2787B 60-100cm (24-39") AA2787D 100-165cm (39-65")

All sizes £56.78

Lilfix Stretch Pants7

These washable stretch net pants are ideal for use with shaped
insert pads and stick on pads. Supplied in packs of 5. 

Waist Waist
AA27761 50-80cm (20-32") AA27781 110-150cm (44-60")
AA27771 80-112cm (32-45") AA27791 128-170cm (51-68")

All sizes £5.76

Lil Ganmill Stretch Boxer Shorts8

Especially designed for an excellent hold of the Lillight, Lilformen
and Lilform shaped pads. The Ganmill boxers are soft, discrete
and comfortable, whilst offering some flexibility to adapt to all
body shapes and sizes. Available in three sizes: small/medium,
large/x-large and xx-large. Latex free. Supplied in packs of 5.

Size Waist
09 132 1991 Small/Medium 60-130cm
09 132 2007 Large/X-Large 105-160cm
09 132 2015 XX-Large 160cm+

All sizes £6.44

1 2

3 4

5 6

7

NEW

NEW
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Ladies Pouch Pants1

These comfortable, brushed cotton briefs are designed with 
a pouch on the inside to help secure the pad in place. 
The waterproof lining means they can accommodate most pads.

Hips Hips
AA2741A 80-86cm AA2741D 110-117cm
AA2741B 90-97cm AA2741E 121-127cm
AA2741C 100-107cm AA2741F 132-137cm

All sizes £12.73

Gents Pouch Pants2

Similar to the Ladies Pouch Pants above, but shaped for men.
Waist Waist

AA2742A 76-80cm AA2742C 97-100cm
AA2742B 86-90cm AA2742D 107-112cm

All sizes £21.06

Kylie Female Pants3

The Kylie pants help the user cope with incontinence discreetly,
independently and with confidence. With an ingenious ‘one way’
liner and patented stitching method to prevent leakage, 
Kylie pants offer maximum protection, absorbency and reliability.
As the pants are fully lined, disposable pads are not required.
Soft, comfortable and superb quality the Kylie pants keep both
the user and clothing dry. Machine washable.

Waist Waist
09 120 8610 80-86cm 09 120 8644 110-115cm
09 120 8628 90-95cm 09 120 8651 120-130cm
09 120 8636 100-105cm All sizes £10.13

Kylie Male Pants4

Similar to the Kylie Female Pants above, but shaped for men.
Waist Waist

09 120 8669 80-86cm 09 120 8693 110-115cm
09 120 8677 90-95cm 09 120 8701 120-130cm
09 120 8685 100-105cm All sizes £10.54

Kanga Female Pouch Pants5

Kanga Pouch Pants are designed to effectively overcome the
problems associated with urinary incontinence. The Kanga
female pouched pant feature a discreet, externally fitted
waterproof marsupial pouch to hold disposable and reusable
pads. The pants have both elasticated waist and legs to ensure
a comfortable, individual fit. Machine washable.

Waist Waist
09 120 8719 75-90cm 09 120 8735 106-121cm
09 120 8727 91-105cm 09 120 8743 122-135cm

All sizes £9.58

Kanga Male Pouch Pants6

Similar to the Kanga Female Pouch Pants above but shaped for
men.

Waist Waist
09 120 8750 75-90cm 09 120 8776 106-121cm
09 120 8768 91-105cm 09 120 8784 122-135cm

All sizes £9.96

21

43

5 6

7 8Kanga Waterproof Pants7

The Kanga waterproof PVC pants are designed to offer the user
with additional protection when suffering from moderate to heavy
incontinence. To be worn in conjunction with incontinence
pants/pads.

Waist Waist
09 130 9830 75-90cm 09 130 9855 106-121cm
09 130 9848 91-105cm 09 130 9863 122-135cm

All sizes £8.60

Waterproof Pants8

Traditional waterproof pants, made from softened polymer, are
suitable for both urinary and faecal continence care. Suitable for
use when swimming.

Hips Hips
AA2743A 80-90cm AA2743C 100-117cm
AA2743B 90-100cm AA2743D 117-132cm

All sizes £11.42
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Incontinence

1

MACHINE WASHABLE

2

MACHINE WASHABLE

3

MACHINE WASHABLE

Reusable Seat Protector1

These re-usable seat pads have been specially designed to
look and feel like a normal seat cover to preserve user dignity.
Manufactured from a superior absorbent, stay dry material with a
slip resistant backing, the pads protect both user and seating.
Can be used on an armchair, small dining chair, a wheelchair or
even in the car when travelling. Designed for light to moderate
incontinence, these pads are machine washable.

Size Absorbency
AA2702 500 x 700mm (20 x 271/2") 1.3 litres £26.24
AA2704 500 x 450mm (20 x 173/4") 850ml £19.90

Re-Usable Seat Pad2

This machine washable seat pad can be used on a chair, car
seat or wheelchair. The stay dry, brushed polyester top cover 
and quilted absorbent layer means this pad offers a high degree
of dryness and comfort. The waterproof backing prevents any
spillages and protects the seat. Size 470 x 585mm (181/2 x 23").
Absorbency 1 litre. 
AA2700B Blue £10.07
AA2700T Tartan £10.07
09 120 2662 Floral £10.07
09 120 3397 Pink £10.07
09 120 3512 Wine £10.07

Economy Seat Pads3

With an absorbency of 1 litre, these seat pads are great value for
money and perfect for light to moderate incontinence. The pads
can be used on a wide range of furniture, wheelchairs and even
in the car. Colour may vary.

Size Absorbency 
09 116 9564 500 x 400mm (20 x 16") 1 litre £7.88
09 116 9572 650 x 450mm (26 x 18") 1 litre £8.64

Mattress Deodoriser Spray4

Mattresses cannot be effectively washed yet we spend years 
of our life sleeping on them, creating odours and mites, mould,
fungus and unpleasant bacteria. With just a quick spray of this
mattress deodoriser effectively kills dust mites and their eggs,
destroys unpleasant odours and bacteria instantly, leaving the
mattress clean and fresh smelling. Tested and recommended,
this Swiss formula is used in hotels, clinics and homes, is 98%
bio-degradable and is safe for both people and animals.
Contains 125ml.
09 132 4714 £6.74

4
NEW
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Incontinence

This specially designed super absorbency pad has tuck-in flaps to
keep the pad securely on the bed. Features a waterproof backing
for extra protection and a quilted top for faster dispersal of urine.
Washable at 95°C. Available in light blue only. 
Size 860 x 900mm (342/5 x 36"). Absorbency approximately 3 litres.
09 116 1140 £13.25

Economy Super Bed Pad5

Reusable Bed Protector2

A specially designed, reusable, washable underpad that looks
and feels like normal bedding protection. Both patient and bed
are kept dry with the stay dry layer and waterproof backing.
Supplied with fabric wings to help secure the pad into place.
Suitable for light to moderate incontinence. 
Pad size 1000 x 1000mm (391/4 x 391/4"). Absorbency 3.5 litres.
AA2703 £53.33

Lilbed Disposable Furniture Protectors1

These disposable pads can be used on a chair or bed to protect
the furniture and keep the user comfortable and dry from any
leaks. Any liquid diffuses quickly throughout the pad, but the
waterproof backing ensures leakage protection.

Size Pack Absorbency
Size 

AA2733A Extra 600 x 400mm 35 770mls £9.66
(24 x 18")

09 119 1907 Extra 600 x 600mm 35 990mls £10.32
(24 x 24") 

09 120 3488 Super 600 x 600mm 30 1170mls £9.39
(24 x 24") 

09 119 7326 Extra 600 x 750mm 35 1280mls £14.27
(24 x 30") 

09 119 1915 Extra 600 x 900mm 35 1430mls £15.46
(24 x 36")

09 132 2148 Super 600 x 900mm 30 1760mls £14.46
(24 x 36")

AA2723A Maxi 600 x 900mm 25 2090mls £11.37
(24 x 36")

Community Bed Pad3

This bed pad is warm and comfortable but highly absorbent. 
It keeps the sleeper dry, reduces bed changes and helps 
prevent soreness and infection. Quilted with highly absorbent
fibres for faster dispersal of liquid and durable waterproof backing.
Machine washable. Size 700 x 850mm (271/2 x 331/2").
Absorbency 2 litres. 
AA2734 £18.59

Abso Re-Usable Bed Pad4

This lightweight machine washable and re-usable bed pad
contains five layers of material that quickly absorbs and locks
liquid inside. The top layer keeps the user dry and the lower layer
is waterproof to protect the furniture. Available in two absorbency
levels - 1.8 litres and 3 litres. Colour may vary.

Size Absorbency
AA2735A 750 x 900mm (30 x 36") 1.8 litres £14.72
AA2735B 900 x 900mm (36 x 36") 1.8 litres £19.21
09 116 9523 750 x 900mm (30 x 36") 3 litres £17.98
09 116 9531 900 x 900mm (36 x 36") 3 litres £20.25

3

4

2

MACHINE WASHABLE

MACHINE WASHABLE

MACHINE WASHABLE

5

MACHINE WASHABLE

1

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in retail packaging.

1

Toileting
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Waterproof Bedding

Economy Waterproof Mattress Protector1

These fitted, clear waterproof mattress and pillow protectors are
made from soft PVC. Designed to offer protection to the mattress
and pillow from incontinence. With elasticised corners, to fit
securely to the bed. Available in single or double.

Cover Size
AA2710Y Single 900 x 1900mm (351/2 x 75") £15.27
AA2712Y Double 1400 x 2000mm (55 x 783/4") £20.34
AA2716 Pillowcase £4.82

Waterproof Mattress Protector2

Hypo-allergenic waterproof mattress, duvet and pillow covers
that will protect the mattress and duvet from spillages.
The protectors also protect the user from dust mites etc.
Made from flame retardant polypropylene, they are washable and
require no ironing.

Cover Size
AA2714 Mattress Single 900 x 1900mm (351/2 x 75") £20.22
AA2715 Mattress Double 1400 x 2000mm (55 x 783/4") £30.49
09 118 0884 Mattress King 1500 x 2000mm (59 x 783/4") £34.76
09 131 4319 Mattress Super King 

1800 x 2000mm (72 x 783/4") £38.76
AA2718A Duvet Single 1362 x 1950mm (531/2 x 763/4") £18.69
AA2718B Duvet Double 1950 x 2000mm (763/4 x 783/4") £20.96
AA2718C Duvet King 2225 x 2225mm (881/2 x 881/2") £26.50
AA2717 Pillowcase (Pair) £8.38

Deluxe Teflon Waterproof Mattress Protector3

These terry cloth style, waterproof protectors are coated in Teflon
to provide added protection for the mattress and comfort for the
user. Available in single, double or king.

Cover Size
09 117 4374 Mattress Single 900 x 1900mm (351/2 x 75") £25.27
09 117 4382 Mattress Double 1400 x 2000mm (55 x 783/4") £35.37
09 117 4416 Mattress King 1550 x 2000mm (61 x 783/4") £40.12
09 117 4432 Pillowcase £10.52

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in Homecraft retail packaging.

1

2

3

4

5

Caress Waterproof Bedding4

Caress waterproof bedding consists of a terry towelling 
sheet moulded onto a breathable shield that is waterproof, 
anti-bacterial and anti-allergic. Suitable for use as a fitted 
sheet with no top sheet required, this bedding is both practical
and comfortable.

Size
AA2707A Single 900 x 1900mm (351/2 x 75") £18.86
AA2707B Double 1400 x 1900mm (55 x 75") £25.58
AA2707C Pillowcase 700 x 480mm (271/2 x 19") £7.77

Waterproof Bedding5

The waterproof cover with welded seams, ensure there is no
penetration by liquids to the core of this bedding. The cover is
vapour permeable, which means that although it is completely
waterproof, it allows the skin to breathe, reducing the unpleasant
effects of sweating, common with most waterproof materials. 
No laundering required, simply wipe clean when required.
Suitable for use in both domestic and institutional settings. 

Size
AA2701A 4.5 Tog Duvet 1400 x 1930mm (55 x 76") £95.22
AA2701B 9 Tog Duvet 1400 x 1930mm (55 x 76") £105.82
AA2705 Pillow 400 x 600mm (16 x 24") £47.48

Fax: 08448 730 100 www.homecraft-rolyan.com922
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Devon Support Rails

1

2
Devon MKII Folding Support Rail Homecraft2

A deluxe version of the Devon rail above with a larger diameter
rail for easier gripping, and a spring mechanism to hold it in the
up position. Optional toilet roll holder available (see AA2028).
Rail is 32mm (11/4") diameter.

Rail Length Weight
AA2012 Standard 760mm (30") 4.1kg

AA2010 Short 550mm (211/2") 3.4kg

Devon Folding Support Rail Homecraft1

A sturdy folding rail, projecting at right angles to the wall.
The rail is held in the upright position by a spring loaded cam,
and is easily folded down. Rail is 25mm (1") diameter.
Backplate is 300 x 125mm (113/4 x 5").

Rail Length Weight
AA2002 Standard 760mm (30") 3.0kg

AA2000 Short 550mm (211/2") 2.6kg

Maximum
load weight

67
kg

101/2
st

Maximum
load weight

84
kg

131/4
st

Devon Rail with Folding Leg Homecraft3

Similar to the Devon MkII folding rail but with a support leg to
give strength and stability during lowering and raising, lessening
the strain on the wall. The leg is adjustable in height and has a
large non-slip ferrule. Height adjustment 790mm to 985mm
(31 to 381/2"). Rail length 760mm (30"). Weight 5kg.
AA2018

Maximum
load weight

67
kg

101/2
st

Devon Floor Mounted Folding Rail Homecraft4

An adjustable height version of the Devon MkII rail, which is
mounted on a floor fixing post for versatility in positioning.
The rail is mounted on a post with a clamping arrangement
for height adjustment. Floor plate is 250 x 150mm (10 x 6").
Floor post height 1110mm (44").

Rail Length Weight
AA2026 Standard 760mm (30") 8.4kg

AA2024 Short 550mm (211/2") 7.7kg

Maximum
load weight

127
kg

20
st

Devon Toilet Roll Holder Homecraft5

A wire holder that attaches to the tube, of the MkII Devon rails
(AA2010 to AA2026). Weight 110g.
AA2028 £14.06

MAXIMUM LOAD
The maximum user weight/load given for these products is dependent 
upon the correct choice of fixings for the mounting surface. For this
reason, all rails should be installed by a person who has suitable
qualifications and/or experience in installing this type of product,
ensuring the fixtures are appropriate for the specific installation.

SPARES
Spares are available for this product, making it suitable for
refurbishment. For full spares listing, please see pages 1353 to 1360.

1+ £33.57 5+ £30.21 10+ £26.85 25+ £21.82

1+ £32.14 5+ £28.92 10+ £25.71 25+ £20.90

1+ £47.09 5+ £42.38 10+ £37.67 25+ £30.60

1+ £43.41 5+ £39.07 10+ £34.73 25+ £28.22

1+ £91.95 5+ £82.76 10+ £73.56 25+ £59.80

1+ £90.20 5+ £81.18 10+ £72.16 25+ £58.60

1+ £64.93 5+ £58.43 10+ £51.94 25+ £42.20

3 4

54

www.homecraft-rolyan.com Tel: 08448 730 035 923
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Devon Elite Support Rails

Devon Elite Folding Support Rails Homecraft
The Devon Elite folding support rail has been designed
to offer superb support providing the user with greater
confidence, security and independence in the bathroom.
Manufactured from light yet strong aluminium, the elliptical 
arms provide the user with the ultimate comfort and grip, 
whilst lowering to or rising from the toilet. The support arms can
be raised and will remain in the vertical position with the locking
mechanism securing it in place. The arms are then easily lifted 
to release from the lock, which activates the spring mechanism
that supports the weight of the rails as it lowers smoothly to the
horizontal position. Rail width 433/4mm (13/4"). Rail depth 25mm (1"). 

Maximum
load weight

127
kg

20
st

LOCKED IN THE
UPRIGHT POSITION

LOWERS TO 90°
ANGLE FROM

THE WALL

SPRING
MECHANISM

LOCKING
MECHANISM

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in retail packaging.

MAXIMUM LOAD
The maximum user weight/load given for these products is dependent 
upon the correct choice of fixings for the mounting surface. For this
reason, all rails should be installed by a person who has suitable
qualifications and/or experience in installing this type of product,
ensuring the fixtures are appropriate for the specific installation.
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Devon Elite Support Rails

Folding Support Rail1

Mounted on a back plate, fixed to the wall. Back plate 225 x 120mm
(9 x 44/5"). Projection when folded 175mm (7"). 

Rail Length
09 116 5695 Standard 690mm (271/4") £63.81
09 117 3509 Short 550mm (213/4") £61.40

1 22

33

44

Maximum
load weight

127
kg

20
st

Folding Support Rail with Adjustable Leg2

Mounted on a back plate, fixed to the wall with a height
adjustable leg. Back plate 225 x 120mm (9 x 44/5"). Height from
floor to top of the arm 680 to 830mm (263/4 to 323/4").

Rail Length
09 117 3145 Standard 690mm (271/4") £86.10
09 117 3517 Short 550mm (213/4") £83.90

Maximum
load weight

127
kg

20
st

Height Adjustable Folding Support Rail3

Back post wall mounted. Clamp and black knob secures the 
rail at the required height. Height adjustment 240mm (91/2") in 
60mm increments.

Rail Length
09 117 3152 Standard 690mm (271/4") £89.48
09 117 3525 Short 550mm (213/4") £88.13

Maximum
load weight

127
kg

20
st

Floor Mounted Folding Support Rail4

Mounted on the floor. Clamp and black knob secures the rail at
the required height. Height from floor to top of the arm 625mm 
to 985mm (241/2 to 383/4"). Floor plate 320 x 220mm 
(121/2 x 8 3/4").

Rail Length
09 117 3160 Standard 690mm (271/4") £119.64
09 117 3533 Short 550mm (213/4") £117.85

Maximum
load weight

127
kg

20
st

MAXIMUM LOAD
The maximum user weight/load given for these products is dependent 
upon the correct choice of fixings for the mounting surface. For this
reason, all rails should be installed by a person who has suitable
qualifications and/or experience in installing this type of product,
ensuring the fixtures are appropriate for the specific installation.
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Support Rails

Hinged Arm Support Rail1

This uniquely designed, hinged support rail provides the user
with stable assistance when lowering or rising from the toilet.
The support rail locks automatically in the upright position when
raised. The tube is manufactured from coated steel. Available in
four lengths: 600mm (231/2"), 700mm (271/2"), 800mm (311/2") 
and 900mm (351/2"). Distance from the wall when upright 
215mm (81/2"). Wall plate 250 x115mm (94/5 x 41/3").

Rail Length
09 117 8094 600mm (231/2") £118.98
09 117 8102 700mm (271/2") £121.69
09 117 8110 800mm (311/2") £124.42
09 120 3959 900mm (351/2") £130.19

Toilet Roll Holder2

This toilet roll holder makes it possible to change, unroll and 
tear the toilet paper with one hand. Fits any Linido hinged arm
support or Ergogrip grab rail. Only available in white.
09 118 4167 £67.62

Support Leg3

For extra strength and confidence, the support leg can be used
with all Linido hinged arm support rails. The leg is hinged and
moves up and down with the arm support. Consists of an
adjustable leg support, clamps and distance stay bar. 
The leg can be easily adjusted in height from 700 to 850mm
(271/2 to 331/2"). The hinged arm support is sold separately;
please see above.
09 120 8826 £58.69

Floor Console4

Wall mounted support rails may sometimes not be best practise
or desired; the floor console offers an alternative solution. 
Once mounted, the Linido hinged arm support can be adjusted
in height to a maximum of 860mm (34"). Consists of a floor plate
and aluminium clamps for attaching the hinged arm support. 
The hinged arm support is sold separately, please see above.
Height of floor console 1000mm (391/4") . Maximum height
860mm (34") to the top of the support rail. Base footprint 
200 x 100mm (8 x 4").
09 120 8834 £120.72

1

21

43

MAXIMUM LOAD
The maximum user weight/load given for these products is dependent 
upon the correct choice of fixings for the mounting surface. For this
reason, all rails should be installed by a person who has suitable
qualifications and/or experience in installing this type of product,
ensuring the fixtures are appropriate for the specific installation.

Maximum
load weight

150
kg

231/2
St

Maximum
load weight

150
kg

231/2
St

Maximum
load weight

150
kg

231/2
St
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Support Rails

Drop Down Rail1

A high quality, steel grab rail with several innovative features.
The main rail is manufactured from oval section tube, making it
comfortable to grasp and giving a broad area for support. The
secondary under-slung arm combines with the main rail to give
ultimate strength. Folding against the wall when not in use, the
rail is held in the upright position with positive location. Length of
rail 700mm (271/2"). Mounting bracket 260 x 100mm (101/4 x 4").
Distance from wall when upright 145mm (73/4"). Weight 2.7kg.
AA2043

Maximum
user weight

125
kg

191/2
st

1

Drop Down Rail with Supporting Leg2

Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

As the Drop Down Rail above but with a height adjustable
supporting leg. Length of rail 700mm (271/2"). Mounting bracket
260 x 100mm (101/4 x 4"). Distance from wall when upright
100mm (4"). Leg height adjustable from 690 to 780mm 
(271/4 to 303/4"). Weight 2.9kg.
AA2044

2 3

Etac OptimaL Toilet Armrest3

OptimaL is a functional toilet armrest with a modern design.
It folds up easily and is folded down by gripping the grey handle.
The small wall attachment facilitates mounting and only requires
a very small space of the wall. The supporting leg ensures
stability and durability. The armrest has a round finishing that
provides the user with support and comfort when standing up
or sitting down. The rail can be folded in the upright position
when not in use. Length 735mm (29"). Back plate 104 x 110mm
(4 x 41/2"). Height 800mm (311/2"). Weight 3.1 kg.
09 117 2246 £62.68

Maximum
user weight

150
kg

231/2
st

4 5

Fold Away Grab Rail4

A powder coated steel supportive rail designed for use next to 
a toilet to assist and increase safety when lowering and raising.
The rail is held in the upright position when not in use and 
easily lowered when required. Dimensions of the wall bracket 
230 x 100mm (9 x 4").

Rail Length
506A 750mm (291/2")

MAXIMUM LOAD
The maximum user weight/load given for these products is dependent 
upon the correct choice of fixings for the mounting surface. For this
reason, all rails should be installed by a person who has suitable
qualifications and/or experience in installing this type of product,
ensuring the fixtures are appropriate for the specific installation.

Toileting

1+ £104.59 10+ £94.13 20+ £83.67 30+ £73.20

1+ £81.39 10+ £73.25 20+ £65.11 30+ £57.01

1+ £31.94 5+ £28.75 10+ £25.55 25+ £20.75

Maximum
load weight

114
kg

18
st

Fold Away Grab Rail with Supporting Leg5

This height adjustable supportive rail designed for use next to a
toilet to assist and increase safety when lowering and raising.
The supporting leg offers additional weight capacity. The rail can
be locked in the upright position when not in use. Non-marking
rubber tips are slip resistant for added safety. Height adjustment
720 to 920mm (281/4 to 361/4"). Dimensions of the wall bracket
230 x 105mm (9 x 41/4").

Rail Length
506D 740mm (29") 

Maximum
load weight

125
kg

191/2
st

1+ £49.38 5+ £44.45 10+ £39.50 25+ £32.10
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Raised Toilet Seats

Taunton Raised Toilet Seat Homecraft2

This seat is gently contoured for comfort. The aperture is
elongated compared to most seats and has a front cut-away for
personal hygiene. The seat slopes slightly forward to assist with
lowering and raising, and sits on moulded bumpers for stability.
The seat is fully sealed and easy to clean. Three plastic moulded
brackets allow external adjustment to fit most toilets.
Aperture 310 x 220mm (121/2 x 81/2"). 

Height Weight
AA2122 50mm (2") 1kg

AA2124 100mm (4") 1.5kg

AA2126 150mm (6") 1.8kg

Maximum
user weight

152
kg

24
st

1 Ashby Easyfit Raised Toilet Seat1

The Ashby Easyfit raised toilet seat is available in 50mm, 100mm
or 150mm heights. Made from polyethylene and moulded as a
one piece seat to reduce any hygiene issues. To further reduce
cross infection, the seat has permanent anti-bacterial qualities
and is resistant to stains and odour. Simple to remove and fit, 
as the seat attaches to the toilet using two adjustable fixing
brackets. The two adjustable fixing brackets also provides the
user with a secure seating position. Length 390mm (151/2").
Width 370mm (143/4"). Aperture 250 x 225mm (10 x 9").

Height Weight
09 120 3561 50mm (2") 1.75kg
09 120 3579 100mm (4") 2.1kg
09 120 3587 150mm (6") 2.8kg

Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

2

3

SPARES
Spares are available for these products, making them suitable for
refurbishment. For full spares listing, see pages 1353 to 1360.

Savanah® Raised Toilet Seat Blue Homecraft3

Manufactured to the same quality and specification as the
original Savanah raised toilet seat. Produced in a light blue to
suit different décors. See above for specifications. 

Height Weight
09 115 6710 50mm (2") 785g

09 115 6728 50mm (2") with lid 1.2kg

09 115 6736 100mm (4") 965g

09 115 6744 100mm (4") with lid 1.4kg

Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

1+ £15.50 8+ £13.95
1+ £15.50 5+ £13.95
1+ £22.00 4+ £19.80

1+ £27.55 5+ £26.17 10+ £24.80 25+ £20.66

1+ £28.32 5+ £26.90 10+ £25.49 25+ £21.25

1+ £30.84 5+ £29.30 10+ £27.76 25+ £23.12

1+ £20.95 5+ £18.86 10+ £16.76 25+ £13.62

1+ £25.95 5+ £23.36 10+ £20.76 25+ £16.88

1+ £21.50 5+ £19.35 10+ £17.20 25+ £13.98

1+ £26.75 5+ £24.08 10+ £21.40 25+ £17.40
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Raised Toilet Seats

Savanah® Raised Toilet Seat Homecraft1

Lightweight, all plastic construction, for strength and durability,
the Savanah has a gently contoured surface for extra comfort.
The seat slopes downwards slightly from back to front, so as to
allow easier lowering and raising, and has a deep splash guard
to minimise soiling. Resistant to stains and odours, it is fully
sealed and easy to clean.

• The large rear cut-out on the Savanah gives clearance for
the coccyx and, combined with the gentle downward slope of
the seat, makes rear personal hygiene possible.

• The wide front cut-out also allows easier access for
personal cleansing.

• The two L-shaped moulded plastic brackets , on the
Savanah have bonded rubber non-slip buffers to keep the toilet
seat firmly in position. These brackets can be easily adjusted to
fit on most sizes and shapes of toilets, by the use of two large,
fluted turning knobs. This makes fitting and removal of the seat
very quick and easy.

• The Savanah has no front bracket, or front turning knob, to
avoid snagging skin or clothes. The front is secured by a lip.

Overall length 400mm (153/4"). Overall width with brackets
410mm (161/4"). Aperture 270 x 210mm (101/2 x 81/4").

Height Weight
AA2112 50mm (2") 785g

AA2114Y 100mm (4") 965g

AA2116 132mm (51/4") 1.15kg

C

B

A

Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

D

1

A B C D

Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

Savanah® Raised Toilet Seat with Lid Homecraft2

Savanah raised toilet seat with the added refinement of a moulded
plastic lid to create a more pleasing appearance. It retains the
same features as the standard Savanah raised toilet seat. Made of
plastic to be lightweight, strong and durable. It is steam resistant
and easy to clean. The seat is gently contoured for comfort. The
large front and rear cutouts aid personal cleansing. Secured to the
toilet bowl with L-shaped moulded plastic brackets, and a front lip,
it is easy to fit and remove. The brackets are adjusted using large
fluted knobs. Length 400mm (153/4"). Width 410mm (161/4").

Height Weight
AA2112L 50mm (2") 1.2kg

AA2114L 100mm (4") 1.4kg

AA2116L 132mm (51/4") 2kg

2

SPARES
Spares are available for these products, making them suitable for
refurbishment. For full spares listing, see pages 1353 to 1360.

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in Homecraft retail packaging.

1+ £20.95 5+ £18.86
10+ £16.76 25+ £13.62
1+ £21.50 5+ £19.35
10+ £17.20 25+ £13.98
1+ £30.50 5+ £27.45
10+ £24.40 25+ £19.83

1+ £25.95 5+ £23.36
10+ £20.76 25+ £16.88
1+ £26.75 5+ £24.08
10+ £21.40 25+ £17.40
1+ £36.50 5+ £32.85
10+ £29.20 25+ £23.72

BEST
SELLER

BEST
SELLER
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Raised Toilet Seats

Nuvo Toilet Seat Raiser1

The Nuvo toilet seat raiser is an innovative and inclusive solution
to achieving a 50mm (2") raise for toileting. Unique horseshoe
profile is designed to fit the widest range of standard toilets. 
Non slip pads are included on the underside for added security.
A cost effective and secure solution, the Nuvo Toilet Seat Raiser
is discreet and allows the user to retain use of their own toilet
seat, together with the facility to raise and lower the seat and lid.
Length 400mm (153/4"). Width 345mm (131/2"). Height 50mm (2").
09 132 2999 £14.25

Novelle Clip-on Raised Toilet Seat2

Easy to fit 100mm (4") clip-on raised toilet seat. Having no
brackets, the Novelle can be fitted securely to the seat rather
than the bowl making it convenient and ideal for travel purposes.
Simply squeeze together the open “horseshoe” section, locate
the front clip underneath the existing seat, push down and
release the open section. To remove, simply reverse the process
releasing the rear clip first. Height 100mm (4").
790 £17.25

Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

To
ile

tin
g

Fax: 08448 730 100 www.homecraft-rolyan.com930

Cosby Raised Toilet Seat with Lid3

The white Cosby toilet seat has a high quality finish which will
blend into any bathroom or toilet setting. This 100mm (4") raised
seat has been designed to provide a comfortable seating position
for user, offering a width of 420mm (161/2"). The sturdy seat has
3 adjustable brackets, with 2 of the brackets possessing 180°
bumpers, allowing the seat to be fitted easily and safely to most
toilets. The front bracket is adjusted using the supplied plastic
Allen key. Length 420mm (161/2").

Height Weight
09 117 6130 100mm (4") with Lid 1.4kg £23.10

Maximum
user weight

220
kg

341/2
st

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in retail packaging.

3

1

2 2

1 1

4

NEW

Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

Ashby Wide-Access Raised Toilet Seat4

For people who have difficulty with personal cleansing the
Ashby Wide-Access seat offers the widest cut-aways, both 
front and rear. Cleaning access problems by the user or by 
a carer are greatly reduced by the special design of the seat. 
The one piece seat has a built in anti-bacterial action. 
Secured in place with four adjustable fixing brackets. 
Seat height 100mm (4"). Weight 2.2kg.
AA2127 £62.41
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Raised Toilet Seats

2

Etac Hi-Loo Fixed Raised Toilet Seat2

Hi-Loo raised toilet seat is ideal for users who need a toilet seat
that is securely located. Secured at the rear of the toilet bowl, 
the snap on mechanism enables the seat to be easily removed
for cleaning or to change to another seat height. Supplied with 
a lid. Width 360mm (141/4"). Depth 390mm (151/4"). 
Aperture 200 x 270mm (73/4 x 103/4").

Height Weight
AA2181 60mm (21/4") 2.4kg £98.21
AA2183 100mm (4") 3.0kg £98.21

Maximum
user weight

150
kg

231/2
st

3 3

11

4 5

Prima Raised Toilet Seat3
Easy to use and comfortable, the Prima Raised Toilet Seat makes
rising and lowering easier for people with stiff or painful joints.
The hygienic white seat fixes securely to the toilet bowl with two
side adjusters and is contoured to facilitate personal cleansing. 

Height Weight
AA2151 50mm (2") 700g £34.03
AA2153 100mm (4") 800g £34.03
AA2155 Overlay £48.17

Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

Arthro™ Tall-ette™ Raised Toilet Seat4
Designed with a cut-away on one side for people with a leg or
knee injury who require an extended leg position. Supplied with 
a Slip-in Lok-in-el bracket. Seat height 140mm (51/2"). Weight 1.6kg.
AA2101L Left Side Cut-Away £45.86
AA2101R Right Side Cut-Away £45.86

Raised Toilet Seat Carry Bag5
This carry bag provides a convenient, discreet way of transporting
a raised toilet seat. The simple, zip up nylon bag is extremely
durable, lightweight and folds up easily when not in use. It will
carry standard raised toilet seats up to 150mm (6") depth.
Also suitable for carrying bed pans. Length 440mm (171/2").
Width 410mm (16"). Depth 180mm (7"). Weight 110g.
AA2150 £14.78

Maximum
user weight

165
kg

253/4
st

SPARES
Spares are available for this product, making it suitable for
refurbishment. For full spares listing, please see pages 1353 to 1360.

Raised Toilet Seat Days1

A polypropylene raised toilet seat, ideal for use as a permanent
toilet seat. This 100mm (4") raised toilet seat has many contours
to provide a natural and comfy seating position for the user.
Comes with two fixing brackets for a secure and easy fit.
Available with a lid for that extra luxury and discreetness. 
Seat height 100mm (4").
632A Without a Lid

632ADELUXE With a Lid

Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

OVERLAY

www.homecraft-rolyan.com Tel: 08448 730 035 931

1+ £17.50 5+ £14.05
10+ £12.20 25+ £10.50
1+ £21.50 5+ £17.30
10+ £15.10 25+ £12.80

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in retail packaging.

Toileting

2
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Raised Toilet Seats
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11 Comfyfoam Raised Toilet Seat1

This raised toilet seat is extremely comfortable because it is made
from foam, which is soft and forgiving. It is very easy to fit and
requires no screw fixings but push fits securely over most
standard toilet bowls. Available with or without a lid. 
Height 110mm (41/2"). Width 380mm (15"). Length 410mm (16").
Aperture 200 x 250mm (8 x 10").

Weight
AA2136 Without Lid 1.9kg £48.88
AA2136L With Lid 2.2kg £55.40

Maximum
user weight

185
kg

29
st

2 3

Soft Raised Toilet Seat2

All the convenience of a standard toilet seat with the added
comfort of a padded seat and lid. Made from soft polyurethane
foam with a sealed vinyl covering. Plastic hinges make this seat
easy to install and keep clean. Seat height 50mm (2"). Weight 1.2kg.
AA2117 £22.94

Maximum
user weight

91
kg

141/4
st

Padded Raised Toilet Seat3

A soft cushion that attaches to the existing toilet seat to provide
extra comfort and to raise the effective seat height. The cushion
simply attaches with four hook and loop straps. The white vinyl
covering protects the cushion and is easily cleaned.
Width 360mm (14"). Length 410mm (16").

Height Weight
AA2137A 50mm (2") 270g £11.31
AA2137B 100mm (4") 384g £15.72

4

Dania Toilet Seat4

An ergonomically designed seat that is well suited to most
people. Sideways transfer is easy, as the seat is almost flat. 
The lid is comfortable to sit on, and when set upright provides
support to the back. Length 400mm (16"). Width 370mm (15").
Aperture length 290mm (111/2"). Aperture width 222mm (9").

Weight
AA2107 Without Lid 2kg £58.28
AA2107L With Lid 3.5kg £83.38
AA2108 Raised 50mm (2") with Lid 3.9kg £145.93

Maximum
user weight

150
kg

231/2
st

5

Support Arms for Toilet5

These support arms can be mounted quickly and easily onto the
toilet. The individually folding arms give excellent support and the
moulded handles are comfortable for hands and arms. Either arm
can be raised and folded away individually. Supplied as arms only or
with a Dania Toilet Seat and lid. Width between arms 535mm (21").
External width 705mm (273/4"). Arm height from seat 235mm (91/4").

Weight
AA2167 Arms only 3.9kg £245.46
AA2168 With Dania Seat 8.1kg £287.80

Maximum
user weight

134
kg

21
st

6

Bariatric Toilet Seat6

Ideal for those that require a larger seating area when using 
the toilet. The luxurious contoured seat provides the user 
with comfort, whilst being stylish and ergonomic in its design.
Easily fitted and secured to the toilet frame. 
Fits to most toilet frames. Seat size 482 x 482mm (19 x 19").
Aperture size 292 x 222mm (111/2 x 83/4"). Weight 3.5kg.
09 116 9903 £173.45

Maximum
user weight

381
kg

60
st

To
ile

tin
g
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Toileting
Toilet Seat with Arms

1

1 1 1

Etac Hi-Loo II Fixed Raised Toilet Seat 
with Armrests

2

The Hi-Loo raised toilet seat is fixed through the rear of the toilet
pan and has a snap on mechanism that enables the seat to be
quickly and easily removed from the toilet for cleaning. With a
recess at both the front and rear, the Hi-Loo enables easier
personal hygiene. Supplied with armrests that can be folded up
and locked into position. Choice of two fixed height models or 
an angled version that is easier for people with impaired hip or
knee mobility to rise from. Height of armrests above top of 
seat 230mm (9"). Width between armrests 490mm (191/4").
External width 600mm (231/2"). 

Height Weight 
AA2129A 60mm (21/2") 4.9kg £211.38
AA2129B 100mm (4") 5.8kg £211.38
AA2129C Angled 5.3kg £211.38

Etac Cloo Height Adjustable Raised Toilet Seat1

The Cloo toilet seat riser can be adjusted to give the user a seat
height of 60, 100 or 140mm (21/4, 4 or 51/2"). To achieve the highest
position of 140mm (51/2"), the extra height adjusters need to be
purchased separately. Fits easily onto the toilet frame, using the
seat attachment with quick release nuts. The Cloo seat then
simply clicks into place on the attachment. Comfy, ergonomic
seat and detachable armrests offer a relaxing support, whilst
seated for long periods of time. The seat can be lifted and left in
the upright position for easier cleaning. Seat width 400mm (153/4").
Total width 600mm (231/2"). Width between armrests 490mm (191/4").
Height of armrests from the seat 210mm (81/4"). 
09 116 4219 Without Armrests £107.72
09 116 4227 With Armrests £157.17
09 116 5588 Height Adjusters 140mm (51/2") £15.14

Maximum
user weight

150
kg

231/2
st

Etac Supporter Toilet Seat with Armrests3

The Supporter toilet seat with lid has armrests which offer extra
support to the user. The arms can be raised or removed for when
side transferring is required. The armrests are mounted directly
on to the toilet to make it ideal for narrow spaces or to avoid
drilling in walls or floors. The adjustable armrests have three
different height settings and two widths. These armrests can
therefore be adapted to suit both adults and children. 
Length of seat 410mm (161/8"). Width of seat 370mm (141/2").
Maximum width between arms 525mm (21"). Maximum external
width 625mm (25"). Fixed armrest height: 250mm (10").
Adjustable armrest height: 207mm (81/4"), 275mm (11") or
342mm (131/2").

Weight
AA2192 Fixed Armrests 5kg £215.75
09 120 3934 Adjustable Armrests 5.8kg £244.40

Maximum
user weight

130
kg

201/4
st

Maximum
user weight

130
kg

201/4
st

2

3
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Toilet Seat with Arms

Enterprise Raised Toilet Seat2

A raised toilet seat with integral moulded arm rests giving stability
and security to the user. The unique installation system allows 
the seat to be used without the need for the original toilet seat
to be removed. External width 580mm (23"). 
Overall height 310mm (121/4"). Seat height 100mm (4"). 
Seat width 420mm (161/2"). Seat depth 390mm (151/4"). 
Width between arms 500mm (20"). Weight 4.2kg.
AA2160 £123.41

Nobi Toilet Seat with Arms1

This modern and stylish toilet seat offers a number of benefits 
to the user. Constructed from strong ABS with stainless steel
brackets that provides stability and security. The raised toilet 
seat provides help to those who require assistance whilst using
the toilet. Both the raised and family seats are supplied with a lid.
The family seat is also supplied with a seat reducer, which
provides safety and comfort whilst a child is using the toilet.
All three seats come complete with integral armrests.
Width between armrests 440mm (171/2"). Height of armrests
from seat 140mm (51/2").
09 118 4126 Classic £99.90
09 118 4134 High Rise 80mm (3") £157.58
09 118 4142 Nobi Family £110.56

Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

Raised Toilet Seat with Arms3

A moulded raised toilet seat with built in arms. The seat has a
large front cutaway for ease of personal cleansing. Easily fitted 
to the toilet bowl via three adjustable brackets. The arms are
covered with soft foam padding for comfort and grip, 
and may be removed from the seat if no longer required. 
Height 100mm (4"). Aperture size 210 x 255mm (81/4 x 10"). 
Width between armrests 445mm (171/2"). Height of armrest 
above seat 190mm (71/2"). Weight 7.5kg.
AA2169 £58.85

Maximum
user weight

180
kg

281/4
st

1

2

3

4

1

Continental Raised Toilet Seat4

The continental raised toilet seat comes with a traditional style
toilet seat and lid. Provided with built-in flip back and detachable
arms to save space. The armrests also offer additional support
and increase ease of side transferring. The seat can be height
adjusted to 50mm (2"), 100mm (4") or 150mm (6") to suit the
user’s needs.
15999 £89.95

Maximum
user weight

114
kg

173/4
st

Maximum
user weight

125
kg

191/2
st

HIGH RISECLASSIC

RETAIL PACKAGED
This product is supplied in retail packaging.

SPARES
Spares are available for these products, making them suitable for
refurbishment. For full spares listing, please see pages 1353 to 1360.
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Toilet Frames
Toileting

1

32

54

Width Adjustable Homecraft
Stirling Toilet Frame

1

A sturdy, height adjustable metal frame with a clip on, one piece
moulded seat. The seat is contoured and has a partial cut-away
to facilitate personal hygiene. The cross members are width
adjustable using a pin clip system, allowing the frame to be
completely assembled or disassembled without tools. 
Height is also adjusted using a pin clip system, which leaves 
no protrusions to snag skin or clothing. The legs have non-slip
rubber feet, but screw-down feet are available for a more
permanent fixing. Flat packed. 
Width at top 480 to 530mm (19 to 21"). Seat height 380 to
530mm (15 to 21"). Depth at floor 470 to 530mm (181/2 to 21")
depending on height setting. Weight 5.9kg.
AA2214 Width Adjustable Stirling Frame

AA2218 Floor Fixing Feet (4) £20.07

Deluxe Stirling Homecraft
Toilet Frame

2

Same as the AA2214 above but supplied with padded arm rests
on the side rails for additional comfort and easier grip. Weight 6.2kg.
AA2216 Deluxe Stirling Frame

AA2218 Floor Fixing Feet (4) £20.07

Standard Stirling Toilet Frame Homecraft3

Similar to AA2214 with height but not width adjustment.
All other dimensions as AA2214. Weight 5.7kg.
AA2210 Standard Stirling Frame

AA2218 Floor Fixing Feet (4) £20.07

Stirling Elite Toilet Frame Homecraft4

The unique design of this frame makes it easier for the user to rise
to a standing position. The handles extend forward into a more
suitable place for the user to lever themselves forwards and upwards.
The seat is wider and more contoured, giving a superb level of
comfort. There is a rear cut out on the seat, giving clearance to
the coccyx and making personal cleansing easier. Width at top
613mm (24"). Seat width 460mm (18"). Seat depth 460mm (18").
Aperture size 215 x 265mm (81/2 x 101/2"). Seat height adjustment
440 to 540mm (171/2 to 21"). Weight 5kg.
AA2250 Stirling Elite Frame £64.34
AA2218 Floor Fixing Feet (4) £20.07

Deluxe Stirling Elite Homecraft
Toilet Frame

5

Same as the AA2250 above but supplied with padded arm rests
on the side rails for additional comfort and easier grip.
AA2251 Deluxe Stirling Elite Frame £75.07
AA2218 Floor Fixing Feet (4) £20.07

Maximum
user weight

165
kg

26
st

Maximum
user weight

165
kg

26
st

Maximum
user weight

165
kg

26
st

Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

SUPPLIED FLAT PACKEDSUPPLIED FLAT PACKED

SUPPLIED FLAT PACKED

BEST
SELLER

1+ £53.11 5+ £47.80 10+ £42.49 25+ £37.20

1+ £63.63 5+ £57.27 10+ £50.90 25+ £44.55

1+ £46.85 5+ £42.17 10+ £37.48 25+ £32.80
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Toilet Frames

1

2

1

SUPPLIED FLAT PACKED SUPPLIED FLAT PACKED

Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

Prima Toilet Surround and Frame1

The Prima Multiframe can be used as a toilet frame with seat that
enables an individual to use the toilet with ease or a toilet
surround rail that provides the user with assistance when rising
from the toilet. With a stylish, modern appearance the multiframe
is a sturdy yet lightweight steel device that gives the individual
independence in the bathroom or toilet. The comfortable seat is
positioned above the toilet, so the individual doesn’t have to
lower themselves to the level of the toilet seat. Both are height
adjustable, only the surround can be adjusted in width.
The optional arm cups add comfort and a secure grip for 
the user. Footprint 460 x 590mm (18 x 23"). Seat height 460 to
610mm (18 to 24"). Frame width 510 to 610mm (20 to 24"). 

Weight
09 116 0704 Surround Rail 4.1kg £58.65
09 116 0696 Toilet Frame with seat 6.1kg £88.96
09 116 0688 Optional Arm Caps 1kg £10.19

Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

Cosby Toilet Frame2

Designed for use by those that require extra assistance whilst
using the toilet. It may also be used as a shower chair. The seat
is made from one-piece polyethylene plastic with anti-bacterial
properties. The seat is anatomically shaped for comfort and to
aid bowel movement. The seat simply clips-on the metal frame
and adjusts in height by the use of fixings that requires no tools.
The metal frame is stable and secure for user confidence and the
raised sides aid transfer and grip for security. The legs have
non-slip rubber feet. Aperture size 250 x 220mm (25 x 84/5").
Seat height 440 to 560mm (171/2 to 221/2"). Internal width 560 to
710mm (221/2 to 281/2"). Weight 4.6kg.
09 120 3595 £59.22

Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

Merlin Toilet Frame3

The Merlin toilet frame has a hard wearing durable plastic seat,
set off against a powder coated steel frame. The maximum user
weight of this toilet seat is 190kg (30 stone), ideal for bariatric
users. The unique design of this height adjustable frame makes it
easier for the user to rise to a standing position, as the legs have
non-slip rubber feet. The side supports have handgrips, which
provide extra assistance when standing up and sitting down.
Overall width 555mm (22"). Depth 495mm (191/2"). Seat height
460 to 610mm (18 to 24"). Weight 5.2kg.
109334 £99.00

SPARES
Spares are available for these products, making them suitable for
refurbishment. For full spares listing, see pages 1353 to 1360.

RETAIL PACKAGED
This product is supplied in retail packaging.

3
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Toilet Frames
Toileting

3 4

5 5

6 6

Maximum
user weight

130
kg

201/4
st

Savanah® Toilet Frame Homecraft3

A toilet frame with all the popular features of the Savanah 
Raised Toilet Seat. Available with a lid to create a more pleasing
appearance when closed. Seat height adjustment for 50mm (2")
seat 470 to 570mm (181/2 to 221/2"). Seat height adjustment for
100mm (4") seat 520 to 620mm (201/2 to 241/2"). Max depth
540mm (211/4"). Width 535mm (21") between rails.

Weight
AA2232 50mm (2") Seat Without Lid 4.8kg £90.90
AA2234 100mm (4") Seat Without Lid 5kg £92.24
AA2232L 50mm (2") Seat With Lid 5.3kg £99.91
AA2234L 100mm (4") Seat With Lid 5.5kg £101.28

Sussex Toilet Frame Homecraft4

A height adjustable steel frame with a black hinged toilet seat and
a white sub-seat and skirt that are easily removed for cleaning.
Seat height 470 to 640mm (181/2 to 251/4"). Width 550mm (211/2").
Maximum depth 680mm (263/4"). Weight 5.3kg.
AA2240 £136.34

Etac Swift Toilet Frame5

Uni-Frame Toilet Frame Homecraft6

A folding frame with one piece plastic seat and padded back rest
for comfort. Legs are height adjustable and the seat has a cut
away for personal hygiene. Seat height 435 to 560mm (17 to 22").
Rail height 620 to 745mm (241/2 to 291/4"). Width 500mm (191/2").
Depth 420mm (161/2"). Weight 5.1kg.
AA2264 Toilet Frame £149.08
AA2082 Floor Fixing Feet (4) £32.61

Maximum
user weight

158
kg

243/4
st

Maximum
user weight

125
kg

191/2
st

Maximum
user weight

127
kg

20
st

This versatile, aluminium toilet frame can be used on most floor
surfaces and can be slightly angled to suit the users position.
The Swift toilet frame is height adjustable. The comfy arms 
can be removed for side transfers and the seat has a built in 
splash guard. The seat has a smooth, easy-to-clean surface.
Height adjustable 420 to 570mm (161/2 to 221/2"). Total Width
560mm (26"). Seat width 540mm (211/4"). Weight 4kg.
09 116 4235 £93.23

Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

Toileting Seat Aid Days1

An extremely comfortable toilet seat and frame with side handles for
support and safety. The seat simply clicks into position on the
frame. The front and rear cut-outs of the seat are shaped for easy
personal cleaning. Seat Height 460 to 610mm (18 to 24").
Seat Width 450mm (173/4"). Seat Depth 385mm (15¼"). Width
Between Arms 500mm (19¾"). Overall Width 560mm (22"). Overall
Depth 480mm (18¾"). Overall Height 680 to 830mm (26¾ to 32½").
499

Deluxe Toilet Aid Days2

Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

This plastic coated steel toilet frame has a removable moulded
seat, which easily clips on and off for cleaning. The seat height
can be adjusted to suit the individual or the surroundings.   
Seat Height 500 to 650mm (193/4 to 251/2"). Seat Width 370mm
(14½"). Seat Depth 390mm (15½"). Width Between Arms 500mm
(19¾"). Overall Width 560mm (22"). Overall Depth 480mm (18¾") 
Overall Height 680 to 830mm (26¾ to 32").
510D

1 2

1+ £39.50 6+ £33.50 12+ £27.50

1+ £59.25 5+ £53.45 10+ £47.50
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Bariatric Toilet Frames

3 4

Grand Cosby3

The Grand Cosby has a smooth contoured, extra wide seat 
and offers excellent support and comfort. The seat has built-in
anti-bacterial properties and clips on to the sturdy height
adjustable frame. Seat height 440 to 570mm (171/4 to 221/2").
Width 650mm (251/2"). Depth 450mm (18"). Weight 7kg.
AA2201 £166.69

Maximum
user weight

250
kg

391/4
st

NEW
1

2

Extra Wide Toilet Frame4

Maximum
user weight

250
kg

391/4
st

This height adjustable frame has a broad seat to accommodate
larger users. Fitted with two wheels to help transport the frame
when not in use. Seat height 470 to 620mm (181/2 to 241/2"). 
Seat size 610 x 440mm (24 x 173/4"). Width between arms
635mm (25"). Footprint 630 x 730mm (25 x 283/4"). Weight 7.5kg.
AA2235 £171.74

Stirling Elite Bariatric Toilet Frame Homecraft1

This new member of the Stirling family of products has been
specifically designed for the larger user. Provides the user with a
spacious seating area and larger seat than standard toilet
frames, resulting in a more comfortable experience. The rotated
moulded, contoured clip-on seat can be easily removed for
cleaning. The sturdy, yet lightweight frame offers a maximum
user weight of 255kg (40st). The frame can be adjusted in height
from 510 to 635mm (20 to 25"). Internal width 630mm (243/4"). 
Seat width 450mm (173/4"). Seat depth 440mm (17½"). Height of
armrests from the seat 210mm (8½").
09 142 2955 £99.50

Maximum
user weight

280
kg

44
st

Maximum
user weight

255
kg

40
st

Extra Wide Toilet Frame Days2

This extra wide toilet frame with a clip-on seat, offers a larger
seating surface, providing a more comfortable feel for the larger
user. If required, the frame can be adjusted in height.
Technical Specification
Seat Height 490 to 620mm (19¼ to 24½") 
Seat Width 610mm (24") 
Seat Depth 440mm (17¼") 
Width Between Arms 630mm (243/4")
499HD £124.38
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Toileting
Portable Toilets & Frames

1

4

65

2

SPARES
Spares are available for this product, making it suitable for
refurbishment. For full spares listing, see pages 1353 to 1360.

Porta Potti 165 Flushing Toilet1

A plastic moulded portable seat and sealable tank. It is light to
carry, hygienic to use, easy to clean and convenient to store. 
The potty splits into two sections, the lower section is the holding
tank for waste, the upper section is the bowl with flushing system,
plastic seat and lid. It is supplied with a small bottle of Aqua
Kem, and Aqua Rinse. If extra support is required, it can be 
used with AA2430 Stand and Frame. Height 414mm (161/4"). 
Width 379mm (15"). Depth 419mm (161/2"). Tank capacity 21
litres (4.6 gallons). Weight 4.1kg. 
AA2410 £131.41

Porta Potti Stand and Frame Homecraft2

An adjustable metal stand and support frame for the AA2410 
and AA2411. Height adjustable and can be disassembled and
packed flat for storage or transport. The frame has non-slip feet
and the hand rails have contoured sleeves for better grip.
Height of seat 469 to 569mm (181/2 to 221/2"). Height of platform
55 to 155mm (2 to 6"). Height of side rail 725mm (281/2").
Width 406mm (16"). Depth 520mm (201/2"). Weight 5.7kg.
AA2430 £102.52

Porta Potti 465 Electric (Not Illustrated)3

Similar to the AA2410 this electric version incorporates an
automatic flush, triggered by the push of a button. The powerful
flush operates instantly, effectively and continuously whilst the
button is depressed. It flushes over 500 times before the
batteries need replacing. Supplied with batteries (6 x AA).
Other specifications as for AA2410.
AA2411 £197.19

Royale Flushing Commode4

The innovative design of the Royale Flushing Commode combines
the benefits of the stylish and comfortable Royale Commode with
the convenience of a hygienic, flushing toilet. Hassle free, it can
be used a number of times before the reservoir has to be emptied,
making life easier for carers and family. The manual flushing
system is activated by a simple push button, forcing waste down
into a sealed reservoir. Chemicals within the tank break down
solids and lock away any unpleasant odours. The discreet
reservoir simply slides out of the base of the commode, allowing
for waste disposal and easy cleaning. 
Seat height 460mm (18"). Width between arms 455mm (18").
Footprint 580 x 480mm (223/4 x 19"). Weight 25kg.
AA2415 £513.15

Aqua Kem Toilet Chemical5

A strong germicidal chemical used in the tanks of portable toilets
for hygiene and odour control. 2 litres.
AA2684 £14.45

Aqua Rinse6

Important, freshwater tank additive ensures a smoother, 
better flush. It leaves a micro-thin protective film in the toilet 
bowl and prevents hard water stains. 1.5 litres.
AA2686 £11.54

Maximum
user weight

182
kg

281/2
st

Maximum
user weight

182
kg

281/2
st

Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

Maximum
user weight

165
kg

26
st
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Stirling Powered Toilet Riser

Stirling Powered Toilet Riser Homecraft1

The Stirling Powered Toilet Riser offers a comfortable,
secure and more natural position for the user, whilst
lowering to or rising from the toilet. The smooth, quiet
action provides reassurance and comfort for the user.
Height adjustable frame and armrests, suits a variety
of users and environments. The lightweight frame is
easily manoeuvrable, enabling the riser to be
thoroughly cleaned.

Setting the standard for discreet and independent toileting

Maximum
user weight

140
kg

22
st
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Toileting
Stirling Powered Toilet Riser

1

Stirling Powered Toilet Riser Homecraft1

Key features and benefits

Integrated Hand Controls
The hand controls are mounted within the front of the armrest,
allowing an easier operating position. Ideal for those with arthritis,
with only a light press of the button required.

Interchangeable Armrests
Easy to install and remove. The comfy, height adjustable
armrests can be used on either side, allowing the user to 
operate the riser with the left or right hand.

Power Supply
Housed at the side of the riser, a fully charged battery will provide
over 30 Lifts before recharging is required. A complete recharge
will take only 4 hours. Without difficulty, the battery can be
accessed and removed by simply lifting the battery from the frame.

Charge Indicator
The charge status of the battery can be checked by pressing
and holding the red button down. A green LED will illuminate if
the battery has sufficient charge for a minimum of five more lifts.

Optional Commode Kit
Comprising of a commode pan, holder and comfy backrest. 
The optional commode kit allows the riser to be used as a
commode in any room around the home.

Optional Floor Fixing Feet
Enables the Stirling Powered Toilet Riser to be permanently fixed
to the floor, providing additional stability and security. 

Technical Specifications
Seat height: 460 to 610mm (18 to 24")
Armrest height: 180 to 225mm (7 to 9")
Width between armrests: 517mm (201/4")
External width: 630mm (243/4")
Seat depth: 440mm (171/4")
Footprint at lowest height: 650 x 610mm (251/2 x 24")
Weight: 13kg

Ordering Details
09 118 9299 UK Complete £755.00
09 118 9315 European Complete £755.00
09 118 9331 Optional Commode Kit £55.00
09 118 9349 Spare Battery £110.00
09 118 9356 Spare UK Recharger £33.23
09 118 9372 Spare European Recharger £33.23
09 131 8161 Optional Floor Fixing Feet £20.07

F

E

D

C

B

A

A B

C D

E

F

SPARES
Spares are available for this product, making it suitable for
refurbishment. For full spares listing, please see pages 1353 to 1360.
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Toilet Surround Rails

Toilet Safety Frame1

This aluminium frame is secured to the toilet by the existing seat.
The legs are height adjustable to suit a number of toilets.
Mouldings on the arms provide a secure handgrip and broad
area for resting arms whilst on the toilet. May be combined with 
a raised toilet seat provided the existing seat is left in place. 
Legs and arms may be easily removed when not required.
Height of arms 640 to 750mm (25 to 291/2"). Width between 
legs 400 to 550mm (16 to 22"). Width between arms 387 to
537mm (151/2 to 211/2"). Weight 1.4kg.
AA2053 £36.40

Surrey Toilet Surround Rail Homecraft2

Width adjustable support rail can be self-supporting or screwed
to the floor. Height 725mm (281/2"). Depth 525mm (201/2"). 
Width 445 to 595mm (171/2 to 231/2"). Weight 5.6kg.
AA2052 £75.82

Half Surrey Toilet Rail Homecraft3

A side section of the AA2052 that can be used for support alongside
a toilet, sink or bed. It can be used left or right handed, but must be
securely screwed to the floor. Width 262mm (101/4"). Height 725mm
(281/4"). Depth 525mm (201/2"). Weight 2.4kg. 
AA2050 £37.88

Maximum
user weight

100
kg

153/4
st

Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

1

2 3

4

6 6

5

Uni-Frame Folding Toilet Rail Homecraft4

This support rail is height adjustable and can be folded flat for
storage or transport. It has non-slip rubber feet, and a padded
back rest for comfort. Screw down feet are an optional extra.
Height 620 to 745mm (241/2 to 291/4"). Width 500mm (191/2").
Depth 420mm (161/2"). Weight 5.9kg.
AA2084 Uni-frame Toilet Rail £109.22
AA2082 Floor Fixing Feet (4) £32.61

Maximum
user weight

115
kg

18
st

SPARES
Spares are available for these product, making them suitable for
refurbishment. For full spares listing, please see pages 1353 to 1360.

Maximum
user weight

114
kg

173/4
st

Utility Toilet Surround Frame5

This toilet surround frame has a unique design with a handy
magazine rack at the side to keep your books, newspapers 
and magazines close by. Made from powder-coated steel with
padded hand rails for that extra comfort and security.
Width adjustable 537 to 637mm (211/2 to 251/2").
09 120 4031 £37.68

Buckingham FoldEasy Toilet Surround6

The FoldEasy is a fully folding and height adjustable toilet
surround. Designed with folding foot paddles that sit flush to the
floor so that the weight of the user standing on them holds the
frame firmly in place. Equipped with soft armrests which are
ergonomically designed to aid the user to sit and stand with
greater ease and comfort. Width 510mm (20"). Depth 530mm (21").
Height 620 to 740mm (241/2 to 29"). Weight 3kg.
09 117 2360 £59.05

Maximum
user weight

127
kg

20
st
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Toilet Surround Rails

Adjustable Toilet Surround Homecraft3

This sturdy toilet surround rail is both height and width adjustable
making it suitable for a variety of situations. Available in either
steel or aluminium, it has padded handgrips for additional comfort
and support. Supplied flat packed. Height 625 to 788mm
(25 to 31"). Width 510 to 560mm (20 to 22"). Depth 495mm (191/2").

Weight
AA2202 Steel 8kg £35.87
AA2203 Aluminium 2kg £40.83
AA2204 Steel Floor Fixing Feet (4) £18.60
AA2205 Aluminium Floor Fixing Feet (4) £18.60

Bariatric Adjustable Toilet Surround Homecraft4
Similar to the standard toilet surrounds above, but with a maximum
width of 650mm (251/2"). The width of the frame can be adjusted
from 600 to 650mm (231/2 to 251/2"). Supplied flat packed.
09 117 2378 £56.97

Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

Maximum
user weight

225
kg

351/4
st

Extra Wide Adjustable Height Toilet Surround5
An extra wide, heavy duty version of our powder coated steel
toilet surround which provides extra support and safety when
lowering and raising. Width between arms 540mm (211/4").
503AHD £72.50

Maximum
user weight

250
kg

391/4
st

Adjustable Aluminium Toilet Surround Days2
A sturdy but lightweight frame that is adjustable in height. Plastic
moulded handgrips provide comfort and support. Available with
or without floor fixing feet. Height 660 to 760mm (26 to 30").
Width 605mm (233/4"). Depth 470mm (181/2"). Weight 2.1kg.
501EL Without floor fixing feet £24.50
501ELF With floor fixing feet £40.70

Maximum
user weight

125
kg

191/2
st

Powder Coated Toilet Surround Days1
A powder coated steel toilet surround which provides extra support
and safety when lowering and raising. Comprises of two moulded
plastic armrests for additional comfort. Available with or without
floor fixing feet. Overall Height 695 to 850mm (27½ to 33½").
Overall Width 590mm (23¼"). Overall Depth 460mm (18").
503A Without floor fixing feet £22.50
503ELF With floor fixing feet £38.70

Maximum
user weight

160
kg

25
st

1 2

33

4

6

5

7

STEEL ALUMINIUM

Toileting

Adjustable Toilet Surround6

Height adjustable, epoxy coated, steel toilet frame with padded arm
rests for comfort and support. Rail height 635 to 788mm (271/2 to
34"). Width 555mm (22"). Depth 495mm (191/2"). Weight 3.8kg.
AA2061 £58.62

Maximum
user weight

125
kg

191/2
st

Maximum
user weight

100
kg

153/4
st

Toilet Surround7

Steel toilet surround that is height adjustable enabling the frame
to be used within various bathroom layouts. The attractive
powder coated finish is easy to clean. Comes complete with
plastic armrests for added comfort whilst lowering and rising
from the toilet. Height 700 to 862mm (28 to 341/2").
09 116 4243 £30.76

BEST
SELLER
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Commodes

11

1

Open Adjustable Commodes1

These modern, colourful commodes are generously padded 
on the seat, back and arms, offering good comfort and support
to the user. The pan is removable from the side or the top 
for convenience, and the seat is easily removed for cleaning. 
Height adjustable and available in a choice of three attractive
colours. Seat height adjustable from 460 to 640mm (181/2 to 251/2").
Seat width 440mm (171/2"). Seat length 400mm (16"). Aperture
length 260mm (10"). Aperture width 210mm (8"). Weight 10kg.
AA2329B Blue £114.42
AA2329F Terracotta £114.42
AA2329G Green £114.42

Maximum
user weight

130
kg

201/4
st

Standard Club Commode2

The new club commode combines style with functionality. 
The commode has a metal frame with a comfy, padded vinyl
toilet seat that provides the user with reassurance and stability.
The shape and size of the frame allows the commode to be
stacked easily for storage. The armrests are padded for
additional comfort and support. Supplied with a round 
commode pan, which is removed by lifting up the seat. 
Seat height 535mm (21"). Seat width 450mm (173/4"). Weight 6kg.
09 131 0812 £74.60

Maximum
user weight

120
kg

183/4
st

2

3 3

4

Deluxe Club Commode3

This value for money commode has a powder coated metal
frame and a padded upholstered toilet seat and removable
padded lid for added comfort. Available in two attractive colours.
External height 970mm (381/4"). External width 600mm (233/4").
Width between armrests 450mm (173/4"). Seat size 460 x 440mm
(18 x 171/4"). Seat height 490mm (191/4"). Weight 8kg.
AA2336B Blue £95.71
AA2336E Green £95.71

Maximum
user weight

130
kg

201/4
st

Extra Wide Club Commode4

Constructed in the same style as the Standard Club Commode
but with a wider frame and a higher maximum user weight.
External height 970mm (381/4"). External width 800mm (311/2").
Width between armrests 650mm (251/2"). Seat size 460 x 440mm
(18 x 171/4"). Seat height 490mm (191/4"). Weight 9.5kg
AA2339B Blue £125.76
AA2339E Green £125.76

Maximum
user weight

160
kg

25
st

SPARES
Spares are available for this product, making it suitable for
refurbishment. For full spares listing, please see pages 1353 to 1360.

To
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g
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Toileting
Commodes

Adjustable Height Stacking Commode Days1

Modern, attractive commode that offers comfort and stability
within any home or institutional environment. The padded blue
seat cover and clip-on black toilet seat are easily removed for
cleaning. The deluxe version has a padded blue toilet seat that
provides the option of additional comfort. The commode pan 
with handle is simple to remove for waste disposal. The height
adjustment allows the commode to be tailored to the required
position for the user. Available with or without removable armrests.
Technical Specification
Overall height: 830 to 980mm (323/4 to 38½")
Overall width: 550mm (21½")
Overall depth: 550mm (21½")
Seat height (padded): 485 to 635mm (19 to 25")
Seat height (classic): 450 to 600mm (173/4 to 23½")
Seat width: 450mm (173/4")
Seat depth: 430mm (17")
Height to top of armrest: 640mm: (251/4")
521A Fixed armrests

521AD Removable 
armrests

11240 Padded toilet 
seat

ACC17 Spare commode pan £5.63

Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

SPARES
Spares are available for these products, making them suitable for
refurbishment. For full spares listing, please see pages 1353 to 1360.

2

Blue Comfort Commode2

This sturdy, stackable, metal commode has a padded vinyl toilet
seat for comfort and support. The seat cover, back pad and
armrests are also padded and covered in the same attractive
blue vinyl, making this commode both practical and easy to clean.
Supplied with a commode pan and a splash chute for use over a
toilet. Available as fixed or adjustable height versions. Footprint
580 x 500mm (23¾ x 19¾"). Seat size 457 x 457mm (18 x 18"). 

Height Weight
AA2331 470mm (18½") 8.5kg £102.11
AA2335 520-622mm (20½-24½") 9kg £106.52

Maximum
user weight

102
kg

16
st

Mediatrics™ Adjustable Height Commode3

This extra-wide and height adjustable commode has an oval
pan, which can be fitted to the underneath of the frame allowing
the pan to be inserted at the front or to the rear of the frame. 
This allows the frame to be “parked” against a wall and still be
used. The commode is manufactured from white epoxy coated,
mild steel tubing. The commode has non-slip, non-marking feet
and is easily stackable for storage. Available in royal navy blue.
Technical Specification
Width of seat (bottom of arms): 521mm (20½")
Width between arms (top of arms): 591mm (231/4")
Depth of seat (overall): 533mm (21")
Depth of seat (toilet): 406mm (16")
Seat to top of arms: 190mm (7½")
Aperture dimensions: 254 x 229mm (10 x 9")
Height to top of seat: 476 to 603mm (18¾ x 24¾")
Height from seat to top of backrest: 451mm (17¾")
Seat covers thickness: 25mm (1")
Max footprint with full leg extension: 635 x 635mm (25 x 25")
09 131 5217

Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

1

3
NEW

BEST
SELLER

1+ £39.78 6+ £35.78
12+ £32.00 24+ £27.75

1+ £42.40 6+ £38.00
12+ £33.80 24+ £29.80

1+ £45.90 6+ £41.20
12+ £36.90 24+ £32.11

1+ £109.62 5+ £98.66 10+ £87.70
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Commodes

SPARES
Spares are available for these products, making them suitable for
refurbishment. For full spares listing, please see pages 1353 to 1360.

1 2

3

4
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Adjustable Comfort Commode Homecraft4

The frame of this commode is height and width adjustable and
has drop down arms for side transfer. It has a padded vinyl seat
and backrest for added comfort. The whole frame assembly,
including the height and width adjustment, uses a simple pin-clip
system. The frames can also be stacked. Seat height 445 to
597mm (17½ to 23½"). Width (at rail) 570 to 620mm (22½ to
24½"). Base depth 530 to 595mm (21 to 23½"), depending on
height. Weight 7.7kg.
AA2322

Maximum
user weight

165
kg

26
st

Stacking Commode1

A sturdy, fixed height metal commode with a hinged black plastic
toilet seat over a commode pan. There is a vinyl covered padded
lift off seat and integral back pad. The legs have plastic feet, 
and the frames stack. Seat height 470mm (18½"). 
Width (at base) 580mm (23¾"). Depth (at base) 500mm (19¾").
Weight 6.7kg.
AA2310

Maximum
user weight

125
kg

191/2
st

Adjustable Stacking Commode Days2

An adjustable height, metal commode that can be stacked. 
It has a black toilet seat over a plastic commode pan. Supplied
with a padded, vinyl covered lift off seat and integral back pad.
The legs are adjusted with pin clips and the removable arms
push-fit. Seat height (aperture seat) 480 to 580mm (19 to 23").
Seat height (padded) 515 to 615mm (201/4 to 241/4"). Seat depth
430mm (17"). Width between arms 470mm (18"). Overall width
530mm (21"). Overall depth 455mm (18"). Overall height 800 to
900mm (311/2 to 351/2"). Capacity 5 litres.
525

Maximum
user weight

125
kg

191/2
st

Chemical Commode Days3

The chemical stacking commode is designed for minimum
maintenance. It has a removable padded over seat and
upholstered backrest for comfort. Easy to clean and disinfect.
Manufactured from powder coated steel tubing with a standard
black toilet seat. Supplied with a large pot and lid which
accommodates chemical fluid/sachets.
Toilet seat height 520 to 680mm (201/2 to 263/4"). Front width
between arms 485mm (19"). Back width between arms 420mm 
(161/2"). Floor to arms height 692mm (271/4"). Capacity 20 litres.
526

Maximum
user weight

125
kg

191/2
st

1+ £36.00 5+ £32.40 10+ £28.80 25+ £23.40

1+ £51.98 5+ £49.38 10+ £46.79 25+ £41.59

1+ £195.00 5+ £175.50 10+ £156.00

1+ £39.50 5+ £35.55 10+ £31.60 25+ £25.67
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Etac Swift Commode1

Design based upon the awarding winning Swift shower stool 
and chair, converted to an attractive commode chair for use
around any location in the home or institution. The commode 
is constructed from aluminium and plastic that provides stability 
for the user and flexibility to adapt to uneven floors. The legs 
are adjustable in height to find the ideal seating position. Comes
complete with lightweight armrests that can be easily removed for
side transfers. Seat height adjustable from 420 to 570mm (16½
to 22½"). Width between armrests 450mm (17¾"). Weight 4.7kg.
09 116 2288 £158.92

Maximum
user weight

130
kg

201/4
st

Economy Commode3

This height adjustable, value for money commode comes
complete with a toilet seat, pan and lid. Manufactured from
powder coated steel with a moulded plastic seat, it is easy to
wipe clean. Seat height adjustable from 406 to 558mm (16 to 22").
Width between arms 425mm (17"). Footprint 610 x 420mm 
(24 x 16¾"). Weight 6.25kg.
AA2328 £57.51

Maximum
user weight

120
kg

183/4
st

Economy Drop Arm Commode2

Attractive, sturdy commode chair that has drop down arms to
allow side transfer. The height adjustable legs allow the seat to
be raised from 475 to 550mm (19 to 23"). For additional comfort,
the armrests are padded. Supplied with a toilet seat and
commode pan. Width between arms 500 (20"). 
Footprint 600 x 420mm (24 x 16¾").
AA2321 £84.71

Maximum
user weight

136
kg

211/4
st

21

3

Adjustable Commode Chair and Stool4

This attractive commode chair has a metal frame that is easily
adjusted in height to suit the user. The removable seat contains 
a plastic commode pan and lid with carrying handle. Backrest
height 710mm (28"). Seat height 450 to 575mm (17¾ to 22½").
Width 450mm (17¾"). Depth 400mm (15¾").

Weight
AA2351 Stool 5.5kg £131.10
AA2353 Chair 7kg £206.24

Maximum
user weight

160
kg

25
st

Uplift Commode Assist with Frame5

The Uplift Commode Assist comes with an integral height
adjustable frame, re-shaped toilet seat and commode pan. 
An air powered arm provides the lifting action that supports 
up to 80% of the users weight. It is adjustable for weight ranges
between 36 and 136kg (6 and 21½ stone). The seat can be
removed for cleaning. Frame width 650mm (25¾"). 
Frame depth 520mm (20½"). Seat 420 x 420mm (16½ x 16½").
Seat height 420 to 580mm (17 to 23"). Weight 9.5kg.
AA2185 £306.04

Maximum
user weight

136
kg

211/4
st

SPARES
Spares are available for these products, making them suitable for
refurbishment. For full spares listing, please see pages 1353 to 1360.

4

5
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Folding Commodes

Uni-Frame Folding Commode Homecraft1

This folding commode is height adjustable and has a metal
framed seat that clips on to create a sturdy commode. The legs
have a pin clip system to provide adjustment, and moulded 
non-slip feet. It has a padded, vinyl covered backrest and toilet
seat to provide greater comfort than most commode seats.
Matching padded lift off seat. Rail height 620 to 745mm
(24½ to 29½"). Seat height 445 to 570mm (17½ to 22½").
Width 500mm (19½"). Depth 420mm (16½"). Weight 5.1kg.
AA2334 £188.02

Maximum
user weight

120
kg

183/4
st

1 1

Deluxe Folding Commode2

This robust commode is made from epoxy-coated steel and
folds easily for storage and transportation. The backrest and
toilet seat are upholstered to provide additional comfort for the
user. Both seat and pan come complete with lids for hygiene.
Seat height 480mm (19"). Seat width 460mm (18"). 
Seat depth 450mm (17¾"). External width 510mm (20"). 
External height 900mm (35½"). Width between arms 460mm (18").
Weight 7kg.
AA2346 £118.77

2 2

Maximum
user weight

133
kg

203/4
st

3 3

5

Voyager Folding Commode Seat3

Manufactured from aluminium, this commode is lightweight, 
non-rusting and folds neatly for storage or transportation. 
It has a broad, comfortable plastic seat. The back of the frame
forms a backrest when in use and a handle when folded. 
An optional carrying bag is also available. 
Seat height 450 to 573mm (17¾ to 22½"). Backrest height
265mm (10½") above seat. Footprint at maximum height 
520 x 530mm (20½ x 20¾"). Seat size 410 x 425mm (16 x 16¾").
Weight 4.8kg.
AA2344 Commode with Pan £179.96
AA2384 Commode Pan - Only £29.85
AA2388 Carrying Bag £63.55

Maximum
user weight

125
kg

191/2
st

Folding Commode4

Foldable commode that can also be used as a toilet frame.
Powder coated steel frame with armrests, commode pan and
splash guard. Easily folded for storage and transportation.
Seat height 430 to 580mm (17 to 223/4"). Seat width 355mm
(14"). Seat depth 430mm (17"). Overall width 550mm (213/4").
Overall depth 560mm (22").
09 120 9618 £49.18

Maximum
user weight

120
kg

183/4
st

Maximum
user weight

125
kg

191/2
st

Folding Commode and Toilet Surround Days5

This lightweight, aluminium folding commode can also be used
over the toilet, as a toilet surround. The toilet surround provides
extra support and safety when lowering and raising, eliminating
the need for a grab rail. The clip-on toilet seat is easily removed
for cleaning. Seat height adjustable 460 to 560mm (18 to 22").
Seat Width 345mm (14"). Seat Depth 370mm (14½"). 
Width between arms 460mm (18"). Overall Height 670 to 770mm
(26½ to 30½"). Overall Width 550mm (21¾"). Overall Depth
490mm (19¼").
847 £51.28

SPARES
Spares are available for these products, making them suitable for
refurbishment. For full spares listing, please see pages 1353 to 1360.
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Commode Accessories

7

Protect carpets with the WacMat, a machine washable rug that 
is ideal for use as a commode mat or anywhere within the house.
Made from 100% cotton pile with a 100% waterproof backing, 
the WacMat is an ideal accessory where spills may occur.
Once washed, the mat may be tumble dried, leaving it clean,
odour free and ready for use time and time again.
Size 600 x 900mm (23½ x 35½"). Machine washable to 40°C.
AA2315B Blue £45.28
AA2315E Green £45.28
AA2315G Grey £45.28

WacMat7

Designed to avoid the commode soiling, the CareBag hygienic
liner for commodes provides maximum safety conditions for 
both the user and the carer, be it at home, in health institutions 
or whilst travelling. Absorbs 500ml of organic liquids or several
litres of demineralised water.
09 132 2833 £12.77

CareBag® Commode Liner1

Water soluble toilet sachets for use in all chemical toilets and
cassette systems. One sachet will treat about 20 litres of waste.
Available in 5 individual sachets or a case of 24 packs of 5
sachets.
526SACHET 5 sachets £4.33
526CASE 24 packs of 5 sachets £82.00

Chemical Sachets2

This disposable bed pan is ideal for use with the disposable pan
rack on the Atlantic commode chair. Holds up to 1 litre of waste.
09 128 2904 £0.50

Disposable Bed Pan3

4

5 6

Toileting

3

2

1
NEW

Disposable Commode Pan4

This disposable commode pan can be used with Atlantic
commode chair (09 116 7485 etc) and the Zenith extra-wide
commode pan holder (AA2308). Holds up to 1 litre of waste.
Supplied in packs of 200.
09 120 3983 £72.00

Square Commode Bowl6

For use with the Days mobile wheeled commodes and the
Atlantic commode chairs. Holds up to 1 litre of waste.
PL512 £5.31

Commode Pan with Lid5

This plastic moulded pan comes complete with lid and 
carrying handle. Weight 500g. Pan capacity 2 litres.
AA2380 £5.72
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INFORMATION
For further bariatric products, please see pages 1329 to 1352.

Gull Wing Attendant Commode and Days
Shower Chair

1

This is a multi-purpose heavy duty commode and shower chair
made from durable plastic coated steel tubing with flip-back gull
wing style armrests and comfortable moulded seat with round
bowl. It features an attendant pushing handle designed to be
wheeled over a standard toilet. Supplied with four swivel brake
castors and a fold-away footrest. Overall height 1020mm (401/4").
Overall width 515mm (20¼"). Overall depth 650mm (25½"). Seat
height 580mm (22¾"). Seat width 445mm (17½"). 
Seat depth 430mm (17"). Wheels 100mm (4").
577RB £205.00

Maximum
user weight

140
kg

22
st

SPARES
Spares are available for these products, making them suitable for
refurbishment. For full spares listing, please see pages 1353 to 1360.

Nuvo™ Mobile Commode4

Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

Economy Mobile Commode2

Made from aluminium, this commode comes complete with a
backrest for comfort and locking castors for stability and safety. 
It has a clip-on plastic seat and lid and a one piece splash 
guard and bucket bracket making it easy to clean. The arm 
rests give additional support. Seat height 500mm (19¾").
Seat width 355mm (14"). Seat depth 420mm (16"). Weight 6.5kg.
AA2367 £77.23

Maximum
user weight

114
kg

173/4
st

Wheeled Commode Chair3

This comfortable chair with ergonomically designed backrest
features armrests and footrests that swing away for easy side
transfer. The upholstered seat has a removable centre for use 
as a commode. The pan can be removed for use over a toilet.
The chair also has large 125mm (5") swivelling castors with two
brakes. Seat height 510mm (20"). Seat width 450mm (17").
Seat depth 430mm (18"). Weight 15kg. 
AA2365 £325.49

Maximum
user weight

100
kg

153/4
st

The Nuvo is a strong and versatile mobile commode that can be
used as a commode, over the toilet or as a transport chair
(indoor only). Finished in attractive yet tough black upholstery
and white coated frame with four swivel, lockable castors. 
The comfy, padded armrests are simple to release and swing
away for side transfers. The commode pan can be easily
removed from the rear or side of the commode for cleaning.
Overall length 920mm (36"). Width between armrests 490mm
(191/4"). Footprint 630 x 590mm (25 x 23"). Height of armrest from
seat 180mm (7"). Height to moulded seat 495mm (191/2"). 
Seat depth 470mm (18½"). Aperture 220 x 240mm (8½ x 9½").
Weight 17kg.
09 117 2568 £228.33

2 3

To
ile

tin
g 1
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Chrome Plated Steel Mobile Commode Days1

Sturdy chrome plated steel commode for safety and security.
Both of the comfortable moulded armrests can be dropped
down for side transfers. Push handles and swivelling castors are
fitted as standard, enabling the chair to be easily manoeuvred
over the toilet. The comfy backrest is removable to save space
and make the chair more compact for storage. Supplied with
removable footrests and a round bowl.
Technical Specification
Seat Height (padded) 530mm (20¾")
Seat Height (aperture) 485mm (19")
Seat Width 450mm (17¾")
Seat Depth 425mm (16¾")
Overall Height 960mm (37¾")
Overall Width 550m (21¾")
Overall Depth 590mm (23¼")
Top of padded seat to armrest 225mm (8¾")
Floor to top of armrest 740mm (29")
Diameter of castors 120mm (4¾")
11239

Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

2

www.homecraft-rolyan.com Tel: 08448 730 035 951

Wheeled Commodes

1

33

Mobile Commode Chair2

This quality mobile commode chair, with chrome frame, may be
used as a commode or over the toilet. The swing away, padded
arms make this ideal where side transfer is required. The plastic
commode pan is easy to remove for cleaning and is covered
with a detachable padded vinyl seat. Supplied with four braked
castors and detachable footrests which swing away to aid 
patient transfer. External width 530mm (21"). External height 
965mm (38"). External depth 540mm (21"). Seat height 530mm (21").
Seat width 430mm (17"). Seat depth 580mm (18"). Under seat
clearance 420mm (16½"). Under seat clearance without pan
holder 444mm (17½"). Weight 13kg.
AA2345

Maximum
user weight

133
kg

203/4
st

Chrome Plated Steel Wheeled Days
Commode Chair

3

This commode comes with detachable armrests for easy side
transfer and a detachable backrest for storage. Push handles
and swivelling castors are fitted as standard, enabling the chair
to be easily manoeuvred over the toilet. The blow moulded
aperture seat is hygenic and easy to clean. There are two bowl
options available; item 512DBPAH is supplied with a round bowl,
item 512PSB is supplied with a square bowl.
Technical Specification
Seat Height (padded) 540mm (211/4") 
Seat Height (aperture) 500mm (193/4") 
Seat Width 430mm (17") 
Seat Depth 450mm (173/4") 
Overall Height 875mm (34½") 
Overall Width 520mm (20½") 
Overall Depth 570mm (22½") 
Top of padded seat to armrest 220mm (8½") 
Floor to top of armrest 750mm (29½") 
Diameter of castors 120mm (4¾")
512DBAPH With round bowl
512PSB With square bowl
ACC10 Optional footrests £18.75

Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

SPARES
Spares are available for these products, making them suitable for
refurbishment. For full spares listing, please see pages 1353 to 1360.

Toileting

1+ £95.00 10+ £71.50

1+ £99.00 10+ £74.50

1+ £75.00 10+ £57.50
1+ £75.00 10+ £57.50
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Wheeled Commodes

Specifications 18" mobile 20" mobile 22" mobile 18" static

Overall Height 950-1050mm 950-1050mm 950-1050mm 915-1015mm

Overall Width 545mm 600mm 660mm 545mm

Overall Depth 620mm 620mm 620mm 620mm

Seat Height (Padded) 545-645mm 545-645mm 545-645mm 510-610mm

Seat Height (Aperture) 500-600mm 500-600mm 500-600mm 465-565mm

Seat Width 435mm 435mm 435mm 435mm

Width Between Arms 460mm 500mm 560mm 460mm

Seat Depth 460mm 460mm 460mm 460mm

Top of Padded Seat to Armrest 220mm 220mm 220mm 220mm

Floor to Top of Armrest 760-860mm 760-860mm 760-860mm 730-830mm

Wheels 120mm 120mm 120mm N/A

White Aperture Seat Orafice Size 285 x 180mm 285 x 180mm 285 x 180mm 285 x 180mm

Maximum User Weight 190kg / 30st 190kg / 30st 190kg / 30st 190kg / 30st

Adjustable Height Days
Mobile Commode

84518 18" Seat Width

Adjustable Height Days
Mobile Commode

84520 20" Seat Width

84522 22" Seat Width

Adjustable Height Days
Static Commode

51318 18" Seat Width

Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

To
ile

tin
g

Deluxe Chrome Plated Steel Commode Chairs - Standard & Heavy Duty
Our new range of mobile and stationary commode chairs are manufactured from durable chrome plated steel and
are available in three seat widths 18" standard, 20" and 22" Heavy Duty versions.

Features & Benefits

Our 845 range of mobile commode chairs can be wheeled over a standard toilet, thus eliminating the use of a bowl.

A perfection pan rack can be purchased as an optional extra. Adding the perfection pan rack allows the Deluxe
Commode Chairs to use re-useable bed pans and also disposable pans in place of the standard Square Bowl.

• Adjustable height facility

• Swinging drop arms, which can be detached for side transfer

• Four swivel brake castors for added safety

• Hook on footrests, supplied as standard

• Easy to clean hygienic blow moulded aperture seat

• Removable square bowl

• Moulded armrests for additional comfort

• Upholstered back and seat

• Detachable back with built in pushing handle

1+ £115.00 10+ £92.00 1+ £130.00 10+ £104.00 1+ £99.50 10+ £80.00

1+ £145.00 10+ £116.00
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Etac® Clean Wheeled Commode Shower Chair1

Clean is a prize winning, international best selling shower
commode chair that is comfortable, secure and easy to use.
Every detail has been designed to make things easier in the
shower and toilet for both users and carers. Designed for
durability, Clean has no welding seams or holes, thus reducing
the risk of corrosion. The seat is fully open to the rear instead of
the front, facilitating intimate hygiene by the carer or user. The
armrests can be removed or swung away and the footrest slides
quickly and easily underneath the seat when not in use, making
transfers easier and safer. Clean is suitable for use over both
floor and wall mounted toilets. Supplied with four lockable
castors for flexibility in all situations. Choose from two frames,
dependent on either the height of user or the under seat
clearance required for the toilet, or a height adjustable version. 
A full range of accessories are available, allowing the seat to be
tailored to the users requirements. Seat width 480mm (18¾").
Width between armrests 435mm (17"). Length of armrests
360mm (14¼"). Distance between seat and armrests 220mm
(8¾"). External width 520mm (20½"). Castors 125mm (5")
diameter. Weight 14kg.

Seat Handle
Height Height Clearance

Clean 49 - Green
AA1621A 490mm 1020mm 435mm £327.07

(19¼") (40") (17")
Clean 49 - Grey NEW
09 142 2385 490mm 1020mm 435mm £327.07

(19¼") (40") (17")
Clean 55 - Green
AA1621B 550mm 1070mm 495mm £327.07

(21¾") (42") (19½")
Height Adjustable Clean - Green
09 116 3856 475 to 1000 to 420 to £510.37

600mm 1150mm 545mm
(18¾ to 23½") (39¼ to 45¼") (16½ to 21½")

Deluxe Shower Commode Chairs2

This deluxe shower commode chair features a lightweight, 
silver painted aluminium frame, which provides a rust free, 
high strength product. It is available as an attendant-propelled
version or a self-propelling version that offers the user
independence. The front castors have brakes for security, 
the swing away detachable footrests offer comfort while being
transported and the armrests can be flipped back to facilitate
side transfer. The chair can be used in a shower cubicle or wet
room, used as a commode or used over a standard toilet bowl.
The front of the seat is cut-away to facilitate personal hygiene,
however, a seat insert is provided for comfort during transport. 
A square bowl is fitted as standard. The detachable back means
the shower commode chair is more compact for storage. 
Height 990mm (40"). Depth without footrests: Self-propelled
840mm (33"); Attendant-propelled 550mm (213/4"). Depth with
footrests: Self-propelled 1110mm (433/4"); Attendant-propelled
810mm (313/4"). Overall depth: Self-propelled 690mm (27");
Attendant-propelled 555mm (22"). Seat height 540mm (211/4").
Seat width 457mm (18"). Seat depth 425mm (163/4"). Front wheel
diameter 130mm (5"). Rear self-propelling wheels 600mm (24").
Under seat clearance 465mm (181/2").
842 Attendant-Propelled

841 Self-Propelled

1

2

2

Maximum
user weight

125
kg

191/2
st

Maximum
user weight

130
kg

20¼
st

INFORMATION
A complete range of accessories are available for the Etac® Clean. 
Please see page 878 for further information.

1+ £205.00 5+ £175.00

1+ £225.00 5+ £195.00
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Fax: 08448 730 100 www.homecraft-rolyan.com954

Atlantic Commode Shower Chair Days1

The Atlantic Commode and Shower Chairs are stylish, easily
manoeuvrable and very easy to clean. Available in three seat widths:
455mm (18"), 505mm (20") and 560mm (22") to accommodate a
wider variety of users. The weight capacity of 18" model is 160kg
(25st) and 225kg (35¼st) for the 20 and 22" models. The chairs are
manufactured from durable plastic coated steel and are ideal where
infection control is an issue. All upholstery and braked castors are
colour co-ordinated in blue. The multi function armrests are: swing
back; drop down; detachable and come complete with an easy to
operate hygienic arm catch. The hygienic white clip-on aperture
seat, backrest and arms can easily be removed for cleaning or
stored away. A toilet roll holder is supplied with all models.
Supplied with a square bowl as standard, however, an optional
perfection pan rack can be fitted enabling the chairs to be used with 
a re-usable bed pan and a disposable bed pan. Models 599DPR
and 599FDPR are supplied with a disposable pan rack as standard,
enabling the use of a disposable pan only. For full specification,
please see the reference table on the adjacent page.

599 455mm (18") 
Without footrests

599F 455mm (18") 
With footrests

599DPR 455mm (18") 
Without footrests, 
with disposable 
panrack

599FDPR 455mm (18") 
With footrests & 
disposable panrack

Accessories and Spares
SA459B White Aperture Seat for 599 & 599F £25.00
SA459A White Aperture Seat for 599DPR & 599FDPR £25.00
SA562A White Aperture Seat for 598, 598X, 598F & 598XF £25.00
ACC2 Perfection Pan Rack £22.50
AA2643W Perfection Bed Pan £21.34
PL512 Standard Square Bowl £5.31
09 128 2904 Disposable Bed Pan £0.50

1

1

White Aperture Seat Perfection Pan Rack Disposable Pan Rack

Standard Square Bowl Perfection Bed Pan Disposable Bed Pan

1+ £215.00 5+ £194.00
10+ £172.00 25+ £150.00

1+ £235.00 5+ £212.00
10+ £189.00 25+ £165.00

1+ £235.00 5+ £212.00
10+ £189.00 25+ £165.00

1+ £255.00 5+ £230.00
10+ £205.00 25+ £178.00

Maximum
user weight

160
kg

25
st
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Atlantic Bariatric Commode Days
Shower Chair

1

The bariatric versions have the added feature of a front cut-out
on the white aperture seat to enable easier personal cleansing. 
598 505mm (20") 

Without footrests

598F 505mm (20") 
With footrests

598X 560mm (22") 
Without footrests

598XF 560mm (22") 
With footrests 

Maximum
user weight

225
kg

351/4
st

1

1

1

1+ £240.00 5+ £216.00
10+ £193.00 25+ £169.00

1+ £260.00 5+ £234.00
10+ £209.00 25+ £183.00

1+ £250.00 5+ £225.00
10+ £200.00 25+ £175.00

1+ £270.00 5+ £243.00
10+ £215.00 25+ £190.00

599 Series 598 Series 598X Series

Overall Height 995mm (39¼") 995mm (39¼") 995mm (39¼")

Overall Width 600mm (23½") 620mm (24½") 670mm (26½")

Overall Depth 780mm (31") 780mm (31") 780mm (31")

Seat Height - Padded 545mm (21½") 535mm (20¾") 535mm (20¾")

Seat Height - Aperture 535mm (20¾") 505mm (19¾") 505mm (19¾")   

Clearance *See below 440mm (17½") 440mm (17½")

Seat Width 430mm (17") 510mm (20") 560mm (22")

Seat Depth 460mm (17¾") 430mm (17") 430mm (17")

Castors 130mm (5") 130mm (5") 130mm (5")

Maximum User Weight 160kg / 25st 225kg / 35¼st 225kg / 35¼st

Specifications

*Clearance 599 Series (Square Bowl) - 480mm (18¾"), (Disposable Pan Rack) - 470mm (18½")
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Deluxe Commode Chair1

A high quality chair that looks stylish and unobtrusive in any room.
The high seat and side arms provide support when the user is
getting on or off the seat. The concealed commode pan has a
handle and lid, enabling it to be removed easily and securely for
emptying and cleaning. Available in three fabrics, with sapphire
being a wipe clean polyester fabric. 
Seat height 480mm (19"). Seat depth 450mm (171/2"). Seat width
430mm (171/5") tapering to 380mm (15") at the back. Weight 9.4kg.
AA2375 Tapestry £251.29
AA2375PB Sapphire £251.29
AA2375CN Navy £251.29
101522 Rich Brown £251.29

Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

1

1

Basketweave Commode Chair2

A traditional wooden frame commode chair with woven fibre
upholstery in white and beige. The removable seat conceals a
plastic commode pan and lid with carrying handle. The high
chair sides provide support to the user when rising or lowering.
Width between arms (at top) 530mm (203/4"). Seat height 470mm
(181/2"). Seat width 440mm (171/4"). Depth 440mm (171/4").
Backrest height 775mm (301/2"). Weight 7.2kg.
AA2361

Maximum
user weight

160
kg

25
st

Fax: 08448 730 100 www.homecraft-rolyan.com956
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Commode Chairs

2

TAPESTRY SAPPHIRE

1

RICH BROWNNAVY

1+ £128.61 5+ £109.30
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Commode Chairs

Royale Commode Chair2

This attractive polished hardwood armchair not only looks stylish,
but converts to a commode in seconds. A washable vinyl seat
cushion hides the hygienic, sealed plastic tray with integral potty.
The inner tray may be removed for cleaning. The commode pan
is supplied with a lid, which seals in the contents when the
handle is lifted, thus allowing easy removal and transportation.
Seat size 460 x 455mm (18 x 17"). Back height 890mm (35").
Seat height 480mm (19"). Footprint 530 x 590mm (21 x 23").
Weight 16.3kg.
AA2372 Dusky Pink £274.25
AA2376B Blue £274.25
AA2376G Green £274.25
AA2376H Rich Brown £274.25

1

2

3

Bedroom Commode Chair Homecraft1

Maximum
user weight

160
kg

25
st

Maximum
user weight

160
kg

25
st

Extra-Wide Royale Commode Chair3

Similar to the standard Royale commode chair, but with a seat
width of 530mm (21") for the larger user. All other specifications
as above.
09 131 8260 £347.85

Maximum
user weight

160
kg

25
st

This attractively designed woven commode chair integrates
subtly into virtually any home décor. The wipe clean weave is
flexible and forgiving, giving ample support and comfort for 
the user. A vinyl covered foam seat pad is supplied, providing a
comfortable chair when not in use as a commode. The moulded
plastic seat is ergonomically shaped for comfort and also
accommodates the easily removable pan, which is supplied with
a lid and folding handle for ease of use. Seat height 462mm
(181/4"). Seat width 437mm (171/4"). Seat depth 437mm (171/4").
Width at top 519mm (201/2"). Total height 769mm (301/4").
Base width 562mm (22"). Weight 7kg.
09 115 6645

SPARES
Spares are available for these products, making them suitable for
refurbishment. For full spares listing, please see pages 1353 to 1360.

Toileting

BEST
SELLER

NEW

1+ £122.48 5+ £104.15
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g 1 Extra Wide Commodes1

Constructed from heavy duty steel, these commodes are
available as fixed or adjustable height versions to suit a wide
range of users. Two of the legs have wheels, enabling the
commode to be moved easily when not in use. The commode
pan loads from the rear. Comfortable padded upholstery 
is welded to enable easier cleaning. Width between arms 
735mm (29"). Footprint 800 x 540mm (311/2 x 211/4"). Weight 14.5kg.

Seat Height
AA2325A 450mm (173/4") £180.24
AA2325BX 450 to 580mm (173/4 to 223/4") £199.26

Maximum
user weight

250
kg

391/4
st

2

Zenith Bariatric Commode2

This extra wide commode has a smooth, moulded, anti-bacterial
plastic seat and backrest that provides both comfort and
hygiene. Backrest is adjustable in depth and may be removed
totally to enable use over the toilet. The armrests are removable
for side transfer and lock securely back into place. Robustly
constructed to give maximum stability and patient safety,
two wheels are mounted onto the frame making the commode
easy to move around when not in use. Seat height adjustable
from 470 to 540mm (181/2 to 211/4"). Seat size 710 x 525mm
(28 x 203/4"). Aperture 255 x 300mm (10 x 113/4"). Width between
armrests 665mm (261/2"). Footprint at maximum height
760 x 595mm (30 x 231/2").
AA2305 Zenith Extra Wide Commode £292.95
AA2308 Disposable Pan Holder £24.69

Maximum
user weight

380
kg

593/4
st

SPARES
Spares are available for these products, making them suitable for
refurbishment. For full spares listing, please see pages 1353 to 1360.

Bariatric Toilet Frame and Commode3

A sturdy, well constructed tubular frame designed specifically 
for the larger user. The ergonomic seat provides extra comfort.
Can be used as either a toilet frame using the splash guard or a
commode using the optional commode pan. Seat width 360mm
(141/4"). Seat depth 450mm (173/4"). Seat height 550mm (213/4").
Overall height 780mm (303/4"). Width between arms 600mm
(231/2"). Total width 670mm (261/4"). Weight 12kg.
09 116 2098 £400.30
09 116 2106 Spare Splash Guard £61.81
09 116 2114 Optional Commode Pan £61.81

Maximum
user weight

300
kg

47
st

3

INFORMATION
For further bariatric products, please see pages 1329 to 1352.
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Sherwood Bariatric Commode Homecraft1

The Sherwood Bariatric Commode offers the user comfort,
stability and independence for use anywhere within the home.
This sturdy, metal framed commode has a thick padded backrest
and seat, providing the user with additional comfort whilst seated
for long periods. A padded seat cover is also supplied. The
armrests are simple to remove, allowing the user to side transfer
from the bed, wheelchair or even an armchair. Supplied with a
large square bowl, which can be easily removed from the front 
or rear of the commode. Seat height 480 to 635mm (19 to 25").
Seat width 660mm (26"). Seat depth 500m (20"). Height of
armrest 220mm (8¾"). Size of aperture 280 x 230mm  (11 x 9").
09 142 2963 £158.00

Maximum
user weight

254
kg

40
st

Heavy Duty Commode2

This extremely robust heavy duty stationary commode chair
comes complete with anti bacterial backrest and over seat.
Features a clip on, clip off rotational moulded aperture seat 
and oval potty.
Technical Specification
Seat Height 460 to 610mm (18 to 24")
Seat depth 430mm (17")
Seat to top of arms 180m (7")
Seat to top of back 420mm (16½")
Width between arms 605mm (23¾")
Orifice width 250mm (9¾")
Orifice depth 280mm (11")
Overall width 620mm (24½")
Overall depth 540mm (21¼") 
522HD £175.00

Maximum
user weight

280
kg

44
st

3

1

2

Extra Wide Bedside Commode3

It is often a problem for bariatric users to be seated comfortably.
The Bedside Commode has been designed with a number of
features that help provide a comfortable seat. Available in two
seat widths, 610mm (24") and 710mm (28"). Backrest can be
adjusted +/- 60mm (2¼") and has curved tubing to ensure
comfort for any body shape. Height adjustable from 420 to
550mm (16½ to 21½"). Having the right height for the user
ensures success in getting in and out of the chair. Butterfly
armrests mean the body doesn’t get squeezed getting in to and
out of the chair and provide a good grip for sitting and getting
up. Easy to clean with the ‘no tools required’ removable seat
pad. High-tech, lightweight tubing to provide the highest strength
at the lowest weight. Commode includes a pan as standard.
Seat depth 400 to 520mm (15¾ to 20½"). Seat height 420 to
550mm (16½ to 21½"). Overall width 730mm (28¾") and 830mm
(32½"). Weight 7kg.

Seat Width
09 120 2670 610mm (24") £284.37
09 120 2688 710mm (28") £322.83

Maximum
user weight

325
kg

51
st

NEW

INFORMATION
For further bariatric products, please see pages 1329 to 1352.
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2

Maximum
user weight

254
kg

40
st

Bariatric Mobile Commode2

Modern and attractive, this commode is robust and wide enough
to suit a bariatric user with comfort and ease. The design
enables the chair to be used as a commode, shower chair or
over the toilet. The seat and back are manufactured from
polyurethane for a soft feel and easy to clean solution. The
shape of the reinforced back frame allows the chair to fit flush
over the toilet cistern. The height adjustable pram handles
ensure that the carer is pushing the patient at the correct
position. With a 775mm (31") external width, the chair can easily
fit through a standard door whilst pushing the patient. The
armrests can be swung away or removed for side transfers.
Height adjustable footplates clip-on and swing away. The oval
pan with handle can be inserted to the front or rear of the frame,
which allows the frame to be positioned against a wall and still
remain in use. All four, 125mm (5") swivel castors are lockable.
Technical Specification:
• Seat height 495mm (191/2") 

• Back height 360mm (141/4")

• Handle height 820mm to 970mm (321/4 to 381/4")

• Seat width 635mm (25")

• Width between armrests 559mm (22")

• Seat depth 460mm (18")

• Seat to top of back 310mm (12")

• Back width 180mm (7")

• Back width 540mm (211/4")

• Seat clearance 465mm (181/4")

• Weight 31kg.

09 130 9996 £486.00

INFORMATION
For further bariatric products, please see pages 1329 to 1352.

SPARES
Spares are available for this product, making it suitable for refurbishment. 
For full spares listing, please see pages 1353 to 1360.

Bariatric Wheeled Shower Commode1

Maximum
user weight

325
kg

51
st

This stainless steel commode can be used as a shower chair, a
commode or over the toilet. The chair is extra wide, strongly built
and the design takes into account the physical dimensions and
levels of comfort required by larger individuals. Available in two
widths, 610mm (24") and 710mm (28") with the added option of
‘Butterfly’ armrests that add an extra 100mm (4") to the seating
width, which means the body doesn’t get squeezed getting in to
and out of the chair. A solid one-piece handle bar ensures that
the carer can maintain a good grip and the chair is equipped
with industrial vinyl castors for easy manoeuvrability. The extra
long, angled armrests are removable to allow easy access for
washing or transferring. The chair has a comfortable padded,
split seat that is both waterproof and anti-bacterial. The space
between the padded backrest and the seat is 320mm (121/2"),
this provides the carer with room to manoeuvre the patient into
the correct position. The PU foam footrests are width adjustable,
spreading up to a total of 1100mm (431/4"), enabling those with
fat tissue on their inner thigh to sit comfortably. Seat depth
560mm (22"). Seat height 550mm (213/4"). Floor to handle bar
990mm (39"). Seat to footrest 400 to 480mm (153/4 to 19").
Footrest width adjustment 580 to 1100mm (223/4 to 431/4").
Standard Armrests Seat width Overall width
09 118 0314 610mm (24") 670mm (261/4") £1606.00
09 120 2704 710mm (28") 770mm (301/4") £1695.00

Butterfly Armrests Seat width Overall width
09 120 2696 610mm (24") 670mm (261/4") £1606.00
09 120 2712 710mm (28") 770mm (301/4") £1695.00

ADJUSTABLE
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Dignity Commode

Dignity Commode and Bidet1

Incontinence and its associated difficulties are major triggers for
people to have to leave their home and go into care. Now there
is an option. The Dignity Commode is a self-contained portable
bidet toilet that will wash and dry the user’s bottom without the
necessity of a carer. The commode can be in use within minutes
of being delivered and at the press of a button on the electronic
detachable control panel, a controlled spray of warm water will
clean the user. The water is warmed in the bidet unit to a
comfortable and comforting temperature. This is thermostatically
controlled, avoiding any shock or alarm to the user from water
which is too hot or too cold. The toilet seat is also pre-heated 
for comfort. The Dignity Commode is a self-contained unit that is
ready for use within minutes. It requires only to be plugged into
the household electrical supply. It does not require a professional
plumber or electrician. The in-built water reservoir is removed
from the side of the commode and simply filled from the tap. 
The soiled waste is collected in the potty (or in a specially
designed plastic bag with an absorbent liner) for easy disposal.
The special potty has a lock-on lid to contain the waste matter 
for easy and dignified disposal. The unit can be quickly and
easily moved to the ideal location on its two wheels. Once in
place, the commode is stable and cannot move in use. 
The Dignity Commode is made from hygienic white plastic and
plastic coated steel for easy cleaning. Any accidental spills or
splashes are contained with the unit and will not spill on to the
floor. The bidet toilet can be unclipped from the main body so
that the commode can be cleaned by hand or by autoclave,
without any contact with electric components. The water spray
nozzle undergoes a self-clean regime before and after every use
to maintain the highest hygiene standard. The nozzle can be
removed for cleaning if required. After the spray programme, the
unit automatically switches to blowing warm air. The air dryer
removes the risk of abrasion or soreness from wiping or rubbing,
as it dries without contact. The cleaning and drying programme
is pre-set at suitable timings for the user, or it can be overridden
if required. The Dignity Commode has been designed with
attention to detail. There is a gentle blue light under the toilet 
seat to enable it to be used in the dark, without disturbing others. 
The seat height is also adjustable, without the need for any tools,
to suit the user. Height 720mm (281/4"). Width 640mm (251/4").
Depth 470mm (181/2").
09 131 0002 £1199.00

Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

1

1

1

NEW
IMPROVED
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SelfWipe® Toilet Aid4

For those with difficulties cleaning themselves after toileting. 
The unique finger-shaped tip allows pressure to be applied in
precise locations, and the SelfWipe features an easy to-use
release button, which releases used tissue into the toilet. Includes a
roller handle for toilet tissue for complete one-handed use. 
The SelfWipe toilet aid is autoclaveable. Handle length 250mm (10").
Clamp length 125mm (5"). Weight 200g.
557435 £43.44

F   reedom Wand5

Designed as a personal hygiene aid for toileting, applying lotion
and bathing. Ideal for those with limited mobility due to spinal
injuries and shoulder limitations, etc. The four extendable fingers
can grip toilet paper, a bath sponge or even be used as a 
limited reacher. Comes complete with one extension handle, 
grip attachment and storage bag. Length 350mm (133/4").
Length with extension handle 525mm (203/4").
09 120 4007 £59.00

Bottom Buddy3

The answer to personal hygiene when reaching is difficult. 
A soft, flexible head grips any tissue or pre-moistened wipe
securely and releases the paper with the push of a button on the
easy-to-use handle. This unique, patented design is comfortable,
effective and simple. Length 260mm (101/4"). Weight 160g.
555400 £47.95

Standard Portable Bidet Homecraft1

A strong plastic bowl that has a soap dish at the front and fits
inside most toilet bowls to create a bidet. Autoclavable to 135°C.
Width 335mm (131/4"). Length 352mm (133/4"). Depth 120mm (43/4").
Weight 325g.
AA2612Y £12.88

Bidet for Savanah Raised Toilet Seat2

A white plastic bowl that fits snugly into the Savanah raised toilet
seat to create a bidet. Incorporates a front lip to hold the soap.
Width 215mm (81/2"). Length 360mm (141/4"). Depth 90mm (31/2").
09 116 9549 £6.56

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in retail packaging.

1 2
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RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in retail packaging.

3

1

1

2

2

4

Folding Bottom Wiper Homecraft3

A folding bottom wiper with a moulded plastic head that 
has recessed serrations to grip the paper. Folds into three 
for easier storage. Designed to be used from the front. 
Length 265mm (101/2"), folds down to 120mm (43/4") long. 
Weight 80g.
AA2652 £14.61

Bottom Wiper Homecraft4

Designed by the Bath Institute for Medical Engineering, 
this bottom wiper has a moulded plastic head with recessed
serrations to grip the paper. Mounted on a long, lightweight
curved handle that assists in reaching areas where wiping 
is difficult. The paper is easily removed after use. 
Length 265mm (101/2"). Weight 70g.
AA2650 £12.29

Buckingham Easywipe1

The Buckingham Easywipe has been specially designed by
Occupational Therapist Chris Clarke. This totally new and
innovative design overcomes the drawbacks of existing devices
and ensures personal hygiene for those who find reaching difficult.
The Easywipe has a research-led ergonomic shape, helping
those with limited dexterity. The rounded soft and smooth design
has a simple, uncomplicated mechanism, which grips the toilet
tissue firmly and releases it cleanly without the need to touch 
the tissue after wiping. Suitable for use with either toilet tissue 
or wet wipes. The smooth design is easy to use and keep clean.
Supplied with a carry case. Latex Free. Length 375mm (143/4").
Weight 116g.
AA2651 £26.02

Buckingham Compact Easywipe2

Following the success of the Easywipe, Buckingham Healthcare
have developed a compact Easywipe that folds easily into a
discreet travel case. The compact Easywipe features the same
benefits for personal cleansing as the standard Easywipe.
Folded away in a travel case, the device can be discreetly 
hidden away in a handbag or pocket. Length 375mm (143/4").
09 118 4415 £33.21
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6

Savanah® Splash Sentry Homecraft1

Simple to fit, the Savanah Splash Sentry clips to a toilet bowl, a
raised toilet seat or a toilet frame with a peg-like action. Prevents
embarrassing and unhygienic accidents that can happen, for
example, when gentlemen sit down to use the toilet. From a
seated position the guard deflects urine down into the toilet.
Simple to remove for cleaning and for getting on and off the toilet.
AA2602 £12.70

Derby P-Guard2

The P-Guard prevents embarrassing and unhygienic accidents
that can happen when gentlemen sit down to use the toilet. 
It fixes with self-adhesive pads to any porcelain toilet or with
screws to any raised toilet seat. The soft flexible cup detaches
easily, making it easy to clean and the jointed links allow variable
positioning. From a seated position the cup deflects urine down
into the toilet. Weight 60g.
AA2600 £21.55

Family Toilet Seat3

A durable white toilet seat made from tough polypropylene plastic.
It combines a standard adult toilet seat with a fold down child
size toilet seat to reduce the toilet seat size and provide secure
seating for the child. It is designed to help to train children to use
the toilet and is very easy to use. Fits easily onto most standard
toilets, replacing the existing seat. Hygienic and easy to clean.
Aperture size of child seat is 170 x 215mm (61/2 x 81/2").
09 115 6256 £26.95

Enable Toilet Lever5

Designed specifically for those with arthritic hands or with
restricted hand function. This lever has a large square handle
and contoured recess that allows it to be pushed down simply
with the palm of the hand. Installation is straight forward, 
but please contact a qualified tradesman if in doubt. Can be
used on the right or left of the toilet system.
AA2611 £22.64

Radar Toilet Keys6

The Radar key scheme offers independent access to disabled
people to around 4000 locked public toilets around the country.
The Radar Key Scheme enables these toilets to be locked, to
prevent vandalism and misuse. The Radar Key scheme is often
called the National Key Scheme. The extra wide head key is ideal
for those people who find normal keys difficult to turn.

09 122 2447 Small Head £2.50

09 122 2587 Wide Head £2.50B

A

Maximum
user weight

140
kg

22
st

RETAIL PACKAGED
This product is supplied in retail packaging.

Padded Toilet Seat Reducer4

This contoured seat has a lifted back which reduces the chance
of the user sliding. A recessed slot allows the splash guard
(89mm) to smoothly slide on and off the seat. The padded 
seat is vinyl covered and fits standard and elongated seats. 
Inner bowl 170 x 190mm (61/2 x 71/2") diameter. 
Overall 370 x 390mm (141/2 x 151/2").
09 116 0498 £109.00

NEW

A

B
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Commode Pressure Gel Cushion1

Designed to fit most commodes to provide pressure relief for
those at medium risk of developing pressure sores. It is made of
a heavy duty vinyl filled with a special gel mixture and welded to
create small sections. In use, it conforms to the body contours,
significantly reducing the pressure that can cause sores or slow
down their healing. Size 410 x 430mm (16 x 17"). Weight 6.5kg.
AA2390 £291.63

Maximum
user weight

127
kg

20
st

1

2 3

Commode Ring2

This ring shaped cushion can be used on most commodes or
toilet seats to provide comfort. It is covered in a pale blue
waterproofed cotton and has a soft, flame retardant filling.
External diameter 406mm (16"). Internal diameter 270mm (101/2").
Weight 425g.
AA2394 £47.02

‘U’ Shaped Commode Cushion3

Manufactured with a permeable wipe clean cover and filled 
with fibre, this commode cushion is extremely comfortable and
can fit the majority of commodes. The cushion is held in place 
on the commode with hook and loop ties. Size 450 x 450 x 50mm
(173/4 x 173/4 x 2"). Weight 400g.
09 116 1405 £35.72

5

Commode Cushion4

Clinically proven commode cushion that provides better 
pressure relief and distribution than visco-elastic and some
leading air cushions. Washable at 40°C, the cushion can be used
on its own or with an optional autoclavable cover as illustrated.
Size 500 x 500 x 100mm (20 x 20 x 4"). Weight 600g.
AA2391 Cushion £81.39
AA2392 Cover Only £86.71

Maximum
user weight

90
kg

14
st

4

Gel Toilet Pads5

These two curved gel pads provide additional comfort and pressure
relief when seated on the toilet for long periods. Gel will not leak
even if the pads are cut or punctured. Supplied with removable 
anti-slip covers that are machine washable. Latex free.
AA2629 £147.10

Horseshoe Gel Cushion6

This unique, high viscosity gel filled cushion provides additional
comfort to people who need to sit on the toilet for long periods 
of time. The sectioned design keeps the gel located in high
pressure areas, whilst the soft and supple polyurethane outer is
gentle on the skin. The flow-able gel helps to prevent shearing 
of the skin. Four hook and loop straps secure the cushion to the
toilet seat. Latex free.
557611 £133.08

Commode Gel Cushion7

This 20mm (3/4") thick gel-filled cushion with cut out provides
additional comfort for those needing to sit on the toilet,
commode or shower chair for long periods. The gel pack is
baffled to keep the gel located in bony areas. The supple 
poly urethane material is soft and gentle on skin. Aperture size
200 x 250mm (8 x 10").

Size
555357 400 x 400mm £104.42

Maximum
user weight

159
kg

25
st

Maximum
user weight

136
kg

211/4
st

76
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Vernagel2

This super absorbent powder prevents spillages, minimises
residual odours and reduces the risk of cross-infection. It is
designed to soak up bodily fluids, such as blood, vomit or urine,
and can be used in a urine bottle before use or straight onto a
floor spillage. Available as loose powder or in convenient sachets.
AA98270 4kg Loose Powder £51.75
AA98271 475g Loose Powder £11.85
09 116 5513 100 x 6g Sachets £37.15

Chemical Sachets4

Water soluble toilet sachets for use in all chemical toilets and
cassette systems. One 15g sachet will treat up to 20 litres of
waste. Available in packs of 5 or cases of 120 sachets.
526SACHET 5 x 15g sachets £4.33
526CASE 24 packs of 5 x 15g sachets £82.00

CareBag® Bedpan Liner3

The CareBag bedpan liner prevents the bed pan from getting
soiled. Owing to its draw-string closure and absorbent pad,
CareBag captures smells and turns faeces and urine into gel. 
The CareBag bedpan liner pushes back the limits of dependence,
preserving the modesty and dignity of the patient.
09 142 3789 £12.77

NEW

NEW

Sterizar Hard Surface Cleaner1

Sterizar is an antibacterial alcohol free hard surface cleaner. With
advanced barrier technology, any surface treated with Sterizar will
remain contamination free from any bacteria type for a minimum
of 30 days. Tested food safe and tested to kill MRSA, C-Diff, 
E-Coli, Salmonella, Legionnaires plus 99.99% of other bacteria.
Halal approved.

09 132 1405 750ml Fragrance Free £5.00

09 132 1413 750ml Lemon Scented £5.00

09 132 1421 5 ltr Fragrance Free £20.00

09 132 1439 5 ltr Lemon Scented £20.00D

C

B

A

B

C

D

A

KILLS
99.99% 
OF BACTERIA

Tested to kill:
• MRSA • Salmonella
• C-Diff • Legionnaires
• E-Coli • NDM-1
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2

5

3

4

3

General Purpose Bed Pan1

General purpose bed pan made from polypropylene. It can be
cleaned by steam, boiling water or chemicals. Capacity 1 litre
(13/4 pints). Width 300mm (113/4"). Length 380mm (15").
Depth 100mm (4"). Weight 1.1kg.
AA2643W £21.34

Fracture Pan3

High quality fracture pan available with or without lid. The low
profile, side and end handles make it easy and comfortable
to use. Made from polypropylene, it is autoclavable to 137°C.
Width 310mm (121/4"). Length 450mm (173/4"). Depth 100mm (4").

Weight
AA2658 White without Lid 400g £14.25
AA2659 White with Lid 600g £15.66
AA2658G Green with Lid 600g £15.66

Selina Slipper Pan2

This high quality slipper bed pan is manufactured from
polypropylene, making it light to handle and comes in an
attractive green colour and is supplied complete with lid. 
Width 245mm (91/2"). Length 335mm (131/4"). Height 50mm (2")
rising to 80mm (31/4"). Weight 325g.
AA2661 £11.06

Maximum
user weight

160
kg

25
st

Economy Bed Pan4

This general purpose bed pan is made from white plastic and
has a handle and moulded indents for easy transportation. It is
easy to clean using steam, water or chemicals. Length 390mm
(151/4"). Depth 45mm (13/4"). Weight 405g.
AA2639 £6.98

Maximum
user weight

150
kg

231/2
st

Economy Slipper Pan5

Designed for immobile patients when in bed. The low profile side
and end handles make it easy and comfortable to use. Provided
with a lid to prevent spillage. Can also be used as a female urinal.
935 £8.56
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UriBag®3

Uriwell Unisex Urinal1

The UriBag is a convenient solution for wheelchair users, 
men who are incontinent and those needing to urinate where there
are no facilities. The compact storage tube, efficient shape and
Latex construction ensure the urinal is lightweight and durable.
The snap-lock seal does not leak, allowing it to be discreetly used,
sealed, then stored for emptying and washing later. Available
whenever needed, the UriBag can be carried in a pocket and
requires only minimal privacy for use. Capacity 1.1 litres.
09 115 9607 £29.39

The unique design of the Uriwell allows the device to be used by
both men and women. The hermetically sealed lid minimises
odours and spilling. The size of a can, the Uriwell expands when
necessary with a capacity of 750ml and collapsible to fit neatly
into a handbag, bag or glove compartment. Easy to use, the
Uriwell bends easily in any direction so that it can be used in 
any position - standing, lying or sitting with no spilling. Ideal for
wheelchair users, those with incontinence and travelling.
Compact size: 150 x 70mm (6 x 23/4"). Extended size 350 x 70mm
(133/4 x 23/4").
09 120 8883 £12.83

COMPACT STORAGE TUBE

3

6

3

Urinal Holder6

A coated wire holder to keep urinals close to hand, making them
quick and easy to use when needed. Suitable for AA2632Y,
AA2632W and AA2668.
AA2667 £11.30

Mini Potti2

Discreet, portable pouch ideal for any situation where access to
toilet facilities is limited. Suitable for men, women and children, 
it turns up to 600ml of liquid into gel. Leakproof and odourless.
May be used until full. Supplied as a pack of 3.
AA2615 £11.10

5

4

Male Urinal Bottle Homecraft5

This graduated urinal is simple to use and has a snap-on cap to
prevent spillages. Calibrated for output recording. 
Capacity 1 litre. Weight 130g.
AA2668 £3.81

Economy Male Urinal4

Moulded from clear plastic, this urinal has a snap on lid and
handle. The long neck ensures this urinal is easy to use.
Capacity 1 litre. Weight 105g.
AA2665 £2.76
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Topper Male Urinal Homecraft1

A clear polypropylene bottle with a handle, snap-on lid and
calibrated for output recording. A low spill adaptor is also
available. Capacity 1 litre. 

Weight
AA2632Y Urinal - Retail Packed 190g £6.76
AA2632W Urinal - Non Retail 190g £6.05
AA2633 Adaptor 109g £13.36

Male Urinal2

With the extended neck, this urinal has been designed for
convenience and ease of use whilst in bed. Easy to clean, this
urinal can be sterilised by boiling or steaming. Non-slip, clip on
top reduces the risk of spillage. Capacity 1 litre.
642 £4.50

Spillproof Urinal3

This urinal is designed to ensure no leakage. No matter 
what position it is placed in, the contents will not escape. 
The anti-reflux design means that no cover is required, ensuring
the urinal is always ready to use. It can even be left in the bed,
making it instantly available to the user. Emptied easily at the
back using a choice of two caps supplied, standard twist cap, 
or a childproof cap preventing any unintended opening. 
The neck is angled, making it easy to use and the removable
handle allows easy cleaning and emptying. Capacity 1 litre,
which should not be exceeded. Graduated to allow easy
measuring of contents. May be autoclaved up to 130°C.
Available as a male urinal with an optional female attachment, 
or as a female urinal. 

Weight
AA2637 Male Urinal 210g £27.85
AA2637F Female Attachment for Male Urinal 25g £9.90
AA2638 Female Urinal 235g £36.37

RETAIL PACKAGED
This product is available in Homecraft retail packaging.

MALE URINAL

3 3

1

1

2

FEMALE URINAL

Toileting
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Cygnet Female Urinal Homecraft3

A clear polypropylene moulded bottle with integral handle,
anatomically shaped at the opening. Calibrated for output
recording. Weight 160g. Capacity 1 litre.
AA2630Y Retail Packed £12.32
AA2630W Non Retail £11.00

Economy Female Urinal4

This female urinal has a handle for ease of use. Anatomically
designed to enable use when sitting, standing or lying. Capacity
800ml, with graduations for output. Weight 110g.
AA2666 £2.76

3

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in retail packaging.

2

Slipper Urinal2

A white plastic urinal with rubber end cap for emptying.
Suitable for bed or wheelchair use. Weight 230g. Capacity 1 litre. 
AA2636 £9.17

4 5

UriBag® Female5

Similar to the UriBag, but designed to fit the female form.
Requiring only minimal privacy, it may be used whilst either
sitting or standing. An aid to personal freedom, the UriBag F can
be stored in a purse or handbag. The UriBag F is an ultramodern,
discrete alternative to bulky plastic urinals. Capacity 1.1 litres.
09 115 9615 £29.39

SPARES
Spares are available for this product, making it suitable for
refurbishment. For full spares listing, please see pages 1353 to 1360.

Whiz® Freedom1

The Whiz Freedom allows females with impaired mobility to
urinate in a standing, seated or lying position with no spillages 
or splashes and without the need to undress. This hygienic,
antibacterial urine guide is discreet and easy to use. Due to the
properties of the urine guide, it can be folded and transported 
in a bag or pocket; the device will then spring back to the 
original shape. Machine washable. Length 162mm (61/2").
09 118 9398 £11.24

1

To
ile

tin
g
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